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Peres
4

to make
last-minute

decision on
Hebron
pullout '

AftlEH O’SULLIVAN
and agencies

PRIME Minister Shimon Peres
said Friday that be would make a
Last-minute decision on withdraw-
ing IDF troops from Hebron on
schedule, linking the pullout to the
Palestinian Authority’s crackdown
on extremists.

.
The IDF was to withdraw most

of its troops from Hebron on
March 28 under the Oslo 2 accord.

Some troops are to remain in the
dty to protect the 400 settlers

Living there.

However, the government is re-

considering the withdrawal in light

of the series of suicide bomb at-

tacks by Islamic terrorists that

have taken 59 lives since February
25.

! Peres said that since only a few
hours were necessary for the rede-
ployment be would “weigh it until

the last moment”
;
“At first I thought we'd need a

week to redeploy, now it develops
dial a few hours are enough,”
Peres said.

• “I want to make sure the Pales-

tinian Authority has full control

over Hamas and I want to know
where we stand on the Palestinian

charter,” Peres told Channel 1 Fri-

day night

Peres said he was satisfied with

die effort Arafat was making but

wanted to ensure that the crack-

down on the militants would
„ continue. . . -

if Earlier Friday, Peres told high

school pupils in Holon that the

Palestinians were fighting terror-

ism as they had neverdone before,

and while Israel could demand
they do more, it could not be de-

nied that they are fighting terror-

ism, raiding mosques, replacing

imams and killing and wounding
terrorists.

Meanwhile, the army has al-

lowed Arab laborers with work
permits to return to their jobs in

Jewish settlements in Judea and
Samaria and parts of the Jordan

Valley, the IDF spokesman an-

nounced yesterday.

“The IDF stresses that Palestin-

ians will still not be allowed into

the boundaries of the state,” the

statement said.

The steps aimed at easing the

economic pressures on the Pales-

tinians in Judea and Samaria came
following Friday’s partial demoli-

tion of the house of the family of

Majcfi Abu Wardeh, the suicide

bomber who blew himself up on

Jerusalem's No. 18 bus February

25, kflKng 25 people.

The bouse was in the middle of

the A1 Fawar refugee camp near

Hebron and the army used a series

of small explosions to minimize

fiamagp to neighboring homes, the

army said.

As a result of the explosion,

light damage was caused to three

windows in a nearby house, winch

• the IDF win repair in the coming

? days, tire army said.

The army destroyed just two

rooms of the house and left the

kitchen and bathroom intact. It

also reportedly left standing a

email office belonging to the Unit-

ed Nations Relief and Welfare

Agency which bad been connected

to the structure.

(Continued on Page 2)
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A huge crowd packs a street in Taipei to celebrate President Lee Teng-hui’s landslide victory in yesterday’s first-ever

democratic presidential election in Taiwan. Story, Page 3. (ap)

Peres assails Iran, hints

at restraint in Lebanon
PRIME Minister Shimon Peres, assailing Iran

for backing guerrilla attacks in Lebanon, has

signaled that Israel might refrain from launch-

ing a retaliatory assault for Hizbullah's latest

suicide bombing.
“This depends on the actions of Hizbullah,”

PeressaiCwhen asked ifhesawanyalternative

to an Israeli i^tary'reprisal in Lebanon. “1

must act with maximal deliberation.

“As for Iran, we know that this is a govern-

ment of murder and terror. We know the

Iranians are using every possible route, in-

cluding diplomatic mail, to smuggle arms and
explosives.

“We know that Iran applies pressure to

strike at targets in Israel, and at Jewish and
Israeli targets abroad.”

Despite continued US efforts to bring calm

to the region, Hizbullah gunmen fired several

mortar rounds yesterday at an IDF position in

the eastern sector of the security zone.

There were no casualties in the long-range

Hizbullah attack on the Dabsha post. IDF
gunners returned fire in the incident, which in

the normal course of events would have

DAVID RUDGE and agencies

passed without comment.
But in the heightened state ofalert on both

sides of the border, every incident is being

given special attention by the media as Amer-
ica tries to forestall

,

any Israeli operation in

retaliation for Hizbullah’s provocation.

According to reports, theUS is exerting all

its influence on Syria to curb Hizbullah's ac-

tivities, in which six IDF soldiers have been
killed and over 20 wounded recently, in order
to prevent an escalation in the region.

The Americans have made it clear, howev-
er. that they would understand and not con-
demn a military operation by Israel if the

attacks and provocation by Hizbullah
continue.

A special delegation of directors-geneTal,

led by the director-general of the Prime Min-
ister’s Office. Zvi Alderoti, visited the north

on Friday and met with heads of confronta-
tion-line communities.

The aim was to hear the problems created

by the tense situation in the north, and to

present concrete solutions to the shortage of

bomb shelteis and security rooms and other

matters affecting the daily lives of residents.

Metulla local council head Yossi Goldberg
accused the government of frying to con the

council heads. He maintained that the Interi-

or Ministry, had, cot NTS Z'lxtiffion from the

local council's budget, despite the security

situation. Goldberg later walked out of the

meeting.

Council heads, who were briefed on Thurs-
day night by OC Northern Command Maj.-
Gen. Amiram Levine about the situation in

south Lebanon, charged that the tension had
badly affected the tourism industry in the

region.

The delegation of 11 directors-general

agreed to implement a series of measures
costing NIS 30 million to improve public

bomb shelters and .those in schools, as well as

the establishment of a terminal at the Kiryat

Shmona airstrip, improving roads and infra-

structure in the north, and implementing
security measures in communities in the

region.

US: Syria must

move against

terror before

talks resume
Anti-terror conference

followup inDC this week;
HILLEL KUTTLEB

WASHINGTON

SYRIA must take steps to curb
terrorist activity in southern

Lebanon in order for peace ne-

gotiations with Israel to re-

sume, senior Clinton adminis-

tration officials said Friday.

They did not dismiss the pos-

sibility oftalks resuming before

the Israeli elections in late

May, although such prospects

are highly unlikely.

The “context” for enabling Isra-

elto continue in the talks has been
“made difficult” by Syria’s silence

in the aftermath of the recent

bombings, and its non-participa-

tion in the Sharm e-Sfaeikh anti-

terrorism summit, one official

said.

“I think the Syrians are going to

have to do something for things to

get started ” he said. “An explicit

condemnation of terrorism would
be extremely important. I think

actions against tprfgtist groups
would be important. AH would
have a significant and positive ef-

fect,” but he added that it is uncer-

tain “whether this is enough to

bring about resuming talks.”

A second official railed the situ-

ation in the security zone over the

last week “grim,” and said that the

US does not yet know whether its

entreaties to Syrian President Ha-
fez Assad will succeed in reducing

the tension there.

The Syrians “have their ways”
to de-escalate the tension in the

zone, but “it’s a question ofwheth-
er they’re ready to pursue those

ways,” he said.

Meanwhile, the US expects

each of the countries represented

at Sharm e-Sheikh to attend the
follow-up counter-terrorism meet-
ings at the State Department on
Thursday and Friday.

The event is to be chaired by
Assistant Secretary of State for

Near East Affairs Robert PeQo-
treau and coordinator for counter-

terrorism Philip Wilcox. Secretaiy

of State Warren Christopher is to
open the proceedings, with offi-

cials from participating countries

also addressing the forum. US
State and Justice Department offi-

cials wiO participate, includingFBI
agents.

The firstUS official said that “in

an attempt to concretize the things

that were discussed” at Sharm e-

Sheakb, the forum of security spe-

cialists will break up 'into four

working groups: stemming the

flow of funds to terrorist groups;

tighteningborder crossings; intelli-

gence exchange; and law enforce-

ment measures that will likely dis-

cuss counter-terrorism training

methods.

It is hoped that the meetings will

produce a working summary tobe
transmitted back to each capital in

preparation for the convening in

Washington offoreign ministers in

mid-April.
’This is the firststep in a process

that ultimately will have to be en-

dorsed at a political level,” the

official said.

An Israeli Embassy official said

Jerusalem would be represented

by the prime minister’s counter-

terrorism adviser. Brig.-Gen. Yi-

gal Pressler, and deputy Foreign

Ministry director-general Yoav
Biran.

Meretz holding primaries today
MERETZ’S 41 ,000 members will

vote today for their Knesset can-

didates in primary elections at

205 polls throughout the country,

starting at 4 p.m. until 10 p.m.

Some 30 candidates are con-

tending for Meretz's Knesset list

- 15 in the Citizens Rights Move-
ment, 10 in Mapam and five in

Shinui.

Meretz is the only party which

gave its primary candidates a

campaign grant and restricted

them to a minimal election ex-

penditure, in order to give them

all an equal opportunity.

In addition, “the smaller the

spending, the less chance of cor-

ruption,” Meretz Knesset Fac-

tion Chairman Ran Cohen said.

Each new candidate could

MJCHAL YUDELMAN

spend NIS 40,000, of which
NIS 25.000 was the party’s grant.

Those who already served one
Knesset term could spend
NIS 20,000, of which NIS 15,000

was a party grant, and veteran

MKs were only allowed to spend

NIS- 15.000, MS-5,000 of which

was granted by the party.

Each voter will be asked to

grade the candidates in each of

the three lists which together

make up Meretz. The voters will

grade nine out of the 15 CRM
candidates, six out of Mapara's 10

candidates and three out of Shin-

ui’s five.

The final list will be put togeth-

er as follows: No. 1: Meretz

Chairman Yossi Sarid; No. 2: the

Mapam candidate who finishes

first in Mapam’ s primaries (prob-

ably MK Haim Oron); No. 3: the

Shinui candidate who finishes

first (probably Education Minis-

ter Amnon Rubinstein); No. 4:

the CRM candidate who finishes

first on this list (MK Ran Cohen
or MK Dedi Zucker); No. 5: the

CRM candidate who finishes sec-

ond; No. 6: Mapam’s representa-

tive who finishes second in Ma-
pam ’s primaries; No. 7: Shinui ’s

candidate who takes second place

in the primaries; No. 8: the CRM
candidate who finishes third in

CRM primaries; No. 9: the Ma-
pam candidate who finishes third

in the Mapam primaries; and No.
10: the CRM candidate who fin-

ishes fourth in the CRM
primaries.

Labor goes to polls tomorrow
MICHAL YUDELMAN

SOME 285,000 Labor Party members will vote for

their party’s Knesset candidates in primary elections

tomorrow, at 1200 polling stations in 800 sites

across the country.

A total of 186 candidates are competing - 56 for the

15 to 16 realistic slots (np to slot 46) on the national

list, and 130 for the 23 realistic places in 11 regions.

Labor Secretary-General Nissim Zvilli said on

Friday that the party’s new Knesset list is expected

to feature at least 10 new feces, mainly from the

regional list, and at least six women up to slot 44,

compared with four on the previous Ust

Slot 29 is reserved for a new immigrant

Thousands of volunteers will serve as observers,

supervisors and security guards, in addition to 400

paid guards.

It is estimated that Labor will end up spending

some NIS 7 million on the primaries - from the

membership poll through tomorrow’s elections.

Zvilli urged the IDF to enable soldiers to vote

tomorrow. The IDF announced last week that it will
not allow thousands of soldiers who are party mem-
bers to participate because procedures for them to

cast ballots anonymously were not arranged.

The party put a ceiling on how much candidates

could spend on their campaigns: NIS 150,000 for

those competing on regional lists,, and NIS 250,000
for national list candidates;

The candidates have spent an estimated NIS 25 to

NTS 30 million on their campaigns.

The polling booths will be open from 10 ami. to 9
p.m. in more populated regions, and 8 pan. in

smaller areas.

The largest polling site will be Holon’ s sports stadi-

um, which will have 35 booths for some 10,000 voters.

Voters will be presented with two lists, a national

one and a regional one. Each voter will be asked to

mark 11 to 15 names on the regional list and two on
the regional one, except the Draze list, on which only
one name Should be marked.

Wanted by the IDF-a few sticks ofdynamite lying around the house
DOZENS of kilos of TNT, as-

sault rifles and thousands of IDF
uniforms are among some of the

equipment returned by the pub-

lic during the army s month-

long amnesty campaign which

ends this week.

The campaign is the first in

five years, and the army expects

to get hold of millions of shekels

worth of equipment that has

“disappeared.”

“We believe that the public

has some of this equipment that

can’t be accounted for,” said

Brig.-Gen. David Binyamini,

head ofthe Logistics Divisional

the Technology and Logistics

Branch. ,

“We are in a country where

the people are an integral part

of the army, and the opposite,

Binyamiiii told The Jerusalem

Post. “Every year tens of thou-

sands of people come into con-

tact with a lot of equipment and

a lot of it has disappeared.

*ars the IDF al-

to return any

; have, no ques-

3 without prose-

cution. In the past three weeks,

Binyamini said, the public has

brought in sleeping bags, fa-

tigues, ammunition clips and

thousands of rounds of bullets.

“They have also brought in

lots of demolition explosives, in-

cluding dozens of kilos of TNT,

detonators and fuses. Also we

have received numerous weap-

ons ranging from Kalashnikovs,

M-I6s and even a dated^ Karl

Gustav sub-machine gun,” Bin-

yamini said.

Binyamini said the list includ-

ed hundreds of items ranging

from the obvious to the bi2arre.

“Someone even brought back

a mess tin. What he wanted a

mess tin for I don’t know, Bin-

yamini said.

Binyamini said the value of

the equipment returned was

negligible compared to the

enormous IDF budget. But he

said the army was also keen on

oetting ammunition and explo-

sives out of the public’s hands.

“When a man keeps this at

ARIEH O’SULLIVAN

home, anyone can get to it. Kids

can play with it and naturally, if

someone knows it’s there, it can

be stolen,” he said.

Binyamini acknowledged that

holding the amnesty month did

little tn deter someone from

“borrowing" army material.

But he said the IDF decided on

carrying out the operation after

calculating the amount of “miss-

ina" property was immense and

probably needed to be rounded

up.
“Secondly, we wanted to give

people who acted against the

law a chance to return it,” he

said.
.

Starting in April, the IDF in

conjunction with the police will

launch a campaign to retrieve

stolen army equipment and

prosecute those caught with

anything with the IDF stamp on

it. ...
“We won’t search inside peo-

ple’s homes - we are not a police

state," Binyamini said, adding

that people would probably be

checked on hikes and at camp
sites where lots of sleeping bags

and blankets were likely to be
found.
Binyamini was particularly in-

censed with the thefts of Her-
moniot (thermal body suits).

which he says he often sees on
motorbike riders.

“We will buy more, but it

really makes me angry to see
young guys using winter equip-

ment our soldiers need up in

Lebanon and the Golan, with

‘IDF still printed on, the back.
They could have at least erased
it,” be said.

So far, no one has returned
any vehicles or heavy weapons,
as was done is previous amnes-
ties, he said.

Mostgovernment offices willbe closedduring HoiHamo’edPessah
from Wednesday, April 3 to Wednesday April 10, inclusive.

Aside from emergency assistance, no services will be provided.

£ Before Pessah, a list of the offices and departments that will be closed will be

2 published as well as information on the emergency services
|* available to the public. 1
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Police block conference in east Jerusalem
POLICE prevented a conference

in eastern Jerusalem slated to in-

clude Palestinian Authority fig-

ures from taking place on Friday,

the second time in recent weeks

an apparent independently orga-

nized Palestinian gathering was

Midden in the city because of

participants' connections with the

PA
Organizers with the Alterna-

tive Information Center, an east-

ern Jerusalem-based Palestinian

public interest group, criticized

the police move, and vowed to try

to hold the conference at a later

date.

“The Alternative Information

Center has been organizing

events in Jerusalem for over 10

years, and never before has the

police tried to prevent us [from

holding them]/
1

said organization

director Michael Watschawski.

“What the police are doing is a

joke. There is simply no justifica-

tion for h,” Watschawski said.

The conference, entitled “Pal-

estinian Jerusalem on the Eve of

the Final Status Negotiations,”

was scheduled to take place at the

Ambassador Hotel

Participants were to include

PA council members in die dty.

BILL HUTMAN

Faisal Husseini, and other senior

PLO and PA figures.

Palestinian intellectuals and Is-

rael peace activists were also ex-

pected to attend.

But police and Border Police

set up roadblocks to prevent par-

ticipants from reaching the hotel,

and also set up roadblocks by the

nearby Orient House, believing

organizers would try to move the

event there.

Police were acting on an order

signed several days earlier by In-

ternal Security Minister Moshe

Shahal forbidding the confer-

ence.

The order was based on the

Interim Agreement Law that for-

bids PA activity in Jerusalem.

Using a similar order, Shahal

prevented PA figures from hold-

ing a news conference at Orient

House, the PLO headquarters in

Jerusalem, about two weeks ago.

Warschawski charged police

had acted in bad faith by only

informing him of the order the

morning of the conference.

Thie left him no time to even

inform participants of the cancel-

lation, be said.

In a news release, the Alterna-

tive Information Center stated

that among the participants who

were turned away at the Border

Police roadblocks were interna-

tionally known Palestinian intel-

lectual Dr, Edward Said, and Dr-

Khalfl Nahleh, a local representa-

tive of the European

Community.

“The AIC wished to emphasize

that all the of the involve-

ment of the PA in the organiza-

tion of the conference are false,”

the news release said.

It added that die AIC would

sue for financial damages.

World Bank: Water

shortage in Mideast

nears 'crisis levels’

HILLEL KUTTLER

WASHINGTON
THE Middle East’s shortage of fresh water is approaching “crisis

levels” and countries must look beyond political borders to seek

common solutions, a new report by the World Bank concludes.

The situation in Gaza alone is “more acute than anywhere else m the

world," the report’s author, the World Bank director of agriculture

and water resources management John Hayward said last week.

Gaza residents each have access to 15 gallons of water per day, * a

very, very different” situation from the West Bank, where the figure is

40 gallons per person per day, he said

The report, “Averting a Water Crisis in the Middle East and North

Africa,” was prepared to. address a vital issue but is not meant to

interfere with the Israeli-Palestinian and Israeli-Syrian negotiations

lhai indude water rights, Hayward stated

The World Bank is alarmed that the region has seen “a very marked

downturn" in its growth potential, he said

“One of the factors affW-ting that downturn which we believe will

have an effect in the future is the scarcity of water. The situation is

becoming worse by the day.”

Cutting water subsidies, promoting conservation and increasing

agricultural irrigation are among the long-term solutions to the crisis

the 32-page report states.

PA Police arrest senior

member of new Islamic party

News agencies

PALESTINIAN Police arrested

a Hamas activist who is also a

leading figure in the newly-estab-

lished Islamic political party, .the

man’s 'wife said yesterday.

.Fuad Nahal, deputy
.
chairman

of the newly established Islamic

National Salvation Party, was ap-

prehended in his home by Pales-

tinian intelligence forces, accord-

ing to his wife.

Nahal, a father of five, was tak-

en by forces of Yasser Arafat’s

Palestinian Authority late Friday

night from his home in the south-

ern town of Rafah in the Gaza
Strip. His wife said no reason was

given for the anest

Palestinian police confirmed

the anest.

Fikri Abdel-Latif, spokesman

far the National Salvation Party,

said he and Nahal and several

other party leaders met with.Ara-

fat earlier j2f$gy, in ;what be tie-,

scribed as “a fruitful and warm

meeting.” He said he did not

know why Nahal had been
arrested.

“The security people came and

searched everything, even the

furniture,” said Nahal’s brother,

Mohammed Nahal.

“His wife told them that he was

with Arafat and they waited and

ambushed him outside his home
at 2:00 aun^” he said.

The 1NSP was established in

self-ruled Gaza on Thursday by

Hamas activists.

Thousands of motorcyclists protest Friday at Rabin Square in Tel Aviv against the government’s

plans to raise insurance premiums for two-wheeled vehicles by 100% to 300%. Four motorcyclists

were arrested for trying to block intersections on Dizengoff Street (Dm Oseadriver/isnci Sun)

Poll: Voters think Peres better for economy

Hamas raps planned expulsions
HAMAS called on hitman rights

groups yesterday to prevent Isra-

el from carrying out plans to ex-

pel Palestinians linked to Moslem
militant groups that have killed

58 people in four snicide

bombings.

“We implore (human rights

croups) to intervene immediately

to prevent a repetition of the poli-

cy of forced emigration executed

by Israeli occupation authori-
ties,” said Hamas in a statement

faxed to news agencies.

Last week Prime Minister Shi-

mon Peres said plans for expul-

sions were underway, but de-

clined to say how many people

would be expelled or how soon.

Hamas has already urged Arab
states not to adm it anyone Israel

might expel “Expulsion is one of

the most dangerous violations of

human rights, and the most hos-

tile against political rights, name-
ly one’s right to live on one’s

land," the Hamas statement said.

It said the expulsions should be
prevented “regardless of their

justifications." (Reuter)

VOTERS think Prime Minister

Shimon Feres would handle the

economy better than Likud party

leader Binyamin Netanyahu, a

poll published on Friday showed.

Peres also maintained a slight

lead over Netanyahu in polls ask-

ing for whom these polled would

vote in national elections due on

May 29.

Peres lost his comfortable lead

over Netanyahu after a wave of

Islamic suicide bomb attacks that

killed 58 people here in nine days

starting on February 25.

He regained a slight advantage

last week.

A Smith Research Center poll

in Globes financial newspaper

asking whose government would

deal with Israel’s economic prob-

lems best found 39 percent

thought a Peres-led administra-

tion would do very much better

or better versus 24% who
thought Netanyahu would do
very much better or better.

A total of 16% thought the two

would perform equally and 21%
had do opinion.

The poll questioned 505 Israeli

Jews and had a 4.4% margin of

error.

A Gallup poll in Afo’uriv found

49% would vote for Peres versus

43% for Netanyahu. Eight per-

cent had yet to decide.

Last week Gallup found 44%
for Peres versus 41% for

Netanyahu.

South Lebanese woman lives in fear ofHizbullah, Syrians
The IDE's presence in the security

zone and the safety of soldiers

there is dependent to a great extent

on the goodwill oflocal residents -
based on the harmonious relations

that have been painstakingly es-

tablished over die years. A wom-
an resident of the zone describes

the present situation: the atmo-

sphere among the local popula-

tion, their hopes and fears at such

a sensitive time in die turbulent

region

THERE was a time when the

young Lebanese woman would
have been proud to have her

name appear in an Israeli news-

paper. Now she is scared to be
identified as being associated

with the state that Hizbullah and

its Iranian mentors have teamed
“The Zionist Enemy,” “the Can-

cer of the Middle East,” or “the
Little Devil of the Big Satan of
America."

She still works in Israel, as she

has done for several years. She
enjoys her work, and that she is

able to help support her family,

which lives in a Moslem village

inside foe security zone.
She views Israelis, especially

her employers and those with
whom she comes in contact as

friends. She is frightened of Hiz-
bullah and the Syrians, who she
says rule the roost in the rest of
Lebanon, and is intimidated by
the forces they represent

The young woman, whose con-
dition for the interview was not to

print her name or age, the name
of her village or the place in

which she works, is afraid of what
the future holds. She is not alone.

In deep sorrow we announce the passing of

RABBI LEON KRONISH
The funeral and shiva will be held In Miami Beach

Mourned by:

Lillian Kronlsh
Rabbi Ron andAmy Kronlsh
Maxine and Edward Snyder
Grandchildren Sari, Dahlia,

Ariefla, Davids and Ami.

DAVID BUDGE

According to her own testimony,

the vast majority of the nearly

200,000 residents of tile security

zone, if not ail share the same
concern.

Their fears have been exacer-

bated by incessant Hizbullah at-

tacks on the South Lebanese
Army, the unremitting psycho-
logical warfare of the extremist

Shi'ite organization, and recent

legal measures taken by the Syri-

an-backed government of Leba-
non against SLA soldiers and
their commanders.

‘Tor families who have a sol-

dier in the SLA it is very difficult.

When their son goes out on duty
- it might be for a few days, a

week, or a fortnight - they don’t

know if he is going to come back
safely,” said the woman.

“AH the relatives and neigh-

bors come round and everybody

kisses him, and when die explo-

sions and booms are heard close

or far away, everybody prays for

him. Wfcej he comes home,

there’s a party,” she said.

’T can’t understand it Mos-
lems from Hizbullah are coming

to kill other Moslems. If they

only had a bit of common sense

they would know Hot -it is wrong,

and if there were no attacks there

would be peace and quiet

“That is what we want Quiet

and peace. Since I was bom, I

have never known a period of

real peace and quiet - only war,

battles, death and destruction

and people afraid of one
another.”

According to the woman, the

situation has worsened in die past

few months. Hizbullah has esca-

lated its attacks, and has also

been infiltrating the zone and re-

cruiting collaborators among
some residents of the zone.

“We have heard, at least that’s

my understanding, that people

from Hizbullah have come to the

homes of some people and of-

fered them money in return for

information or for keeping some-

body hidden in their home.

“This is something new and it's

not veiy good. Somebody is get-

ting a hundred dollars or more so

that he will live, but somebody

else will die. What kind of situa-

tion is that?

‘It wasn't like that before, but

now people are worried. They

are afraid of what might happen

to them now and in the future.

“There is a woman, for in-

stance, whom 1 know, who used

to work at a factory in Israel She

was side and went to a Beirut for

treatment There she was interro-

gated by people from Hezbollah.

•They didn’t want her to be
treated at Gist because she was on
the list of people who work in

Israel She told them she that if

she didn't work in Israel she
would die of starvation because

there is nowhere else to earn

money to live.

“Eventually, she was treated

but she was also warned not to go
back to work in Israel because if

she did they would get her. Now
she site at home, afraid to go to

Beirut and afraid to work in

Israel.

“We have also heard about

other people who have run into

similar problems, not just with
the Hizbullah but with the Syri-

ans who are in control in Beirut. I

don’t know what they want from

ITS.

"We want peace, but we also

want guaranteed security in fee

event of peace. We are scared, all

of us: those who serve in the

SLA, those who work ill Israel

business people, and even truck

drivers who bring things lack and
forth.

“We don’t know what will hap-
pen to us if Israel withdraws in

Ihe event of peace. We want to be
sure that Hizbullah and the Syri-
ans won’t come here and faire

revenge on us,” she added.
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Three arrested for

plotting anti

attacks in
T

AMMAN (AP) - Authorities

have arrested three Jordanians

suspected of plotting attacks on

Israeli tourists visiting the Arab

kingdom, a cabinet official smd

yesterday.

Speaking on condition of ano*

nymity, he said the three were

being interrogated on suspicion

of "plotting attacks on Israeli

tourist buses to undermine Jor-

dan’s security and torpedo tire

peace process.” He declined to

give details.

News of their 'arrest came three

days after Prime Minister Abdnl-

Karim Kabariti grid 20 Moslem

priiitants were detained for alleg-

edly plotting to attack Jordanian

politicians and destabilize the

not immediately if

the two cases were related.

'

Security sources,
:

also masting

on anonymity,- said the three

were apprehended last month

and that they' were natives Jhe

northwestern city of Ajtoon.
'

‘They possessed antitank gr-

tfflety. nto .are similar ‘to-, land

mines implanted by the Jrndam-

an army along the Jsraett frontier

about 30 years ago/* said. one

source.
. .

.
• -*

The three also possessed auto-

matic machine guns :
and explo-

sives similar to that used by “Pal-

estinian suicide bombers against

Israel recently/
7 the security

source added.

from territories will

return to

EVELYN GORDON

SOME 250. medical personnel

from the territories .will be al-

lowed to return to their jobs in

east Jerusalem hospitals within

the next few days, the state prom-

ised the High Comtof Justice at

the end of the week.

Meanwhile, the court issued a

show-cause order giving fee state

45 days to explain its general fail-

ure to ensure feat essential Arab

medical personnel reach these

hospitals even during a closure.

Both developments were in re-

sponse to a petition by Mokassed

Hospital, the Association for 'Civ-

il Rights in Israel, Physicians

for Human Rightk According to

the petition, all four of east Jeru-

salem’s Arab hospitals have been

virtually shot down by the closure

because most of the hospital per-

sonnel have not been allowed to

come to wort
At Mokassed, for instance,

about 65 percent of fee hospital’s

680 workers live-&cfe^ teiritor5cs

-and have -not been abfo ! to come
to work for the last three weeks
because of fee closure.

In addition, ACRI' attorney

Eliahu Abram said, certain Joey

slots have gone completely un-

filled because. of fee closure;All

of Mokassed’S ~sing6cms jtarf'in

r

ternal medicine specialists, for in-

stance, have been kept °ut .

Abram said fee hospital’s^im-

mediate problem 'would be solved

by foe state's promise to Letan-

' other 250 staffers start canting , to

work. However, he said, tins is a

problem that recurs every , rime

-there- is a closure: foe fee fifstfew

weeks, no medical ‘ staff are al-

lowed in and the: hospital's’ 200

patients suffer. - :;
- •

Justices Gavriel Bach, Dalia

Dpmer, and Yitzhak Zamir said

it would be 'impossible to grant

exceptions to fee closure to a few
' hundred .people ;smoe a few peo-

ple who pose security risks could

easily slip mto a group tins large.

.However, .they agreed feat, some

permanent arrangement should

be made for a couple of dozen

essential personnel so that the

« cowl woukL not- have -to intervene
- waty-tabe-'^erfi

--"'Ifflrefore fee'jfidgw’issoednbe

’Sho^-tause ord^ro^g^ling feat

fee state' use fee days to come

up wife a proposal which; would

meet fee hospitals’ medical needs

without affecting, security.
.

Gallop said it questioned 580

Israelis and its survey had a four

percent mar^Li of error.

A Dabaf poll in Yediot Ahar-

onot gave Peres 49% of the vote

compared to 47% percent for Ne-

tanyahu. Four percent had yet to

deride or did not answer. Last

week Dabaf found 50% for Peres

and 47% for Netanyahu.

Dahafs survey of 513 Israelis

had a four percent margin of

error.

Dahaf found in fee parliamen-

tary elections that Labor would
get 43 Knesset seats versus 44 for

the Likud-Tsomet-Gesher alli-

ance. Gallup said Labor would

take 44 seats versus 40 for fee

Likud-led group. (Reuter)

EC food aid for West Bank, Gaza
The European Commission has approved food aid.for the Palestinians

in the West Bank and Gaza. A grant from fee-European Community
Humanitarian Office will be used to purchase 750 tons of wheat meal,
worth some $364,000, and other basic foodstuffs. The -wheat will be
taken from UNRWA stocks. The EC also decided to grant $611,000 to

the World Food Program to import other basic foodstuffs such as rice,

sugar and additional wheat flour. The decision was relayed to Prime
Minister Shimon Peres in a letter from fee president of fee EC,
Jacques Santer.

.
Jerusalem Post Staff

HEBRON
(Continued from Page 1)

A curfew was temporarily
placed on fee camp after residents

started to riot and stone soldiers.

The demolition is fee seventh

since fee government reinstated

the punishment which had been

used during the intifada, bat

ceased in 1993.

Also Friday, the army continued

its sweep of Hamas, activists, ar-

resting three suspects in the He-
bron area, fee army said

Palestinian officials warned yes-

terday that fee demolitions and fee

continued closure is posing a real

threat to fee peace process.

“The peace process is slipping

through our fingers,” said Sad?

Erakat, a member of Yasser Ara-

fat’s acting government, following

its weekly meeting.
.

Arafat, meanwhile, briefed, his

cabinet on fee Palestinian Author-

ity's crackdown on extremists. 1

He said fee investigation has un-

covered plans by Hamas to estab-

lish secret groups inside fee West
Bank and Gaza which would “es-

calate violence in Palestinian
streets” in order to ' undermine
Arafat's authority, according

1

to' a

statement issued from his office

following the meeting. • j.

“Mr. Peres declared war on ter-

rorism, but in practice He. has
launched this war against fee Pal-

estinian people,” Erakat said.

Sabbath Patterns in Jewish History
Computer studies over 25 years have demonstrated a ^
Precisely accurate Tanakh. Also/dozens of Sabbath "

patterns were found between events in ancient and
modem Israel. Here are just two examples: v:

• 100,000 weeks from the loss of the Hail of Hewn ^
Stones on Pessah of CE 30 until the hanging of 10
Germans on Succot 1946. &

• 777 weeks from the capture of Sinai in the Six Day
War until its return to Egypt in 1982, .

Prof. Fauistich has lectured world-wide on this aibiecL <

and has recently been lecturing at a Yeshhraib the OfoS
City, he is currently planning a series of public lectures

'

Jerusalem.

For Hituniation, write: Fauistich, 3 Qvsd Street,

These magnificent hardcover
Haggadot are yours for hajf pfcg

Choose two of the same, or one of
each, for the special price of NIS 95. ..

which Includes shipping!
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Russia,

announce
MOSCOW (Reuter) - Russia
and Belarus announced plans
yesterday to form a union of their
two Slav states, the most decisive
step towards integration between

„
two former Soviet republics sin^e

- the superpower collapsed in
1991.

!•: Belarussian President Alexan-
• j.der Lukashenko said the union
. i

likely to be signed on April 2,’

.
?-would be Led by a Supreme Coun-
cO with “very wide powers** com-

,

prising presidents, prime minis-
. for® ®nd heads of parliaments.

“On the second (of April), a
;BeIarus-Russia treaty will be
signed creating a unified state,

’ with each country folly retaining
its sovereignty,” Lukashenko

• told reporters in comments
- broadcast by Russian television.

“For 18 months to two years, I

: believe we will need a transition
• period. Over this period, all
' problems will be resolved, in-

cluding possibly a joint
- constitution.”

Russian Prime Minister Viktor
Chernomyrdin, quoted by Inter-

fax news agency, said die new
union would be open to all mem-
bers of the Commonwealth of In-
dependent States.

“We hope that others will join
as well,” be said.

Both leaders said their coun-
tries would stay sovereign, and it

Belarus

union plan
was not dear how complete the
merger would be or whether it

could work. Chernomyrdin said a
final decision should be taken by
foepeople of Russia and Belarus.

•‘But I am for the union. I like
this, word,” he said.

Belarus, a country of 10 million
people bordering Russia.
Ukraine, Poland, Latvia and
Lithuania, has had problems
finding a post-Soviet identity af-
ter centuries of influence from
Moscow.

Previous attempts to merge foe
economies of the two states have
foundered on Belarus’s insistence
on maintaining an independent
central bank, which could con-
duct a different monetary policy
from that in Russia.' Russia has
also been reluctant to subsidize
Belarussian energy imports.
Lukashenko said the draft ac-

cord had been approved during
talks with Chernomyrdin and
Russian President Boris Yeltsin.
He said the two states would

have a common budget for some
joint programs and an inter-par-

liamentary congress in which
they would be equally represent-
ed. A joint currency was possi-
ble, although this could take
years.

Yeltsin’s spokesman Sergei
Medvedev said foe union would
not lead to a single country.

4
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Princess Diana in car crash

Jubilant President Lee Teng-hui waves to supporters outside his campaign headquarters in Taipei after hearing of his

landslide victory in the Taiwanese presidential elections yesterday. (Reuter)

Lee sweeps to victory in Taiwan
r LONDON (Reuter) -Princess Di-

. ana flew off for a Caribbean hob-
'

' day with her sons yesterday after
1 being badly shaken in a multiple

car crash.

“She has left on holiday and she
• ‘ is fine;” her spokeswoman said af-

« ter Diana left for the sunshine is-

i land ofBarbuda with Princes W3-
•'..luun and Harry.

She was at foe wheel of a bor-

rowed car and apparently travel-

,
Kng without .any police escort

. . wheninvolved in a five car pile-up

in central London,on Friday night

Her. crash when alone at foe

wheel sparked police concern as
' security has been stepped up

' around Britain’s Royal Family
• since foeIRA last monih ended its

. 17-month ceasefire and resumed
its London bombing campaign.

- After the crash, Diana followed

her security training and hailed a
taxi tq take.her to foe.qpao&jpo-

• Ice- . station^m Chelsea. - was
then ,driven,"back home by pofice.

Diana, who has agreed to a di-

t
voice from her estranged husband

‘ Prince Charles, has in foe past
' been eager tokeep her police pro-

tection to a minimum. But defec-

tives fear foe crash could pinpoint

her potential vulnerability.

One witness said she looked

pale and shocked after the crash

and spent two minutes composing

herself before getting out of foe

shattered car.

Police said the crash occurred
when a London casino doorman
was trying to park a Porsche sports

car. As vehicles maneovred, two
other cars were propelled across

the road into the path of a Mer-
cedes and Diana's BMW.
A driver who narrowly involved

being hit in the crash said: “As she

got out of the car she just looked
stunned.”The door and front wing
of Diana's car were smashed.

“She was ashen-faced and just

looked around her. She sat in the

car for two minutes before trying

to get out. No cme seemed to be

helping Di,” the driver told the

tabloid Sun newspaper.

Aspokeswoman for foe princess

said: “She was shaken but no am-
bulance was called and she did not

- need, hospital treatment She was

jretf^ain&fof^eqsmgtbn palace af-

... ter visiting a friend. She was alone

- in the car.” -

Diana had borrowed the BMW
after her own was involved in a

crash.

Malaysian businessman Mar-
inin Zain, owner of the Porsche

involved in the pile-up, said: “ I

am absolutely horrified. 1 left the

car to be parked by foe guy at the

door. It was brand new but now
it’s a writeoff.”

PRESIDENT Lee Teng-hui won a landslide

victory in Taiwan's first direct presidential

election yesterday and a strong mandate to

seek world recognition for Taiwan in defiance

of China's threats.

With the official count complete, Lee had

54 percent, well over double foe 21 percent of

bis nearest rival. Peng Ming-min.
A massive turnout of 76 percent demon-

strated Taiwan’s passion for democracy, as

China waged a sixth day ofwargames danger-

ously close.

The White House praised Taiwan for its

first direct elections and said it hoped tensions

with China would soon be reduced.

“We congratulate foe people of Taiwan on
their first elections,” White House spokes-

woman Mary Ellen Glenn said. “They have
made great strides in the past several years

toward democracy.”
Glenn was speaking at the Ciocinnati-

Northem Kentucky International Airport
during a trip by President Bill Clinton to

Ohio.
“We hope to see tensions in foe Taiwan

Strah jredu^jh the day&To coine,*

Glenn -Saidi-s
'
" “ "

China believes that Lee’s policy of seeking

wider international recognition for Taiwan
disguises a plan to make foe island indepen-

dent and dump foe doctrine that it and China
are one country.

News agencies

TAIPEI

But Taiwan’s Economics Minister Chiang
Pin-kuug said yesterday that now that the

presidential elections were over. Taiwan
should look for ways to ease tensions with

China.
“How to ease cross-strait tensions and re-

build foe good base for interaction between
foe two sides should be the main issue after

the elections.” he said.

Voters interviewed at random yesterday were
split, some saying China weighed heavily on
their decision while others said domestic is-

sues were paramount.
Maysing H. Yang, a senior aide to Peng,

said she believed foe China tensions helped

Lee.

“The China threat made Lee Teng-hui very

popular because he spoke back in very strong

language,” she said. “People- supported him
because be was under attack from China.”

As celebratory firecrackers crackled, pyer.

Taipei, Lee appeared before 10,000 cheering

supporters and thanked them in short, mea-
sured phrases.

Taiwanese had voted “under threat and
intimidation,” he said, but had “used then-

ballots to express their true love of this land.”

“This is foe most precious moment in Our

histoiy.”

Lee made no mention of how be will tackle

foe biggest crisis faring Taiwan: resolving a
war of nerves with China that has shaken
Aria, rattled Taiwan’s economy and brought
a US naval armada into foe region to deter a

Chinese invasion of Taiwan.
China made no immediate comment on the

result, and its state-run media did not men-
tion foe election. But a commentary in yester-

day's People's Daily again denounced Lee,
railing him a “splittist” of foe motherland, a

trickster in league with the United States, and
a man whose policies “have pushed Taiwan's

people toward the abyss of catastrophe.”

But as foe 73-year-old president sipped
champagne with smiling aides, his triumph
seemed complete. He bad crushed his oppo-
nents on both flanks - Peng, who advocated

outright independence for Taiwan, as well as

two defectors from Lee’s Nationalist Party

who ran independently, advocating a more
condliatoiy China fine,

lin Yang-kang won 15 percent of foe vote,

... and;Chen Iran 10.'“ "~77‘

Lee had 5.793 unflion vdtra, Peng 2.270

million, lin 1.598 million and Chen 1.070
nrillinn. . . .m

Lee, who shepherded foe island to democ-
racy during eight years in office, ran for a new.

• four-year term in the midst of the worst crisis

with China in decades.

Perot seen

retracing

1992 steps

WASHINGTON (AP) - Texas

billionaire Ross Perot sought to

dampen speculation about his po-
litical plans for 1996, insisting

that his new Reform Party was
not about his personal ambition.

“We don't in any way want this

to be focused on any individual,

and certainly not me,” Perot said

on CNN's “Larry King live.”

But four years after he turned

the presidential race upside
down, Perot appeared to be re-

tracing his steps with a blitz of

media interviews and speeches
across the country in recent

days.
And be couldn’t help looking

like a candidate by returning to
King’s show, where be first an-

nounced he would seek the presi-

dency in 1992. Never mind his

insistent “this is not about me.”
After a wide-ranging inter-

view, the irony wasn't lost on
King: “I'll say this on a personal

note,” foe host said, “if it ain't

about you, this hour was about

something.”
Throughout foe session Perot

sought, in his inimitable way, to

steer foe talk to the government's

failure to eliminate foe federal

deficit or reform major entitle-

ment programs, such as Medicaid
health insurance and welfare.

“We’re like a person that’s

bleeding arterially,” be said.

“We've got to stop foe bleeding.”

He said the Reform Party
would seek written commitments
from foe candidates it endorses
that they will address Reform
Party concerns and not engage in

negative campaigning.
Perot vowed a “massive fund-

raising” effort prior to the Re-
form Party's nomination of a
presidential candidate in Septem-
ber and predicted that politicians

would flock to its ranks once it

wielded foe clout of independent
voters.

“The nation will be shocked
how many people will leave foe
two existing parties to join foe

Reform Party,” he said.

Again, Perot said he would
prefer to see Democrats and Re-
publicans fix entitlement pro-

grams and eliminate foe budget
deficit on their own.
But as hard as be tried to dis-

tance himselffrom foe upcoming
race, his syntax occasionallygave
him • away. Asked 'whether he

- wtiuldlnespoDd to ne’Jatfve cam-
paigning by opponents with at-

tacks of his own, Perot responded
dedaratively: “I didn’t last time,

and I won't this time.”

IRA supporters gather to debate peace process Benin election vigil drags on

Kato believes Simpson did it

|
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Brian

*

“Kato” Kaelin finally admitted
* Friday what he wouldn’t say dur-

ing OJ. Simpson’s criminal triah

* “I do believe font he had mur-

dered Nicole.”

Simpson was acquitted last Oc-

tober of -the murder of Nicole

Brown Simpson, and Ronald

Goldman. Kaelin has equivocat-
- ed in court and with foe media

over of what he thought really

- happened.
Kaelin, who was Simpson s

houseguest at the tune of the

- slayings, finally let his feelings

-show {hiring an interview with

t talk show host Geraldo Rivera on
' CNBCs “Rivera Live.”

“Do you thmk OJ. Simpson
'

murdered Nicole?” Rivera asked

at first. “It’s a very tough ques-

'
tion,” Kaelin replied, before fi-

nally answering after some press-

ing by Rivera.

KaeHn, an aspiring actor, said

riving a deposition for the cml

- case against Simpson and “seeing
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foe things that now I’m aware of'

convinced him.
Kaolin's comments to Rivera

went further than his deposition

last month to lawyers pursuing

wrongful death lawsuits against

Simpson. He said then that be

had wondered the day after foe

murders if Simpson was
responsible.

“I thought it was possible that

something - O.J. could have

done something,” Kaelin said.

“You mean like murdered his

wife?” plaintifflawyer Daniel Pe-

troceffi asked.

“Possible.” Kaelin said. “I

mean, it crossed my mind. ... I

just was thinking about the

events of everything and going,

why did I hear that (thumps)? ...

I was just trying to figure it out.

I was going, ‘No, it can’t be,'

and just all that stuff was adding

up.”
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David Zinxnan, who conducted our orchestra in

1965 and in 1 977, is the Music Director of the

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra and Artistic

Director of die Minnesota Orchestra’s

SommerfesL He was recently appointed Music

Director of the famous Zurich Tonhalle.
;

David Zinman, conductor

Itzhak Perlman, ™imist

Program:

Mendelssohn: "Fingal's Cave" Overtnre

Barber: Violin concerto

Brahms: Serenade no. 1 in D major

DUBLIN (AP) - Irish Republi-

can Army supporters gathered

here yesterday to debate how to

reclaim the ground lost when the

IRA went back to bombing.
There was no sign of dissension

at foe annual conference of foe

Sinn Fein party regarding the

IRA’s tactics, and one speaker
after another accused British

Prime Minister John Major of

frittering away opportunities dur-

ing foe 17-month cease-fire.

The IRA called off the cease-

fire on Feb. 9, killing two people

with a bomb in the Canary Wharf
business area in east London.
“The Irish Republic Army has

accepted its responsibility for Ca-

nary Wharf and the other Lon-
don bombs. But the chief respon-

sibility for the destruction of the

peace process lies fairly and
squarely at the door of John Ma-
jor,” said Martin McGuinness.
the party’s second ranking
leader.

Jim Gibney, a member of Sinn

Fein's executive committee, said

the party had found no willing

partners. He said it faced “a hos-

tile British government, an un-
certain Irish government .... and
a cautious US administration.”

The party conference, a the-

ater in Dublin, took place at a

critical juncture in Northern Ire-

land's misfiring search for peace.

Major on Thursday announced
the details of May 30 elections in

Northern Ireland, a process to

precede long-delayed negotia-

tions. Sinn Fein can’t enter those

negotiations unless foe IRA for-

mally restores its cease-fire. Ma-
jor said.

Sinn Fein leader Gerry Ad-
ams. who seeks a negotiated set-

tlement in foe British-ruled prov-

ince, says Britain should place no
conditions on his party's
involvement.

Sinn Fein opposes elections be-

fore negotiations, and considers

Major's plan a stalling tactic. But
Adams has not said whether his

party will run in foe election,

which leaders of foe province’s

British Protestant majority insist-

ed on to show that each faction

has a public “mandate.”
The election plan was a com-

plex combination of competing
proposals put forward by North-

ern Ireland parties, and succeed-

ed in irritating all ofthem. -But no
one has said they would avoid

campaigning.

Sinn Fein has received 11 per-

cent of the Northern Ireland

vote, exclusively from Catholic

areas, since deciding to run in the

province's local, national and Eu-
ropean elections in 1983. But it

gets less than 2 percent in foe

Irish Republic because of public

abhorrence of IRA violence.

The party may get compara-
tively few votes, but is a central

player because of its influence

with the IRA. Tom Hartley, a
former chairman of Sinn Fein,

said foe insecurity of foe Protes-

tant “unionist” majority also

hampered peace moves.
The unionist community’s

“core view is of defending itself

from the enemy within and with-

out. They now believe foe British

government is in foe last stage of

selling them out, they see them-
selves as powerless in foe face of

a strong nationalist agenda.”

COTONOU (Reuter) - Benin’s
Jong wait for ihe result of its

second multi-party presidential

election dragged into a fifth day
but tension seemed to be easing

in the West African nation.

The constitutional court,
which will announce foe result

as guardian of electoral inde-

pendence, spent a second night

sifting through votes to see
whether President Nicephore
Soglo. 61, or ex-Marxist military

ruler Mathieu Kerekou, 62, had
won.
But -foe release on Friday of

Maurice Bankole, detained dep-
uty head of the national statistics

institute which issued unofficial

results showing a Kerekou vic-

tory, suggested compromise. The
state prosecutor ordered the
release.

Soglo himself, whose camp has
cried foul and claimed victory,

said he believed a slide into

bloodshed and disorder would be
avoided.

“People hope that our country

will slide towards a takeover by
force, a bloodbath, a civil war. I

think we will avoid that.” be add-
ed while visiting a constitutional

court judge's home which had
been sprayed with machine-gun
fire overnight.

Benin, which became indepen-

dent from France in 1960, was
one of foe first nations in West
Africa to dismantle the one-party
state after the 1989 collapse of
Communism in Eastern Europe.
Outsiders see the former

French colony, which is the an-
cestral home of Voodoo, as a ba-
rometer of democracy in Africa.
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Itzhak Perlman will appear with our

orchestra this season as well. This time

he has chosen to perform Bernstein's

Serenade for violin, based on Plato's

"Symposium".

David Zinman, conductor-

.

Itzhak Perlman, violinist

Program:

Berlioz: "Benvenuto Cellini" Overture

Bernstein: Serenade for violin

Elgar: Enigma Variations
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"The Prague Philharmonic Choir was

excellent this time too.”

Ora Biuur, "Maariv"

"The Prague Philharmonic Choir was

superb." Chanocb Roo, "Yedioth Ahmooth"

*A-Cappel/a Concert

The Prague

Philharmonic

Choir
Pavel Kuhn, conductor

Program:

Works by Lotti, Bach, Avni,

Brahms. Martimi and

Jermalem Symphony Orchestra LBA

Music Director: David Shallon 1995-96 Season

"CHILDREN and FAMILY” SERIES / Concert No. 3

Rashi Levaot, Presenter and Conductor

Patricia Lockard, Staging

"Dancing Notes” - The Dance in Music

Tuesday,March 26 SeriesA at 17.00

Yfedncsday, March 27 SeriesB at 1530 Series C at 1730

"OPEN STUDIO"

Jonathan Webb, Conductor

Gaby Ljptdnd, Soloist

1st Prize in the Francois Shapira Competition

Vaughan-WIfliams Overture "The Wasps"

Haydn Cello Concerto in C Major

Borodin Symphony No. 2 in B minor

Tuesday, April 2, at LOOPM

Tickets - 10 NIS • Free Entrance forJS0 Subscribers

The Orchestra Box Office’ Son-Thin 4-8 PM Fri 10-1 AM TeL 61 1498
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British

‘mad cow’

crisis

worsens

Cattle slaughter may not solve EU ‘mad cow
^

cnas

LONDON (AP) - Fear of “mad
cow disease” has hit the British

beef market hard, and shoppers

around the country faced difficult

decisions at meat counters this

weekend.
The opposition Labor party ac-

cused the government yesterday

of bungling in dealing with the

disease, formally known as bo-
vine spongiform encephalopathy
(BSE), which broke out in British

herds a decade ago.

The government announced
Wednesday drat scientists believe

BSE was the “most likely”source
of a similar disease which struck

10 young Britoos. At least eight

have died.

Governments in Europe. Aria
and Africa banned the import of

British beef.

At a Tesco supermarket in cen-

tral London, most of the steaks,

roasts and hamburger were
marked down to half price by

noon.
“Normally on a Saturday we

don’t reduce products until five

o’clock. Because of this problem,
we have already reduced all beef

that's approaching it’s seil-by

date. It's just not selling.” said

Kumera Suva, a Tesco employee.
Maria Fernandez, a visitor

from Portugal who was shopping

in the store, said she was looking

bard “to see ifwe can actually see

what’s wrong with the beef.”

“Some of it looks a bit brown,

but the rest looks OK. Still,

there’s no way I'd buy any - not

after what I’ve seen on televi-

sion.” said.

Aida Farrow of London
reached the same conclusion.

“I’ve got two sons, a 5-year-old

and a one-year-old. I can't afford

to take any chances. We'll be
having lamb chops instead,” Mrs.

Farrow said.

The opposition Labor Party ac-

cused the government of
bungling.

“We have had 10 years of
warnings voices on BSE, but the

government's reaction has been a

mixture of foot-dragging, duck-

ing the truth and hiding behind
official advisers,” John Prescott,

the £affy'£.dis$ufy leacfcfr&tiB
*
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Iritain banne

A call by European vets to slaughter all

cattle exposed to the risk of “mad cow"
disease may fail to satisfy Britain’s wor-

ried European Union partners and conti-

nental consumers.

Some EU countries have banned Brit-

ish beef but London is resisting pressure

to slaughter older cattle in a bid to wipe

out the disease.

Ten EU states announced bans on

British beef imports as a precaution after

fresh British evidence this week about a

possible link between a human com-

plaint and “mad cow” disease created a

consumer frenzy.

Veterinary experts from across Eu-

rope on Friday recommended stricter

controls, notably elimination from the

food chain of all endangered cattle, to

tackle a crisis over mad cow disease.

But the EU committee of independent

experts offered beleaguered British

formers and butchers some comfort by

stating that at present there was no proof

that the disease - Bovine Spongiform

Encepalopathy (BSE) - could spread to

humans and held back from seeking a

ban on British beef exports.

Britain has slaughtered more than

150,000 cattle since the disease was first

reported 10 years ago.

Nearly all the 12.000 cases of BSE
reported in the EU last year were in

Britain.

Most of Britain’s EU partners have

already banned imports of British beef

because of fears of a link between so-

called "mad cow” disease and its fatal

ANALYSIS

PETER BLACKBURN

France, Britain's main export n^ket.

human equivalent.

Five German states stopped importing

British beef last month. The federal gov-

ernment in Bonn announced a ban on

Friday on British beef shipments.

“These national measures are essen-

tial because German consumers must be

certain they 'are not taking a risk by

eating beef." Agriculture Minister lo-

chen Borchert said.

Bonn has drafted a package of propos-

als to put to tomorrow's emergency

meeting of EU senior veterinary officials

which will consider the experts’

•ranee, duuuu * , c
on Thursday banned imports of Bnnsb

heef and live cattle until further notice.

Agriculture Minister Philippe Vasseur

roolfthe action “to provide ail necessary

guarantees to French consumerspending

EU Consumer Affairs Commtfsoner

^Bonino pledge that

STwould determine any pubhc hea^

but added national govern-;

a,

*?If5

S

up
U
w nationSTauthorities who

consider {here’s a risk to take proteeffire;

measures against British beef on tte

market,” Bonino said to *

European consumers groups con-,

complete results of European Umon sci-

entific experts on this case,’ the ministry

said in a statement.

In contrast to Britain, where prices

have dropped sharply as shopper

shunned beef. French meat prices rose

on guaranteed quality and
sutk Siouldhave been taken ctaringthej

British Agriculture Minister P°
mid-1980s when indications about -l*

--1

shrffotfss
sssas*-

advice, adopt that polity

Two million j

to Bangladesh perfiti

48
] crisisM

DHAKA (AP)-Two imffioa peo-

ple held hands throughout Bangla-

desh yesterday to urge the ruling

party to end the political impasse

that has crippled this impoverished

country for two years.

Chains of people snaked
through cities, towns and villages

throughout die Islamic country of

120 million people.

In Dhaka, nearly 100,000 oppo-

sition activists began an indefinite

sit-in outside the central building

housing government offices, de-

manding Prime Minister Khaleda

Zia resign.

“We shall not leave the streets

(of Dhaka) until this autocratic

government steps down,” said

Mohammed Hanif, a leader of tire

opposition Awanri League Baity .

Yesterday at least one person

was killed and 100 injured when
opposition protestors dashed with

police in tte southern port city of

Chittagong, officials said. Details

were not immediately available.

The human chain protest, orga-

nized by a coalition of 1,000 volun-
teer groups, urged Prune Minister

Zia to agree to opposition de-

mands to step down, annul the

results of last month’s general elec-

tions and hold a new election.

The groups, which are funded
by industrialized countries and

.. 1
providejobs, health care andHt£|$

acy programs in Bangladesh;

tacked' the opposition call against

Mrs. Zia.

“We want work and peace.

That's possible if the-government

resigns to bold a new election,”

said ShakinaBegum, a 30-year-old

woman from one of Dhaka’smany

slums.

Holding her hand was Masada

Khatoon, another slum dweller.

“We are tired of the political cri-

sis.” she said.
' Organizers said2 million people

participated in tte chains; which

were fanned in the capital Dhaka,

die port city of Chittagong,

more than ^ shisdler places,

thorities said hundreds Of thorn

sands participated. •

'This has been one of themott
successful demonstrations of pfo?

lie will,” said Knshi Kabir,:^

spokesman for the organizers, a- t

Mrs: Zia did not nmnedfatefy
react to the protest. The volunteer,

groups, non-governmental organi-,

rations, are. funded mainly by this'

United States, Britain, Germany,.

France, Canada. and Australia.- ...

For two years, opposition par-

ties have held strikes nearly every

day to try to oust Mrs. Zia. They
allege that hergovernment is inept

and corrupt..

Sonia the elephant reaches out for a piece of bread from a visitor to the Warsaw Zoo yesterday. Temperatures in the

Polish capital reached 4 degrees Celsius, allowing many African animals to come out into the open for the first time. (Reuter)

Group meets to review Dayton accord
: ' ?Y \dC» •Mw*M r&vX * J

Jr

Atlantis speeds to meeting

with Russia’s Mir space station

practice of enriching cattle feed

with sheep byproducts. Sheep are

prone to a brain disease called

scrapie, which may be the source

of the cattle problem.

The World Health Organiza-

tion said Friday in Geneva said it

was likely these newly disclosed

cases were caused before reforms
were made in 1989.

Those who sell organic meats

and novelty meats such as ostrich

and alligator - at a much higher

price than standard supermarket
beef - bad more reason to be
optimistic that did butchers and
buTger chains.

Bryan Stocks, produce manag-
er at the Ostrich Fanning Corp.,
predicted sales will rise, although

he personally did not understand
the fuss over beef.

“I’m probably more likely to

get hurt falling out of my chair in

my office,” Stocks said.

_

s contact •

mek their counterparts.from Croatia.; v

Bosnia and rump Yugoslavia in Moscow yes-

terday to review implementation of the Bosni-
an peace accord.

Former enemies have stopped fighting and
carried out the military terms of the deal

struck in Dayton last November under the

watch of a 60,000-strongNATO implementa-
tion force.

But the civilian terms lag far behind in an
atmosphere of deep mistrust which the minis-

ters from the United States, Germany,
France, Britain and Russia.will press regional

leaders to tackle at their Moscow talks.

Those whose homes fall under the rule of

former foes have mostly left. Their flight,

.under pressure from their own side or in fear

of persecution by the other, undermines the

Dayton goal of rebuilding Bosnia as a multi-

ethnic society.

Bosnia-wide elections might help by giving

voters a chance to replace nationalist leaders

dedicated to separate ethnic states.

But a seniorUS diplomat says it wil be mid-
June before it is clear whether the poll can
take place by September, as promised in the

V..KUHT SCHOBK

SARAJEVO

Dayton agreement.

“Dearly, much needs to be done before an

appropriate political climate can be created to

permit the elections to take place." Robert
Frowick, head of mission for the Organisation

for Security and Cooperation in Europe in

Bosnia, told an OSCE meeting in Prague on
Friday.

The US ambassador to the United Nations,

Madeleine Albright, saw human remains at a

suspected mass grave in Serb-held territory on
Friday and called it “the most disgusting and
horrifying right”.

Walking through a collective farm south of

Janja she was shown leg bones, a hand and a

spine poking through the soil and a body so

badly decomposed it was impossible to tell its

sex.

Investigators believe the remains were
.those of people missing since Bosnian Serbs

captured the nearby Moslem town of Srebren-
ica last June.

US aeriel surveillance photos showed bod-

ies strewn in the field after Srehrenica’s fall

and UN human rights investigator Elisabeth

Rehn reported on Friday that at least 3.000,

perhaps as many as 8.000 people were killed.

Albright said time was running out for Bos-
nian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic and his

army chief General Ratko Mladic, both in-

dicted as war criminals for their suspected

role in massacres around Srebrenica last year.

“The area in which these two men are able

to operate is getting smaller and smaller phys-

ically as well as psychologically ” Albright

told reporters in Sarajevo.
“Mladic and Karadzic need to know that

their days of roaming around are numbered
and that the area available to them for run-

ning and biding is closing down.”
The UN war crimes tribunal in The Hague

announced indictments on Friday against

three Bosnian Moslems and a Bosnian Croat
over the killing of Bosnian Serbs at prison

camp in Konjic in sourthern Bosnia.
The indictments were the first for crimes

against Bosnian Serb victims and Western
diplomats were hoping they would counter

accusations the tribunal's work was biased.

(Reuter)

SPACE-CENTER; fiouston(AP)
—Atlantisand sixastronaihsraced
toward asVfaekrng last night with
the Russian space station-Mir de-

spite a hydraulic leak that showed
up during the shuttle launch.

In the third linkup between the

two massive spaceships since last

summer, Atlantis is supposed to

drop off more than 2,250 kg of
supplies and astronaut Shannon
Lucid for a five-month stay aboard

Mir.

“I drink it’ll be a great adven-

ture.” Lucid told NBC News in a
space-to-ground interview early

yesterday. “FH be doing dungs
that I haven’t done before, staying

a long time in space and seeing

bow I react when I spend a long

time in space. Fm really looking

forward to, it” •

The astronauts spent yesterday

gearing up for the visit, preparing
equipment for transfer and check-
ing out the bulky white suits two
crew members will wear during a
spacewalk outside die joined ships

next-week,.

-A fluid .leak that- appeared in-

Atlantis’ steeringsystem thtring lif-

toff looked as though it might cut
the five-day docking short,'‘but

NASA engineers decided the

problem isn't serious enough to

affect the fright

“There’s no reason to shorten

the flight,” sad lead flight director

Bob Castle. “We have a veryman^
ageatrie situation.” *

The leak was in only one of
three identical hydraulic systems
used to shuttle control wing flaps,

the rudder and landing gear. Only
two are needed for landing

,

Castle said die red, oily Acrid

began leaking a few minutes be-
fore launch, but the seepage was’
too slight to be detected by*
ground-control computers. Liftoff

would have been scrubbedhad die
leak been detected.

About 6 litas of fluid seeped
out over 20 minutes before Atlan-
tis readied dibit and astronauts
turned off the hydraulic systems’.
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SaatSa Gab's new book provides a
sometimes funny, sometimes sad but

always honest perspective of life in the

Wbbutz. Creative Hustrations drawn by
fellow members erf Kbbutz Kfar Blum
and by relatives and friends from Israel

and abroad, add a special dfmensfon

to the anecdotes which only a tong-

time member ofa kibbutz could tall.
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Hillary Clinton embarks on Balkan goodwill trip ex shuttle commander dies in crash

WASHINGTON (Reuter) - Hil-
lary Rodham Clinton left for Eu-
rope yesterday on a diplomatically

and politically delicate goodwill
trip highlighted by a frontline visit

to, US troops in Bosnia.
Mrs. Clinton, accompanied by

her 16-year-old daughter Chelsea
on the nine-day, five-country trip,

follows in the footsteps of Barbara
Bush'. Pat Nixon and other US first

ladies in trying to lift tbe morale of
troops in the field.

But she is the first presidential
spouse since Eleanor Roosevelt —
another frequent target of parti-
san criticism - to visit the troops

independently of her command-
er-in-chief husband. President

Bill Clinton was in Bosnia in

January.

“This is a continuation of Mrs.

Clinton's role as a goodwill am-
bassador. She is looking forward
to visiting with American troops

and their families and supporting

diem, and seeing different seg-

ments of society and culture is

Turkey and Greece.” said Lisa

Caputo, her spokeswoman.
Mrs. Clinton will spendmost of

tomorrow in Tuzla, a drab, war-
ravaged city in northeastern Bos-
nia that is headquarters for Task

Force Eagle, the heavily armed,
20,000-strong US element of the

NATO-led mission.

She will go to Tuzla after visit-

ing families of the troops today in

Baumholder, Germany, tbe
American base that is the perma-
nent duty station of many of the

US peacekeepers.

After her visit to the Balkan
frontlines, she will stop briefly in

Aviano, Italy, to greet U.S avia-

tors involved in Bosnia air opera-
tions before going on to Turkey
and Greece.
Tbe first lady's 12,000-mile trip

gives her a chance to polish her

image after a barrage of negative

publicity over her role in the

Whitewater imbroglio, and a row
over the purge of White House
travel office staff.

But nothing Mis. Clinton does

is free of controversy, and her
solo visit to the troops is no
exception.

“That's a traditional thing that

tbe president of tbe United States

does. It’s not a holiday where
she's bringing Christmas wishes
or something. It's an unusual

event for a first lady," said Sheila

Tate, who was Nancy Reagan’s
spokeswomen in the late 1980s.

DULUTH, Minnesota (AP) -The commander one of the last success-
ful flights of space shuttle Challenger dried Friday when a small plane
he was test flying went into a spin and crashed.

Col. Robert Overmyer, 59, was wearing a parachute, but couldn't
manage to free himself from the plane, according to Carolyn, one of
his daughters. -

-

“He was doing full-flap stalls at 2,400 meters and the plane turned
over and went into a spin. He had the door open and was trying to geC
out and couldn’t get out in time,” she said from her parents home ifr
Nassau Bay, Texas.
Overmyer left behind a wife, Katherine, and three children. But be.

died doing what he loved, Carolyn said. I
“Being a test pilot, he knows the risks. But that was the love of hfc

life,” she said. *
Overmyer was toting the small-engine VK30 prototype plane for

foe manufacturer.Cum Design Corporation, when it wentdown near
Duluth International Airport at 1230 p.m. Onus hired him last vear
as a test pilot.
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Good news for soldiers of the Artillery Corps: Hearing loss maybe treatable in many cases. .hi 0nihgoraS afdkalnJ)

Most eardrum
damage can be

repaired
Rx FOR READERS

JUDY SIEGEL-ITZKOVICH

Pjh "\iERE 'were a number of
m cases ofexploded eardrums
JL during the recent bomb
blasts. I wondered whether
eardrums repair themselves nat-
urally, ifan operation has to be
performed to replace the dam-
aged eardrum, orifthere is noth-

. ihg to do and victims sufferfrom
* permanent hearing damage.
What is the answer?
’. ' A. ft, Jerusalem
•Dr. Mordethai Kraus ofSoroka
Hospital’s ear-nose-and-throat
department answers:
' An explosion can cause a tear in

the eardrum, or— more seriously -
it may go beyond that and damage
the little bones and other struc-

tures in the inner ear. If only the

eardrum is affected, in most cases

doctors wait to see whether the

body repairs it oaturady.- If. it

£ doesn't -iUL itself, a biL-of skin

taken fromoutsjde the ear mayhe
grafted behind the hole, as a
patch, to close the hole, and nor-

mal hearing is restored.

. If the blast causes damage to the

inner ear, this can be repaired in

delicate ear surgery in nearly all

oases. Ifharm is done to the audi-

tory nerve, deafness will occur,

but fortunately this result is

extremely rare.

Afy six-month-old baby stoned

getting serious diaper rash since

/ stopped breastfeeding. Is there

any connection to change of
food? I have tried various oint-

ments, but nothing really solves

the problem. Would a different

hind ofdisposable diaper help?
Ramat Gan.

Dr. Dan Ben-Amitai, a pedi-

atric dermatologist at the

Schneider Children’s Medical

Centerfor Israel in Petah Tikva,

comments:

Although I know of no specific

studies on a connection between
ending breastfeeding and diaper

rash, we know that changing a
baby’s diet does affect the acidity

and consistency of his urine and
stool. But even if the baby is tak-

ing formula, diaper rash can be
handled.

Doctors say that 15 percent of
all babies up to the age of two suf-

fer from diaper rash, but this

reflects only the infants they see;

there are probably many more
who don’t come to a doctor’s

attention.

The rash results from irritation

caused by contact between the

skin and the components of urine

and stool, as well as bacteria that

grow in them. Diapers keep these

close to the skin, and thus there is

no djapeesasB among babies who
go .withoutdiapers. Today's high-

ly absorbent disposable, diapers

are much better than cloth diapers,

which were worn under nylon

pants and promoted bacterial

growth and irritation.

You should try various skin-pro-

tective ointments and brands of

diapers to Dry to deal with the

problem. Diaper rash should be

dealt with, as infections can result

if it remains untreated.

Rx For Readers welcomes
queriesfrom readers about med-
ical problems. Experts • will

answer those we find most inter-

esting, and replies will be printed
in the twice-monthly column on
the Health Page.

Write Rx For Readers, c/o Judy
Siegel-Itzkovich. The Jerusalem

Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000,

or fax 02-389527, giving your
initials, age and place of resi-

dence. Phoned-in queries will not

be accepted.

Israel leads the

world in early

deafness detection
HEALTH SCAN

POST SCIENCE REPORTER

• , * A"'

-jr^vEAFNESS is detected in

I I Israeli infants at a younger

I J age than anywhere in the

world, due to routine testing of

babies at seven or eight months in

family health {tipat halav) cen-

ters. Now, two new devices

recently introduced at Hadassab-

University Hospital can speed this

up even more, and hearing disor-

ders can be detected as soon as a

few hours after birth.

Haya Levi, a clinical communi-

cations specialist and head o

Hadassah’s audiology com

munications disorder

reported recently on this at a pro-

fessional conference in Zichron

Ya’acov. “In the US and Europe,

only low-income children are

Ej at tipat-halav-likc chmcs,

Sile the Verity of cWdren g

to private doctors, who don t usu

-my bother to test infants hear-

** she explains. “But in Israel,

^‘rytbyt^ted by the tipat

folav nurse, who ma^.?
2f different noises tehmd to

, Mclc to test his reaction.

<*lWs
„,L <Arns to have a

* A"*?"! immediately

' g* approved hearing oLtocot

_»nr between Hadassah

m=m.

health fund referral. They then

undergo a high-tech exam called

auditory nerve and brainstem-

evoked response (ABR). which

determines the reactions of the

auditoiy nerve to the stimulation

of sounds. The baby must be

sedated but feels no pain. If the

child is hearing disabled, it can be

determined in about half an hour,

to be certain that he is normal, it

takes two or three hours.

Hadassab tests 120 to 140

babies a year, and about 20 of

them are found to suffer from

varying degrees of deafness,

resulting from genetic problems,

exposure to German measles or

cytomegalovirus during the moth-

er’s pregnancy, prematurity, or

asphyxia during delivery.

All of these babies can be helped,

says Levi There are medications

and hearing aids. Those with a very

serious problem may be given a

cochlear implant (electromc ear

implant), which costs $20,000. The

expense is shared by the health

fund. Health Ministry, parents and

a special Hadassah ftmcL

Another screening tool is the

auto-acoustic emission device.

which is being used on newborns

only at Hadassah. A tiny micrcn

phone is harmlessly inserted into

flte baby’s ear to determine

whether it produces sounds

which is a sign of being able to

hear as well

a*

HEALTH

Bikur Holim tests new non-invasive
technique to check for clogged arteries

Ahealthy person who wants allow the Bikur Holim cardiolo- JUDY SIEGEL-ITZKOVICH don on them over a long period of time. There are conflicting fac-

to know how high his risk gists to test 300 heart patients at
' time," explains Khoury. tors: a diet with a lot of olive oi;

is of developing dogged the hospital. As a binational ies. and the more of this there is A Greek-Catholic Arab bora in and more-than-average physicalAhealthy person who wants

to know how high his risk

is of developing dogged
coronary arteries in the decades
ahead only has to open his mouth.
After a mild sedative is adminis-

tered, a tiny electronic device will

be threaded down his esophagus
to beam ultrasound pictures of his

heart’s aorta - the largest artery in

the body - to a computer screen.

The procedure, about to be test-

ed as a diagnostic technique by
doctors at Jerusalem's Bikur
Holim Hospital, is called trans-

esophogeal echo cardiography

(TEEC).
Prof. Andre Keren and Dr. 7-ahi

Khoury, two senior cardiologists

at the hospital, have just received

a grant of NTS 200,000 annually

for three years from ajoint Israeli-

German research fund to cany out

a clinical study using this tech-

nique.

The prestigious BMBF-MOSA
(German Federal Ministry for
Education, Science, Research and
Technology and Israel's Ministry

of Science and the Arts) grant will

allow the Bikur Holim cardiolo-

gists to test 300 heart patients at

the hospital. As a binational

research project, the study is

being carried out in conjunction
with Prof. Werner Daniel of the

cardiology department at the
University of Dresden in

Germany.
“We believe we are the first

research team in the world to con-
duct a clinical study on the use of
TEEC for observing the develop-
ment of atherosclerosis in patients

and the effects of treatment on
reducing the amount of fatty

plaques in the coronary arteries,"

says Keren.

TEEC is used for a number of
other purposes, such as looking

into the lungs, to see if a foreign

object is lodged there. But, con-
sidered practically non-invasive

and not dangerous (albeit a bit

unpleasant), it can get an excellent

view of the heart's major artery.

“The amount of fatty deposits

in the aorta is a very good indica-
tion of the atherosclerotic

process in all the coronary arter-

JUDY SIEGEL-ITZKOVICH

ies, and the more of this there is

the greater the risk of a heart

attack,” says Khoury. “We
believe that the amount of plaque

in the aorta can also be used to

identify the earliest stages of

heart disease - long before it

shows up in other tests or symp-
toms - and that is the theory we
will test in our study.

“We have no trouble getting

volunteers among the heart

patients under treatment at Bikur
Holim. It takes only 15 minutes,

and we think it is better for this

purpose than any other non-inva-

sive test, including stress tests.

The earlier pre-clinical athero-

sclerosis is detected, the easier it

is to reverse the process and keep
patients healthy in the future"
The researchers will follow the

patients over three years and per-

form a number of TEEC scans on
each patient. “We will then be
able to see the effects of smoking
cessation, exercise, reduction in

stress, a low-fat diet and medica-

tion on them over a long period of
time," explains Khoury.

A Greek-Catholic Arab bora in

the Galilee village of Touran who
graduated

1

from the Hebrew.
University-Hadassah School of

Medicine and now lives in

Shuafac, Khoury notes that aware-

ness of risk factors in heart dis-

ease is very low in the Arab com-
munity.

Many Arab men smoke,
although it is uncommon among

. Arab women, just as it is among
their Orthodox Jewish counter-

parts. He does not know of any

serious studies that have isolated

all the relevant factors in mortali-

ty rates from heart disease and
compared them in Jewish and
Arab Israelis.

“There are 70,000Arabs in east-

ern Jerusalem who, since the
national health -insurance system
was established, are now entitled

to the full basket of health ser-

vices,” he says. “Some are just

.

beginning to become aware of the
importance of prevention of heart

disease. But it will take a long

time. There are conflicting fac-

tors: a diet with a lot of olive oil

and more-than-average physical

activity work to reduce the risk of
heart disease, buz smoking, a min-
imum of health education and per-

haps less access to care works to

their detriment."

The only Arab doctor in Bikur
Holim’s cardiology department
and one of a handful in the whole
hospital (there are a number of

Arab nurses), Khoury says he
feels completely home there. The
voluntary hospital is not only
Jewisb-sponsored, but is run

according to strict Orthodox prin-

ciples and located on the edge of a
haredi neighborhood.

“I have an excellent relationship

with the staff,” he says. ‘They're
wonderful, and I feel a full part-

ner. A terror attack has no effect

on Jewish-Arab relations in the

hospital. Rarely, a patient who
learns I am an Arab may object,

but I don’t regard this as impor-
tant. After getting his treatment,

such patients want to come back
for follow-op.”
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A lesson for China

TAIWANESE President Lee Teng-hui has

won more than a convincing election

victory - be and the Taiwanese people

have even more convincingly demonstrated the

moral superiority of the democratic process

over the bankruptcy of dictatorships of the left

and right.

China's attempted harassment of the election

with a petulant show of brute force in the

Taiwan Straits has left Beijing looking silly by

any measure. Even accepting China's argument

that Taiwan is legally and ultimately a Chinese

province, it is still difficult to explain why a

huge province of 14.5 million registered voters

should not be allowed to choose its leaders and

government at the ballot box. Lee’s victory is

not only historic on a modem scale - this is the

first time in 5,000 years of Chinese history that

a leader has been directly chosen by his people.

While the confrontation with China has been

making the headlines, it must not be forgotten

that Lee has not only shown righteous contempt

for the- power of the communist gun, but he had

also shuffled off the legacy of the island’s

nationalist dictators, remodeling both himself

and his country and giving a democratic lesson

to much of the rest of Asia - not least to the

irritable mandarins of the motherland. The 73-

year-old Lee was first chosen by Generalissimo

Chiang Kai-shek for a political career and has

had to live down the stigma of having served in

the repressive regime which was little more

than a right wing mirror of the communist

dictatorship of Mao Zedong across the straits.

Lee has carried out a thorough cleansing of

the past in Taiwan, leading his people step by

step to the goal of choosing their own govern-

ment. It was he who forced unrepentant Chiang-

era functionaries to retire and then abandoned

the unrealistic nationalist sacred cow of recon-

quering the mainland. He apologized for

Chiang's brutal 1947 massacre of his opponents

and turned Taiwanese eyes to a future of eco-

nomic success under democratic and free mar-

ket institutions. Even his election opponent

Peng Ming-min heaped praise on Lee - after 23

years in political exile, Peng expressed amaze-

ment that he was completely free to challenge

Lee for the presidency.

Lee has abandoned the nationalist ideal of

reconquering the mainland by force. But it

would not be surprising if the democratic les-

sons being given to the mainland by Taiwan and
Hong Kong reconquer the hearts of those main-

land Chinese democrats who were so brutally

crushed in Tiananmen Square.

Back to the future

T
HE vote last week in Russia’s parliament

(now dominated by communists) de-

manding restoration of the Soviet Union
may be unrealistic wishful thinking - even

irresponsible, as President Boris Yeltsin dubbed

it, or “not one of the best signs,” as NATO
Secretary General Javier Solana said. But it

should be a clear signal to NATO and the east

Europeans that a little contingency planning

would not be amiss and they should pursue

more vigorously the proposed entry of those

former Soviet satellites who want to join idfe
u

alliance.

In reactions to the vote by tbpfStateJJuma,

Yeltsin was strongly supported by the West, the

now-independent members of the Common-
wealth of Independent States (CIS) and the bulk

of the Russian media. As usual in Russian

political logic, all that may prove to be a hin-

drance rather than a help to Yeltsin in his

election campaign. Now that democracy has

replaced diktat, it is the Boris and Irina in the

street rather than Boris in the Kremlin who will

cast the final vote on the proposal. And for

many ordinaiy Russians whose memories are

short on atrocities but long on romantic myth,
the idea is an attractive one.

Mighty Russia encompasses some of the

broadest vistas of human culture and intelli-

gence, but the political acumen of its people
often perplexes the outside world. While it

would be hard to find an intelligent German
expressing nostalgia for the Nazi era, the brutal

Stalinist days of the Soviet Union remain
wrapped in mystical Russian romanticism, al-

though hardly a family in the union remained
untouched by the purges. When the undoubted
technological achievements, military might,

and social welfare programs of the Soviet

Union are added, the mixture becomes a heady
nostalgic brew for many Russians.

In addition to voiding the December 1992

Belovezh accord which dissolved the USSR and
established the OS, the Duma passed a second

resolution declaring still valid for Russia a 1991

referendum in which a majority of then-Soviet

citizens supported the continuance of die

USSR. While there may be some nostalgia in

conservative Western circles for the black-

white certainties ofthe Cold War, there cerjain-

iy is none among the people of Europe or die

United States for the ugly repression, propagan-

da, hostility and fears of nuclear holocaust

The messy business of the Chechnya rebel-

lion, added to the harsh realities of an anarchic

free market, undoubtedly fuels this strange Rus-

sian love of the gray but familiar past However,

all leaders in the CIS states condemned the

resolutions. They at least still relish the taste of

running their own affairs, no matterhow chaotic

those affairs may be in some of their countries.

Neither is it surprising that 10 countries in

central and eastern Europe are now banging

loudly on NATO’s door, demanding entrance.

Russia of course will soft out its own affairs

in its own chaotic political way. That is entirely

that country’s business. But where that “busi-

ness” involves threats to the new independence

of its neighbors, a little haste in NATO's cum-
bersome negotiations with the east Europeans

would seem to be in order. The West can easily

assure Yeltsin that an expanded NATO is en-

tirely defensive and there is no reason such a

vast state as Russia should feel “encircled.”

But alongside the assurances, a little insurance

cannot do any harm.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THE GOAL OF HAMAS
Sir, - In the wake of the recent

terrorist bombings within the heart

of Israel, l read, watch, and listen

with astonishment as virtually every

media “expert” on the Middle East

refers to the goal of Hamas as the

"derailment of the peace process.”
According to this universally ac-

cepted view, Israel is supposedly
playing into die hands of terror by
suspending negotiations, imposing
restrictions on the Arab population,

and even, according to some, trying
to root out and punish the terrorise

I’ll never undemand how so
many smart people can be so mis-
guided, but I can at least set the
record straight

The slated and proven objectives

of Hamas have nothing to do with
the peace process. They are the de-
struction of the State of Israel and
the murder of Jews. The bombings
have, been quite successful in ad-
vancing the latter objective. With
respect to the former, Hamas, along
with the civilized world, has wit-
nessed an incredible cycle- a terror-

ist act leads to an acceleration of the

peace process, which leads to die
yielding of more land to Palestinian

control, resulting in a contraction of
the Jewish State and a wider base of
terrorist operations for Hamas!

Clearly, Hamas realizes more and
more of its ultimate goal with every

step of the peace process. Why on
earth would they oppose it? And
who is playing into the hands of
terror - the so-called Jewish fanatics

who insist on secure borders and
streets, or those who relinquish the

State of Israel peace by peace?

JACOB POLEYEFF
Teaneck, New Jersey.

WISE DECISION
Sir, - Knesset Speaker Shevah

Weiss actedwisely when he took the

unprecedented step of having the
president of Turkey address a full

audience in the Knesset's Chagall
Hall rather frag cause embarrass-
ment by having him go to the ple-

num and address “a nearly empty
room with so many MKs absent on
their primary election .campaigns.”
One must wonder, however, why

the MKs failed to give top priority to
hearing an official address to the
Knesset by the president of Turkey.
Turkey is a major power in the re-
gion. It is a Moslem state that has
had friendly relations with Israel
since its founding. Today Israel is
hying to draw closer to Turkey and
gain cooperation in such vital mat-
ters as water supply for IsraeL

Naturally every MK wants to be
re-elected. But don’t MKs also have
a duty to act as representatives of
Israel and give support to the nation-
al interests? Is it too much to ask of
them to take a few hours’ break
from their campaigns in order to be
statesmen?

Under the Israeli system of gov-
ernment, where MKs are first and
foremost party members, it is com-
mon practice to invoke party disci-

pline in order to achieve a desired

outcome in a Knesset vote. Could
not the same discipline be invoked
to remind MKs of their manners.and
civic obligations on such an impor-
tant occasion of state? It should not
be necessary for Shevah Weiss to be
so cleverand foresigbted ifourMKs
and their party leadership could get

their priorities in order.

ARNOLD f. KISCH, MD
Jerusalem.

RELIGIOUS WAR
Sir, - 1 commiserate with the an-

guish and pain of Israelis who have
bad to bury children, women and
men the past weeks. In nine days,

the Israelis lost the per-capita equiv-

alent of 3,500 American lives. In

this perspective, we must come to

the realization that these suicidal

bombings are not just isolated crimi-

nal actions, but are actually die con-

tinuation of a religions war. Unlike

compromise between sovereign
countries to end a military conflict,

land concessions offered by Israel

have not curbed, or even modified

PLO inflammatory speeches of ji-

had or holy war. It should not be a
surprise that groups like Hamas
would feel perfectly free to kill in-

nocent people in terrorist attacks.

Lest we believe that this is only a
territorial war between Israel and
Arabs, the feet is that 65 percent of

Arab Christians in Bethlehem have

fled in fear of Arab Moslem perse-

cution. The enslavement of Black
Christians by Moslems in Sudan and
the dismantling of Christian Leba-

non have already been well

documented.

I fear for Israel’s very existence

because these kamikaze-style kill-

ings create the havoc that can unrav-

el a country’s infrastructure. These
recent despicable bombings should
spur Israel and the US to approach
the future peace tails wife more
realism and less stany-eyed ideal-

ism. After all, how long should we
expect a people to face death for a
unilateral accord?

PASTOR ORVILLE J. WALLACE

\

Gospel Tabernacle

Kansas City.

Cozying up to terror?

I
n response to the terrorist car-

nage committed by Hamas in

Israel, President Clinton orga-

nized an anti'terrorist summit in

Egypt earlier this month.

But both the president and first

lady have closely embraced an

Islamic fundamentalist group in

the US that champions and sup-

ports Hamas. This group also

openly supports, lobbies for, and
defends other Islamic terrorist

groups.

The contacts between the White

House and the Islamic radicals

began on November 9, 1995.

when Clinton and Vice President

AI Gore met with Abdulrahman
Aiamoudi, executive director of

the American Muslim Council, as

part of a meeting with 23 Moslem
and Arab leaders.

A month later, on December S,

Clinton’s national security adviser

Anthony Lake met with Aiamoudi
at the White House along with

several AMC board members and

other American Islamic leaders.

By February 20, Mrs. Clinton

was allowing theAMC to draw up
the Moslem guest list for the first

lady’s historic White House recep-

-tion marking the end ofJRaraadaiu.-.,

One person familiar with fee sit'"*

uation says that Mrs. Clinton’s

syndicated newspaper column of

February 8, “Islam in America,”

was based on “talking points” pro-

vided by the AMC.
The American Muslim Council

is a radical group that supports

radical Islamic terrorist move-
ments,” says Seif Asbmawy, the

American Moslem publisher of

the Mrice of Peace in New Jersey.

“I am shocked and outraged that

the White House would embrace
them. As someone who has put his

life on the line for peace, and as

someone who has been willing to

unequivocally condemn militant

Islamic groups. I feel totally

betrayed by the Clinton adminis-

tration.”

A detailed investigation of pub-
lic records, international Islamic

publications, intelligence material

collected by law enforcement, and

proceedings of various Islamic

conferences shows AMC’s consis-

tent record of support for radical

Islamic groups. Most glaring are

the ties between the AMC and

Hamas.
In public interviews given dur-

ing the last (wo years, Aiamoudi

has repeatedly asserted that

Hamas is not a terrorist organiza-

tion. At an April 1995 press con-

ference denouncing the Clinton

administration’s proposed coun-

terterrorism legislation. Aiamoudi
angrily dismissed suggestions that

Hamas was a terrorist group.

That same month, in AMC’s
monthly newsletter, AMC presi-

dent MA Cheema declared,

•'Yasser Arafat does not represent

the Palestinians any. longer.

Palestinians are now following

Hamas. Israel must talk to Hamas.”

Mouths later, Aiamoudi
emerged as the primary defender

of Mousa Mohammed Abu
Marzook, the Hamas political

bureau chief responsible for creat-

ing the group’s death squads,

whose handiwork was seen in the

last three weeks in Israel.

Immediately following an

October 1994 attack in which -

Hamas brigades sprayed machine-

gun fee in a crowded downtown
Jerusalem mall, Marzook took

czedit for fee attack on behalf of

Hamas. He told the Beirut publi-

cation Al-Abd that “martyrdom is

the goal of every Moslem, and

death represents the ideal wish of

the mujahid [holy warrior] of the

land of Palestine.”

Less than three days after

Marzook’s arrest by the FBI in

July 1995, Aiamoudi of theAMC
came to his defense. Asserting that

Marzook had never been involved

is terrorism, Aiamoudi declared

that his arrestwas an “insult to the

Moslem community.”

According to US law enforce-

ment officials, Aiamoudi has

elicited contributions for

Marzook’s defense fund. He's also

demanded that the Clinton admin-

STEVEN EMERSON

istration release Marzook, whom
he described to a reporter as a

‘-political prisoner.”

THAT'S NOT the only connection

between the American Muslim
Council and Islamic militants.

Both Aiamoudi and Marzook
were speakers at a June 1991 con-

ference in northern Virginia that

brought together senior Islamic

miliums from throughout the

Middle East. At this conference,

many of the speakers assailed fee

“Zionist entity that aims to

destroy the Moslem ummah [com-

munity]-”
And the AMC has cosponsored

several conferences and events in

the US with the United

Association for Studies and

The White House is

burying its head in

the sand about a

w fundamentalist

tslamic groupTf is‘"

publicly embracing

Research.

Founded by Marzook in 1989,

the association serves as Hamas’s

support aim in fee US. Now locat-

ed in northern Virginia, fee group
has published books (in Arabic)

calling for fee annihilation of

Jews. Moreover, telephone

records subpoenaed for the World
Trade Center trial show that the

United Association’s officials

were in contact with Mohammed
Saleh, a Hamas official who was
convicted for his role in fee World
Trade Center conspiracy. In one

1993 conference jointly sponsored

by fee AMC and fee United
Association in Washington,
Aiamoudi even extended a warm
introduction to fee association’s

director Ahmed bin Yusef, one of

Hamas’s chief ideologues who has
called for fee destruction of Israel.

By associating with

the extremist

Moslem element,

Clinton undercuts

moderate Moslems,

strengthening terror

groups

AMC’s links to radicalism don't

end with Hamas. It has also

arranged US press conferences

and visits for Islamic militants

from Jordan's Islamic Action

Front and fee Egyptian Moslem
Brotherhood.
In December 1995 AMC issued

public congratulations to Turkey’s

radical Islamic Refah party fol-

lowing its electoral success. The
Refah party has campaigned
against “Zionist-Jewish conspira-

cies” and labeled the US an
“enemy of all Moslems.”

^
In addition, feeAMC has estab-

lished a special relationship wife
the Sudanese government of
Hasan Al-Turabi, who has made
his country an international train-

ing ground for Islamic terrorists.

In 1992, AMC boasted in its

newsletter that fee group had
“planned a highly successful visit

for Hasan Al-Turabi from fee
Sudan.” In April 1994. almost a
year after Sudan was officially

designated a terrorist regime by
the State Department, fee AMC,
together wife another Hamas front
group known as the Council on
American Islamic Relations, co-
hosted a press conference for the
Sudanese foreign minister in the
US.
The AMC has dismissed any

allegation that it collaborates with
known terrorist groups, claiming

that it has issued statements con-

demning terrorist attacks tike the

.

recent suicide bombings in IsraeL

Yet the AMC statement doesn’t

mention Hamas. In feet, a review

of AMC statements condemning

earlier Islamic terrorist attacks

reveals feat fee AMC has never

criticized by name any Islamic ter-

rorist group.

“If you aren’t willing to name
fee group that did fee bombing,”

says former FBI official Oliver

RevelL, “your statement isn’t

worth the paper it’s written on.”

Far from joining fee anti-terror-

ist fight, theAMC makes excuses

for Islamic terrorists. After fee

conviction of fee World Trade

Center bombers;. Aiamoudi wrote

in bis newsletter that the prosecu-

tor “went out of his way to punish

the defendants harshly and with

vengeance, and to a large extent

because they were Moslem.”
AMC’s tactic of claiming anti-

Moslem racism rather than

acknowledging die existence of

Islamic extremism deliberately

serves to sfleooe criticism of ter-

rorists.

Interestingly, fee AMC often,

ticin, even
tion has been friendly with tire

group, fri 1993, feeAMC attacked

President Clinton’s meeting wife

Salmon Rushdie, as a “disregard

for the feelings of seven million

'

American Moslems and a fifth of
the population of this planet”

After Warren Christopher called

in October 1994 for the shutting

down of Mideast terrorism,

Aiamoudi said fee secretary of -

state was “encouraging a witch-

hunt of law-abiding Moslems.”
Three months later, in January

1995, when President Clinton

issued an executive order freezing

the assets of 18 Moslem and
Jewish terrorist groups, Aiamoudi
blasted the president for his “anti-

Moslem” actions. (Curiously,

even as federal investigators

began making headway last fall in

identifying US terrorist front

groups, federal counterterrorism

officials say that the recommenda-
tions were shelved at the White
House.
Yet the White House insists on

adopting a head-in-fee-sand atti-

tude about a group feat it is pub-

.

licly embracing.

Asked two weeks ago by a
reporter for the WashingtonJewish
Week whether the White House
was aware of any links between
AMC and terrorist groups, Neal
Lattunore, deputy press secretary

for fee first lady, said, “There are

so many groups linked to one
group or another. Looking into

such allegations was not some-
thing that was on our agenda.”
The president is right to invite

Moslem groups to fee White
House. But by inviting the
extremist element of the American
Moslem community represented

by the AMC fee administration

undercuts moderate Moslems and
strengthens fee groups commit-
ting terrorist attacks.

*T would give my life for this

country,” says Seif Ashmawy of
the \bice of Peace, “but if the

president of the United States
plays bail with terrorists, tben
what’s fee use?”

The writer was the producer of
the PBS documentary Jihad in

America. {Courtesy of die Wall
Street Journal).

POSTSCRIPT

BERT AND Ernie were missing
after thieves knocked through a
wall and plundered an exhibit of
original Muppets.

Miss Piggy was injured during
fee break-in.

7he trio were among 36 origi-

nal Muppets rented for the exhib-

it at the Erfurt (Germany) Gar-
den Show.

Kermil and Big Bud were not
harmed. Police are investigating.
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According -fo

cdly true in some

accuse a whole group trf coward-

liness, hypocrisy and
lade ofcom-

mitmeot to Israel only

self-righteous and tedious

I made aliya from feeUSalmost

two years ago — neither for reU-

ri^^Xnortoftdfina^-
tong dream. It was six months

after my first trip here, 'during

which 1 discovered that despite

many years ofassimilation
Iwas a

Zionist, and thus connected to the

Jewish people. Butmy motivation

to come here lay equally, in my
newfound Zionism and in my
desire to have a major life-adven-

ture.
.

Many Americans - tourists, stu-

dents etc. - leave their seemingly

safe and secure homes for an

“Israel experience,” which they

hope wfll enrich their lives back

home. They come to visit, learn

and experience, not to live in mor-

tal feac So why should they stay?

When it comes to immigrants,

some Western Jews come more

for aheightened Israel experience

rtiaw for a lifelong commitment;

then: staying is conditional from

fee start

My Jewish Agency emissary

- advised me and other potential

immigrants: “Go a year If you
don’t likn it, so you come home.”

In my case, the Israel experi-

ence has transformed my fife. I

met my fiance, a British immi-
grant, at the absorption center.We
have established ourselves profes-

sionally, are purchasing an apart-

ment, and intend to raise a family
• here as we have chosen to make
Israel our home.
So, when fee bombs go off and

my Israeli friends ask if I will

leave, pointing out feat I have fee

choke, I start in wSft some self-

righteousness of my own. I tell

them what I tell my parents in

Florida: that fee whole point of

Israel is feat Jews no longer have

to ran. I explain how my father

taught me to stand and fight in fee

face of antisemitism. I speak of

beam a Zionist

, .JR&tfae most part my Israeli

friends admire my idealistic

Zionism. However, it isn’t neces-

sarily Zionism .w^kh motivates

them to stay.

In spealong wife a distraught

Israeli friend after the Dizengoff

bombing, 1 tried to console her by
speaking of our people’s struggle

mid the importance of the Jewish

state.

She smiled tearfully. “The
Jewish struggle isn’t my issue,”

she said. “It’s just feat Israel is my
only home, where 1 grew up. I

must stand by bet” .

Don't blame
American Jews who
leave the country

when terror strikes

Here ties fee difference between
Jews in Israel' who possess a
friendly foreign passport and
those who do not.

AMERICAN Jews- have a home
in the US. America will presum-
ably always have an open door to

me and my family. The reason I

wfll stay in Israel, in both good
and bad times, wfll not be purely
due to Zionist idealism, but
because this is where my fiance
and l are malting our lives. This
will be our children’s primary
home.
And tben, in times of trouble, if

someone asks us whether we are
going to stay, we will tell them
feat Israel is our home and we
must stand by her.

Given the importance of con-
viction - whether ideological,
religious Or patriotic — in giving
people strength to weather dan-
gerous times in this land,
American Jews who are here
merely for fee Israel experience
have little to pull them through
ensis, the likes of which they
have never experienced; nor could
have even fathomed. What ratio-
nale do they have to convince
their parents that they should not
be home, safe and sound, wife
their families?

I applaud those who do make a
stand and stay as a sign of
sfrengfe and solidarity. But 1 don’t
blame those who do not, nor do I
feel they should be made to feel
ashamed.

Before one Jew can ytanH in
judgment of another’s resolve to
°e here, he must understand his
motivation. Ifmaking Israel one's
mime is not part of the. equation,
then no conviction is being
betrayed.

And, for those who do call
tarael feeir home, it is not a ques-
tion of being righteous' or brave:
it s simply a matter of being.

The writer is an advertising
executive.
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Huddled masses
Border conflicts overtake the workforce

By Michael Lind

-Sooner or laterAmerica mustface reality It

is going to bepainful... WhatAmerica isfighting is

apiece ofpoetry.... Thepoetry is thrilling. It is on

the Statue ofLiberty: iGive meyour tired, yourpoor,

yourhuddled massesyearning to breathefree.... ' The

trouble is that huddled masses needjobs. *

Richard Strout is the eminent liberal jour-

nalist who wrote The New Republics

TRB column for several decades. Since

Strout wrote those words in 1980, more than 10

million people have immigrated to the United

States legally. The number of new immigrants,

and their higher-dian-average birthrate, recently

forced the Census Bureau to revise its 1 989 esti-

mate of U.S. population in 2080 upward, by an

additional 100 million— to 400 million.

But it is not numbers alone that should

convert liberal immigration defenders. As Snout

observed, “The huddled masses need jobs.”

According to a 1995 Bureau of Labor Statistics

study, competition with immigrants has account-

ed for roughly half the recent decline in wages

among unskilled American workers. According to

University of Michigan demographer William

Frey, competition for jobs with poorly paid Latin

American and Asian immigrants is driving low-

income whites and blacks out of high-immigra-

rion stares like California and high-immigraQon

dries like New York. No wonder Steve Forbes

and Dick Armey fovor high levels of immigra-

tion and The Wall Street Journal has proposed a

five-word amendment to the U.S. Consnrution

“There shall be open borders. Its great or

bUS1I>

But not so great for poor Americana. SriD.

they're not the only ones under threat. U.S. com-

Ses can legally hire 140,000 sidled foretgn

workers each year. Bill Gates,

ennsts because ^ American

abk to do the ^ citizens for

ie American International Group

Insurance replaced

^“IfodL workeSght in under the

JTb^P^ (which diowsfirnrs to pay

only the foreign prevailing wage plus a living

allowance). To add insult to injury, the laid-off

workers, on pain oflosing their severance pay,

were forced to train their foreign replacements for

60 days.

The greatest gains in income by the

American middle and working classes, both white

and black, took place during the era of immigra-

tion restriction, from the 1920s to the 1960s. Not

coincidentally, this was also the heyday of union

membership, which is inevitably hampered when

mass immigration produces a workforce divided

by ethnicity. And, of course, it was the golden age

of public support for universal enridemencs and

anti-poverty efforts. Coincidence? Not likely. The

most generous and egalitarian states in modem
times have been culturally homogeneous nation-

stares admitting few or no poor immigrants, like

those of northern Europe and Japan (where cor-

porate paternalism substitutes for social democra-

cy). The equation of social justice and national

solidarity seems much less compelling in the mod-

em United States, where immigrants are much

more likely chan native-born Americans to receive

welfare benefits. (In Chinese-speaking Asia, one

widely distributed book cells potential immigrants

how to obtain SSI and ocher benefits of the

American welfare state.)

There is, then, a liberal case for immigration

restriction that has nothing to do with the absurd

and offensive claims ofsome conservatives that

growing numbers of nonwhites threaten our civi-

lization (Patrick Buchanan) or our gene pool

(Charles Murray). What’s more, the obsession

with illegal immigration of politicians like Pete

Wilson evades the main issue. Each year, 300,000

to 400,000 illegal immigrants arrive here to stay, a

fraction of the roughly I million legal immigrants

who cake up permanent residence each year. We

can and should crack down on illegal immigration

— with a stronger border patrol, fences and a

computerized national employment verification

system— but legal immigration represents the

greater threat to American wages and unions.

Reducing legal immigration is a perfectly

legitimate liberal cause— if “liberal" means pro-

tecting the interests of ordinary wage-earning

Americans. Unfortunately, for 30 years the

Democratic Party has not acted like a liberal or

social-democratic party. It has acted as a coalition

ofethnic parronage machines (each seeking to

enlarge the numbers of its group eligible for affir-

mative action) and affluent white social liberals

(whose lifestyles in many cases depend on a sup-

porting cast oflow-wage Latin American maids

and nannies). Unlike free-market conservatives,

who can at least invoke a principled libertarian

viewpoint, pro-immigration liberals have no the-

ory, merely the “piece of poetry” ofwhich Strout

wrote— and the N-word (narivist). But now that

majorities of black Americans and even a slight

majority of Hispanics, according to a Roper poll

commissioned by Negative Population Growth

Institute, support reducing immigration to less

than 300,000 a year, it will no longer do to

accuse all supporters of immigration reform of

racism and xenophobia.

As Strout concluded in a critique of immi-

gration policy back in 1981, “people must face

facts, whether they like them or not.” A brave

minority of liberal Democrats, including

Wisconsin Rep. David Obey, have done so,

signing on as co-sponsors of the immigration

reform bills introduced by Alan Simpson in the

Senate and Lamar Smith in the House. Though

the bills wisely cut back on extended-family

reunification— a Ponzi scheme that has result-

ed in escalating immigrant numbers— they

would reduce legal immigration by only a third,

to about 700,000 a year.

That’s still much too high. The numerical

cap envisioned by the original Kennedy-Johnson

reform in 1 965— 290,000 a year— would do

more to bring U.S. population growth in line

with other developed countries and raise U.S.

wages, particularly at the bottom of the income

scale. Yet there would still be room for plenty of

humanitarian refugees, spouses and children of

Mexican-American citizens, Taiwanese grad stu-

dents and English journalists. Though the United

States would no longer take halfthe world's legal

immigrants, we would still have die worlds most

generous immigration policy.

Strout was right. Genuine liberals should

unite with populist conservatives to reform an

immigration policy that benefits few Americans

other than exploitative employers. It is easy to talk

in poetry. But it is necessary to govern in prose.

Michael Lind is a senior editor ofThe New
Republic.

© 1996, The Neiw Republic

A review of commentary and homo
from American Press Syndicates

Is Dole too old?

By Peter Beinart

As the Climon-Dole contest takes shape, a bizarre conven-

tion has emerged: Bob Dole’s age is nor a legitimate

. issue. Too bad Bob Dole himself has violated this con-

vention himself in the past. It s not just that Dole bulldog Al

D’Amato ran ads in 1980 suggesting that 76-year-old New York

Sen. Jacob Jarirs was too old for the job, or that Dole himself,

during a brief foray into that year’s presidential primary, point-

edly sent a 69th birthday card to Ronald Reagan. Bob Dole has

made his age a centerpiece of his campaign this year— as a rea-

son to vote for him.

Mature Leadership

“Mature, derisive leadership," “the comeback adult,” “one

more mission for my generation.” The intended meaning of these

slogans is clear: Bob Dole epitomizes the courage and character of a

generation forged in war. Bill Clinton and his fellow draft-dodging,

philandering boomers? Well, they're just not “tested and trusted” in

the same way. As Dole supporter Warren Rudman told The New
Yorklimes last summer, “1 pick up a lot of respect and nostalgia for

Dole and what his generation represents.”

“He’s 71 years old. It’s something we’re

sensitive to. We’re not going to over-

schedule him.” What about when he’s

president?

Fair enough. But if it’s fair to use the age issue to vote for

Dole, why isn't it legitimate to use it to vote against him? Surely,

for starters. Bob Dales clumsy, lethargic campaign performance is

related to his being 72 years old. Would anyone deny that Dole

has looked worse on the stmrfpriiis year than both his current

opponents and he himselfin earlier races? Doles advisers have

noticed. Their strategy is now to avoid debates, to limit his public

appearances and to rely heavily on local surrogates. As a Dole

adviser toldTune last July, “He’s 71 years old. Its something were

sensitive to. Were not going to overschedule him.” What about

when he’s president?

In a backhanded acknowledgment of the age issue. Dole has

flirted with serving only one term in office. Such a decision would

profoundly affect a Dole presidency: increasing the power of his

rice president and reducing his influence over both Congress and

his own party. If Dole makes such a decision, to induce Colin

Powell to join the ticket for instance, its vital that he do so publicly,

something he now appears reluctant to do. The press must push

Dole to make his intentions clear, and it cannot do so while pre-

tending his age is irrelevant to his candidacy.

Public Scrutiny

There’s another more pressing reason why this should be an

issue in the. campaign: once Dole enters the White House, the

debate will no longer be possible. We still don’t know, for example,

if Ronald Reagan showed signs of Alzheimer’s during his second

term. Experience shows that once in office, powerful forces shield a

leader from public scrutiny. Francois Mitterrand’s doctor now
claims the late French president concealed mecasrasizing prostate

cancer all through his tenure, and that the disease incapacitated

him during his final six months in office. Greek Prime Minister

Andreas Papandreou was on life support for two months this win-

ter before agreeing to step down; throughout, his party refused to

admit anything was wrong. The 25th Amendment to the

Constitution says that when the rice president and a majority of

the Cabinet declare a sirring president “unable to discharge the

powers and duties ofhis office" he can be replaced. But this still

leaves that authority in the hands of those who, like their French

and Greek counterparts, might have a vested inreresr in keeping

health problems a secret.

Bob Dole, to his credit; has publicly released his medical

records. And, for 72, he’s a healthy man. But, ifelected, he would

be Americas oldest president, three and a halfyears older chan

Ronald Reagan was when he first took office. According to actuaries

from the life insurance branch of the United Services Automobile

Association, a major San Antonio-based insurance company, the

average 72-year-old white man suffers a 27 percent risk of dying

within five years (about the rime between now and the end of

Dole’s first term). Although Dole exercises and eats a healthy diet,

his chances are probably no lower because his high cholesterol (a

genetic condition) and years ofsmoking (he quit in 1982) increase

his chances for coronary artery disease. For the average 49-year-old

white male (Clintons age) the risk is 4 percent That’s 23 percent

worth thinking about

Peter Beinart is a senior editor ofThe New Republic.

© 1996, The New Republic
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Waiting
A**

Clinton bomb to

Rv Matthew CoopeR

O ne of the leitmotlfe of cov- Puli

ering BiU Clinton is wan- boo

ing— not just waiting for
ty e

the tardy Clinton to show up at a acc<

speech, but waiting for some big be
j

sandal. During the campaign in

1 992, when the draft story broke, die

there was always the feeling in the bui

press corps that more would come in

out and the guy would be finished.. ^
Ditto with women. What hap- de

pened instead is that the basic out- Hi

line of the story would gpt out, ed

more details would follow and, ex

eventually, people would lose inter- ‘ n<

est. We still don’t know everything sb

about how Clinton avoided null- ac

tary service in Vietnam, but we “f

know the basic elements of the *

story, and no reporter feels obligai- A

ed to ferret out the last detail. The h

same gpes for Whitewater, which d

has followed a similar course. The i

story waxes and wanes; at times it f

recedes into the white noise of <

news where perennials like the i

Kurds or the North Korean nuclear .

program bloom. Then it become a
|

big deal again. -

In a sense, Whitewater is

over. Its possible, I suppose, that

Hillaryites Susan Thomases and

Maggie Williams could get indict-

ed for perjury, for having feigned

dim memories before the Senate

committee. Its possible, too, that

some sort of smoking document is

. yet to be unearthed. But, at this

point, the story is pretty much out

there. Remember, we’re still not

entirely sure what the plumbers

were looking for in the Watergate,

and were still not entirely sure of

what Reagan knew about Iran-

Contragate and when he knew it.

The same can be said of

Whitewater the fundamental out-

lines we know, but some mystery

will always remain.

It is chat element of mystery,

as much as anything, that worries

White House staffers. Most of the

people Tve spoken with in the

Clinton entourage have no better

idea whar lies at the end of the

Whitewater trail than does the aver-

age reader ofThe New York Times.

The new book byJames

Stewart, “Blood Sport," puts flesh

on the skeleton of the Whitewater

story. Stewart, an extraordinarily

talented reporter with a rare ability

to both write a good narrative and

understand complex financial

transactions, made his name with

“Den ofThieves,” which chroni-

cled the fete of Michael Milken

and notorious financiers. Perhaps

IfrcwPrt*? * hp*r**e*»wus<Hn

because he had trained his gun, on a

these icons ofthe Reagan
yean,

Susan Thomases
reached

,
Pulitzer-winning

Stewart™ write s

^
book about Whitewater,

apparent-

ly expecting a
sympathetic ,

UZa. This did not rum out to

be good strategy- .

Stewart paints a portrait ot

die Clintons that is unflattering,.
j

but as Tune’s editors acknowledge

in theft introduction to the

exccrpxs: “Anyone looking for evi-

dence Thai might indict Bill or

Hillary Clinton will be disappoint-

ed.
7
’ The Clintons, in Stewarts

excerpts, .are precematuraUy ambi-

• nous; they fight. Occasionally, a

shoe is hurled- Clinton, hopelessly

adolescent, is amazed thar a former

“fet boy in the Big Boy jeans” can,

as a precocious poi, attract women.

And they are eager to get their

hands on quick cash, which leads

them into a deal with the now

infamous Jim and Susan

McDougal. -Stewart relies heavily

on the McDougals in his book,

which seems a risky strategy. After

r
all, McDougal, once a dashing

banket; is now diagnosed as manic-

depressive; he suffers from acute

memory loss—
.

points which

Times rival, Newsweek, is only too

happy to point out. Susan

McDougal, for her part, is feeing a

lawsuit charging that she, of all

rhings. embezzled money from the

conductor Zubin Mehta. Stewart,

.remembers weft;” StewirttbH me

of McDougal. What’s more, the .

White House itself suggested to

Stewart that McDougaTs memory

was still quite sharp.

As for potential crimes, the

Clintons, Stewart claims, hyped the

value of the Whitewater property •

when they went to apply for a loan.

If.they did so knowingly, it would

be a crime. Bill, Stewart contends,

really did solicit the business of

Madison Guaranty. The White

House disputes these charges but

even if they were true it’s hard to

see this as.eardtshattering. A lot of

people thought Stewart’s would be

the book dbat’d bring down the

Clintons. In the end, it's probably

going to cause less damage to the

White House than Bob

Woodward’s “The Agenda,” which

cemented the conventional wisdom

chat the Clinton White House was

chaotic. (In retrospect, of course.

Woodward’s book could also be

read as an account ofHow Clinton,

however clumsily, split the differ-

ence between deficit hawks and

investment types and came up with

a formula that hdpol create BA

million jobs.)

When it comes to

Whitewater, there's plenty o c

co gp around. The Clintons aaed .

like pels, Uke Lamar
Alerandet.

Thcymade a lot ofmoney

connections arid means that ^“4 .

ccreJnsrench- There
are focAouc

moves ofsmart Clinton^fea.^

George Stephanopouloss charmed

resume nearly came to a dramauc

endwhen he erupted ova the

appointment ofJay Stephens as the

hod of the RTC’s investigation.

Stephens, it turned out, did a ,

report that gave credence tothe

Clintons’ claims that they asd

nothing wrong. Then?
is Al

D’Amato, the “ethically challenged

junior senator from New Yo&.” to

use Pat Buchanans phrase. His

hearings have dragged Oft longer

than Iran-contra; and Where has he

gotten? The Dems and he ought to

extend die life of the committee for

a few more months but call it quits

after that. Theres Ken Starr, whose

appointment came under dubious

eftcumstances, what with the

> involvement offederal Judge David

Sentdlc. And there are any number

of pathetic sideshows. At the Little

Rock trial ofArkansas Gov. Jim

Guy Tucker and the McDougals,

a one of the jury alternates wears a

Star Trek uniform to court every

te day- Sometimes the White House

seems just as weird. Could the

[ CimcHi

thwarted once ifbckme cl'ear that

he was not going ro be a patsy The

y
White House, Stewart contends,

dissembled in the extreme. “This

was the first time that people have

be gone off the record to give me

r . information that proved to be .

an. felse... if it wasn’t knowingly felse,

d ' it was negligently felse.” When it

s„ came to .fect-checking his story, for

instance, Stewart says theWhite

House offered
a
no cooperation."

c That’s typical. They’re perennially

,
trying to spin. When I covered the

: of Clinton White House for U.S.

be News Sc World Report, the first

lady would only agree to an utter-

ly view ifwe would refrain from using

,c her photo on the covet The maga-

zine rightly refused,

jeh Thanks to Stewart, we get

lom Whitewater, ambitious couple cuts

was comers. No capital offense—
e> probably— but enough indiscre*

. dons to make one nauseous.
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Matthew Cooper is a senior editor of

The New Republic.
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Sunday

WHAT WE NEED
CONFIDENCE

ASK YOURSELF TOE QUESTION,

‘CANUJE WlN?" THEM. 5AY,
*YES, WE'RE GONNA WIN!"

TAKE HER AWAY! SOMEBODY
|

GET HER OOT OF HERE!
SHE'S GONNA DRIVE

. ME CRAZY'!

hara

I USTENk S

yTpME*/ £s

li
ACAN WE \
/ WM?" \
|

fHA! FORGET \

IT! NO WAY!
\ NOT IN A J

V MILLION C
” X^AKSlTT

t2±_
“If /

TELL ME AGAIN-
WHAT WAS THE
QUESTION?

PICTURE YfcWRSELF
TiEPTCM TREE,

CONDEMNS?OFTHE SiNS
ot ET^HITY.

THEM PfCIUReASPEAR.
fWCTIN&THE Air,

SEEWN& Yfewe-HEACT
TO END YfcVR.PESf*IR

.

J
ssi^sasLsa

SUDDENLY—A <NK&HTT

IN ARMOR- OF WWTe,
STANDS IN THE SAP

betwixt t&u andns flight;

AMD SHEDDING* HIS
'ARMOROF GOD' R3R*»

—BEARS THE LANCe
THAT RUN* WM THROUGH

.

JjSL]

Hig Hearthas been ptsked
THAT YOURS MAY" &ZAT,

AMP THE RCOPOF H|S CORPSE
iaashestgur peer.

PICTURE YeURSELF
IN RAIMENT WHlTB.

CLEANSED BYTHE BLOOD
OF THE LIFELESS KNlGHT

m liiSa.

Trt& PRINCEWHO 'NAS CCWMS?, rpr. He *s not lost!

IT is'itou

WHO ARE ROUND

vA

i

i

l

i

f

i

>

i
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TODAY'S SUNDAY PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Groueho’s brother

6— War
loCoraageoua

15 Badgeiffka arwna!

ZOBaywrttow

21 Egyptian sacrw

bufl

22 Took It easy

23 Overact

24 Nonsense

26 Run out >
subscription

27— Ffcca

28 Stew pot .
29*— the ramparts ~

30 Sweet potato

32 Locomotive

3* Capacity

38AV8rti*—
38WnayWd
39 Help*.
42Neadensn

43Coew rf'">l(bho

45 Thin rad

47Prohfcit
SOfioldwetertfto

52SheriffsMWl
53 Marsh .

SdStfnbtenwh

55 Metric measuras

56EvetptB«i6W^
57Sudden eon"®*

10"

SgCetW™0®*”
60 Deny
51 Itaflanoty

63 FW**
64 Chose"
65Yatestudert

66 King's dough*

69 Humor '

70 Opinion of^osad»
SwoffldM 008

71 Cosy mom

72 Weird

73 Lukewarm

75Typeo* tl0un<J

76 "The — ot wrath"

78 Raisa’S husband

79 Sbt-Hna poem
80 Oral

81 Danger

82 Ador Nk*—
B3 Tiny: Scot

86 Political group

87 Historic period

88 Easily recognoad

go Armed conffict

91 m front

92 Seed soar

83 Pnma — evidence

94 Word d warning

95 Piece <* insutalion

96 Stunned

98 Spread hay to dry

99 Tristram Shandy"

author

101 ComBdfrn Johnson

102 Fence part

106 Maara's partner

107 Deposit

108 “Do— others.-

109 Cautious

110 Drone

111 Arid

112Compass t*-

1 13 T-bone. e.g.

USHeB
117 Henry

-

LongtoUow

121 — soup: thick log

123 Psychic Geiier

iwMgeofr-'
^Throng
129 Buccaneer

131 Puppet

134‘— Get YourGun

13SMade amends

138 Privy t®

137 Wand
13BDirtcn pamt*r

I^SWoppuys _
140"OITheel —
141 m me company or

DOWN

1 Drifter

2 Asian sea
3 Smel stream

4Foot lever

5 Spanish cheer

B Fortified wine

7 Drvidcd

8— the season*

9 Pale

10 Crate

11 Fast

12 Blazing

13— Beach. Banda
14 Baitora —

CJeanme")
15 Wnte down

16 LOvfi, In Mten

17 Prepare the sabd

18 Erring tor kitchen

IS Meadow
22 French oty

25 Bible book

31 Gets older

33 Composer
Carmichael

35 Operate prince

37 Ocean hazard

39 Seasoned

40 Baltimore player

411natavoraftle

position

43Eaeh
44 Actor Greens

45 Explode

46 Uncommon
47Ben Savage

TV show

48 Take Into custody

49 Poor

51 Last totter

53 Actor Randy—
54 Meager

55 The end

58 Ctark’s panner

61 Warranfi device

62 Fur merchant John

Jacob —
64 Homesteader
66 Topped out

67 Drive away
68 Lenar stroke

70 — la vista

74 Rice dish

75 Misrepresent

77 Turn
78 Memphis street

79 Not hoSow

BO African desert

81 Award
82 Fine point

84 Style

86 Blood vessel

86 Secret plot

87 Poetry Muse
88 Alma—
B2 Latin 1 word
94— Rio, Texas

96 Spiro—
97 Freshwater fish

99 Painter's worteptaee

100 Type of capsule

or card

104 Formed
105 -For Pete's —T
106 Partaking

108 Not visMe

112 Actor Abed
1 13 Senator Thurmond

114 Scottish feudal lord

IISGrealLaks
118 Vapor

117 Habit

118'RutoBntanraa'

composer

119Colorful Hsh

120 Ceremony
122 Author Kingsley—
125 *866110 8858/ dog
126 British school

127 — Xfeopng
128Owns
130KO count

132 Btack cuckoo

133 Gagers txg.
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Time Hmming

,r Whitewater

Out

The unjust j
ailing

of-F. Xee-Bailey
nofc-

By Alan Dershowitz

Though E Lee Bailey does not belong in

jail for failure to comply with a court

order, the assistant United States attor-

neywho got the judge to put Bailey in jail

could himselfend up on die wrong side ot the

bats— or at least of the bar for his own

actions in the confusing case that led to this

brouhaha.
•

According to an article in the New Yorker

magazine, Bailey, who was a member of the

O.J. Simpson defense team, first gpt into trou-

ble when another client he was representing

an alleged drug kingpin named Claude Duboc

— told government lawyers that he owned

602,000 shares of stocks in a Canadian phar-

maceutical company that he was willing to for-

feit to the government in exchange for some

consideration in sentencing. That is all too

common in the bazaar we call plea bargaining.

Kicker

satisfactorily explained by dm

this could easily have been avoided had die

government done what it is required » do-
namely put any deal in writing. The ideathat

prosecutors handed millions of doUare ov«t°

Bailey without protecting their aUegpd interests

with a contract or a court order boggles the

mlnri. Even the prosecutors who made this

handshake deal admitted that there may be

-room for criridsm.” There is more than room

for criridsm if prosecutors
“parked stotim

order to circumvent a
ruleagunst benefiting

from “inside information.” ......
But Bailey is the one who landed m jail,

even before the legjd issues in the case have
^

been sorted out. He is essentially m paupere

prison, since he candor raise the money the

mutt is insisting that he raise. But paupers

Now here is the kicker. Duboc apparent-

ly had some inside information suggesting that

the price of the stock would soon skyrocket,

and he recommended that the government not

sell the forfeited stock right away. The problem

is that there is a Justice Department rule

requiring that the government immediately sell

all stocks char it received pursuant to a forfei-

ture order. The government should not be in

the business of speculating in stocks especially

since it has access to a great deal of inside

information.

In order to circumvent this rule, prosecu-

tors apparently gave the stock to Bailey. They

claim he was holding it “in mist for the gov-

ernment- If that is true, then the government

was engaged in a scam somewhat akin to stock

“parking," for which Michael Milken and oth-

ers have gone to jail.

Bailey, on the other hand, says that the

stock was given to him as his fee. If it went

down in price, he would lose money, and if it

went up— as it did— he should keep the

profits. The government apparently agrees that

Bailey did bear the risks of a loss, but it denies

that he was supposed to keep the profits. Why

any intelligent person would agree to such a

“beads-I-win-tails-vou-lose" deal has—^

The jailing of Bailey under

these circumstances is a

gross injustice. "When there

is a dispute over a contract

— especially a vague oral

agreement— one party does

not ordinarily have the

power to put the other party

in jail*

ness and who seemed hell-bent on putting

Bailey in prison). If Bailey wins, he keeps die

money. If he loses, he will be required to

return it. The government could then attach

his assets to satisfy the judgment But there is

no basis- in law, logic ot morality- fot

putting a civil defendant in jail before it is

determined whether he owes any money to

anyone. There may, however, be some basis fot

proceeding against a prosecutor who circum-

vented a rule by parking stocks to benefit from

inside information.

Forum

What is needed now is a neuudfotum in

which to litigate this complex case feitfy. Three

people are on trial: F. Lee Badey; the prosecutor

.
Sarrangeddris sleazy deal; and the,udge

Who did not adequately supervise diepl^ bat

gain and who is acting more like a P?®*"”?

C a judicial officer. The case should now be

movcd to the court of claims, ot some other

ZZ in which die judge and *epro*mutor

can also be judged, along with B^° y
f

then can both the appearance and the reality ot

justice be served-

by Robert Novak
— Unsaleable Democratic

fili-

Sen. Alfonse D’Amaro, Qfdie ^Xffiitewatm affiun

buster against to the Senate Banking

has one last resort: ttai^emng P
eommtaK dies.

Committee if the Special

^ membership as the Banking .

The special committee men^ special

Committee, and both are
naffwas quiedy trans-

commitrees authorization^
ferred ro the parent

hearings under the auspices of the

But attempting ro bj^rari^ ^^ Democrats.

Banking Comnuttee
would^ fot Whitewater

fallback position.

White House Debate

dw**

Ictcs, is pushing a““^^“o^of prosperity and suggest what

Jetton administration would do
about it in opposinon ro

Republican forces.

Dole Cooiing It?

n ‘
‘ «. ^v’Vihtkble legislative victories

In the ascent,

will be able to score any notaoie , .
* • • • -

nXlSSC^fhiP

iffi-onT campaign traU and his refosal

to delegate his duties.

AJan M. Dcsshotvisa is a professor oftoo at

Harvard University His newest, bock u^
"Reasonable Doubts”

(Simon & Schuster).

©1996, United Feature Syndicate, Inc

prison was abolished decades ago -^:cPt

apparently in the courtroom of the high-hand-

ed judge who ordered Bailey to stay in jail until

he comes up with the disputed money.

The jailing of Bailey under these cucum-

stances is a gross injustice. 'When there is a

pure over a contract— especially a vague1 0

agreement— one party does not ordinarily

have die power to put the other party in
j

except ifone party happens to be the govern

ment which has a judge on its side.

It is precisely this kind of high-

ness that makes so many Americans

of government. The proper course of conduct

in this case is for the dispute to be hunted m

court, by a jury or a feir judge (not Judge

Maurice Paul, who has a reputation for untair-

ftMTrmr.AN Outlook

Produced By:

Chicago
Sun-Times
Features

Syndicate

t

Labor Resurgent

Newly installed AFL-CIO President John Strang is taken ren,

iNewiy uia
—insert as making organized labor a major force

ously by conservative activists as maJongoig

in the 1996 elections.
_

.

membership
Tn addition to engineering a 36 percent increase m “““

.
r

, finance $25 irtiWon of the $35 million promised for political

^u?* 10
ftreeneyrhay be able to broaden laboi's impact

to ^Federal Election Commission

concern the power oflabor unions
ro advertise politically beyond

**
°ZSSSresponse to Sweeney is ro

a national right-to-work law barring compulsory umon memberahrp.

Dole has agreed ro seek a vote,but chances of getting the 60 votes

needed to break a filibuster arc slim.

Gov. Feinstein?

IfDemocrats do not regain control of the Senate in the 1996

elecdons, there is a chance that Sen. Dianne Feinstein may seek the

gOV"n
°FriL^^fo

l

ffi«= txssdy statewide races in 1990, 1992

and 1994 before finally winning a rot-year term in the Senate. But she

is described by friends as unhappy with beu* in die Senate imnonty

and looking ro the governorship she lost to Republican Pete Wilson

in 1990.

Robert Novak is a nationally syndicated columnist ofshe Chicago Sun-

Times.

© 1996, Creators Syndicate
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When dumb
is intelligent

THE term “dumb animals'’
does not refer to their
intelligence so much as

their inability to speak. But dogs
can make a point or tell you
what they want without words
They can whimper, whine, bark
and growl; and their body lan-
guage includes tail

-

wagging
P®'*' waving and ear cocking.
Many animals learn that cer-

tain actions produce the desired
results — one pet terrier used to
bring me his empty food dish
And if I was late getting home
he would pick up his dish and go
scratch at the neighbor’s door!
For an animal to behave like

this, it must have found out -
and remembered - what works
for it in a given situation. A dog
or cat which remembers that a
refrigerator contains * edible
treats will often gaze wistfully at
th/s source of goodies.
One day a girl sat on my dog’s

pillow. The dog was thoroughly
upset and crowded onto the pil-
low next to the usurper.
Since then, whenever the girl

enters the house, the dog goes at

once to her pillow and lies on it

with a clear message; This is

mine!

And there are numerous sto-

ries of dogs warning their own-
ers of danger, or leading them to
an injured person. There are also

P’VORABEW shaul

well-documented cases of dogs
taking it upon themselves to go
and procure help for an injured
person.

One man in Tel Aviv tells me
that he had an elderly neighbor
with whom his sole contact was
a “good morning” when they
passed on the street One morn-
ing he was awakened by a noise
at his front door.

The dog at the door was the
neighbor's pet. It was barking in
great agitation, running a few
meters in the direction of its
home and then returning to bark
again. The man followed the dog
and found the neighbor uncon-
scious at home. iThe dog had
entered and left by the little

“dog door” at the back of the
apartment..)

And in Japan there’s a widely
held belief that cats want of
earthquakes some minutes
before humans are aware of
them.

I heard dozens of people there
tell how their cats' agitation
caused them to run out of the
house only moments before a
quake struck and the building
collapsed.

So animals certainly know
how to communicate. In fact

they do rather well without
speech - and at least they don't
gossip or talk nonsense.

Jewish themes
hit US TV

MAYBE it’s because
Pessah, Easter and
Holocaust Remem-

brance Week all fall in ApriL, but

next month American television

has prepared an unusually varied

fare of specials on religious

themes and Christian-Jewisb

relations during World War IL
As a kind of prelude, three doc-

umentary films will be in con-

tention at tomorrow’s Academy
Awards.
Anni. .iJEasnk-. Remembered. :•

) throws; mew flight on. Miep-.^ies.

arid other neroicDutch Gentiles,

who tried desperately to sustain

and protect the Frank family.

One Survivor Remembers doc-
• -uments the experiences of Gerda

Klein, who survived three years

of forced labor, camps and a

death march.

Never Give Up narrates the

remarkable life of 91 -year-old

Herbert Zipper, who organized

secret concerts at Dachau and for

the past 50 years has brought

classical music to American

inner-city schools.

The most interesting of the TV
specials promises to be Shtetl,

which explores the Polish village

of Bransk, whose 2,500 Jews

made up 60 percent of the popu-

lation and who were killed in

Treblinka's gas chambers in just

one day.

Shtetl was filmed over a four-

year period in Poland, Israel and

the US. and evolved into a pene-

trating examination of relations

berween Polish Jews and

Gentiles before, during and after

the war. .

.

Filmmaker Marian Marzynskt,

himself a Holocaust survivor,

teamed up with a young Christian

Pole, who has been trying to

reconstruct the life and death of

Bransk 's Jews.
. .

,

A two-part minisenes, simply

titled Moses, will also air.

Described as a "surpri singly

TOM TUGEND
LOS ANGELES

modern’' interpretation of the

law-giver's life and death, the

film stars Ben Kingsley in the

title role.

Kingsley credits his role in

Schindler’s List with giving him
an understanding of “people who
have survived- It’s their spirit

that I’ve tried to breathe into

Moses."
The production team for Moses

previously produced' three other

films on biblical themes, suc-

- cincdy ,QxSg&zAbraham , .

Jacob:.

and Joseph- Coming, yp
next is

' Samson arid Delilah.

Die world’s religions, includ-

ing Judaism, will be explored in a

six-part series in The Wisdom of
Faith with Huston Smith: A Bill

Moyers Special.

Smith, a noted historian and

author of the best-selling The

World's Religions, is a Methodist

who has immersed himself in

other religions.

He gained a special insight into

Judaism, which he describes as

“a living conversation between

the human and divine that goes

on generation after generation,”

when his daughter married a Jew

and converted.

With her and his son-in-law.

Smith has frequently observed

Shabbat and the Seder, and he

found solace in Jewish mourning

rituals when his daughter died of

cancer.

Survivors of the Holocaust,

which uses the first-hand testi-

mony of survivors to trace the

fate of European Jewry from the

pre-war years to the freeing of

the concentration camps and

their lives since liberation, will

be released in a 70-rainute home

video, which also includes a dis-

cussion with Steven Spielberg

and a behind-the-scenes tour of

his Survivors of the Sboah Visual

History Foundation, which co-

produced the documentary.

FLORA OF ISRAEL
BEAUTIFUL PLANTS OF THE BIBLE

From the hyssop to the

kinds of foliage mentioned in the Bale,

Darom. Softeover album, 47 pp.

—T 300 WILD FLOWERS

More than 140 colorful pages of ^00 wild flowers

/r - described and photographed in their native sites,

f# Although not dose to cataloging the grange

£fe- pfwiW flowers In toiscounhy, Arana Aton does

WMfrfi ? provide a wide sampling of

sip* Conveniently indexed by^ *P,

.

ral

bound, fits in a backpack. Published by SPNI.

... .«e ea nn fauHMttS airmail NIS 75,00)

;
credit card

details. ^ U DINERS
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Hadassah’s role in defeating the Nazis

King Fahd of Saudi American airmen in particular tance to the Yugoslavs. Sharett to welcome a delegation doc-

Arabia surely remera- regarded Hadassah as an ^^™sSf?ASHAPIRO^^™ agreed. tors and nurses, and drags

bers that as a young man American institution to which — Some 50 beds could be made ^nd usec* 10 oonunentaKing Fahd of Saudi

Arabia surely remem-
bers that as a young man

he received medical treatment

at Hadassah Hospital on Mount
Scopus. The war was then rag-

ing in Europe; and Palestine,

with a surfeit of medics who
had fled Hitler, was an island of

high-quality medical treatment.

Prince Fahd was not the only

Arab VIP who availed himself

of “Zionist” medicine.

Nakdimon Rogel, who
researched documents that

Hadassah recently transferred

to the Zionist Archives in

Jerusalem, cites quite a number.
In the recent issue of the

bimonthly Et-Mol, Rogel men-
tions. among others, the broth-

er-in-law of a Jordanian prince;
a princess of the Druse el-

Arrash clan; Iraq's future king

Faisal II; the Palestinian ultra-

nationalist Awni Abdul-Hadi:
and the mother and wife of the

Persian Shah. From Baghdad,
came Nun Said's spouse and
his chief of police.

Did politics bow to medicine?
Nor exactly.

In addition to the British,

there were Polish, Czech,
Yugoslav and Greek armies sta-

tioned in Palestine. And

American airmen in particular

regarded Hadassah as an
American institution to which
they could go whenever the
need arose. Hadassah ear-

marked SI,000 to provide the

Free French with surgery equip-
ment, cushions and blankets. A
wheelchair was specially

repaired in Tel Aviv to serve a
French soldier who bad lost

both his legs.

One day in December 1942, a
French flight officer. Lt. Larski,

asked Hadassah Hospital head
Dr. Haim Yassky to help him
test an idea for an unconven-
tional weapon.
Larski believed that if sol-

diers were submitted to a bar-

rage of radio waves from a dis-

tance of 3km., they would lose

control of their nervous system
and their ability to fight.

Dr Yassky took the matter

seriously, notes Rogel. He set

up a committee, mainly of doc-
tors, but which also included

Prof. Shmuel Samburski, the

head of the Hebrew
University's physics depart-

ment. to examine Larski 's idea.

And he insisted that all tests be

approved by the British military

authorities.

Several weeks later, however.

SRAYA SHAPIRO

Dr. Yassky was informed that

Larski’s suggestion had been

examined in Britain and was
found to be- inoperative.

London did norbelieve electro-

magnetic waves could achieve

the desired effect.

Some medico-political flirt-

ing .with the Yugoslavs in 1944
petered out, in spite of promis-

ing beginnings.

During a visit to London,
Moshe Shertok (later Sharett)

secured Churchill’s blessing for

his suggestion to send Jewish
“Palestinians” to Tito-held parts

of Yugoslavia, with the double-

task of helping Jews and secur-

ing information for the allies.

ON THE British side, delays

were caused by fears that the

project might anger the Arabs;
but also because, if successful,

it would place Britain in the

Zionists’ debt, says Rogel.

On his way back to Jerusalem,

Sharett was approached in

Cairo by Tito’s representative.

The Yugoslavs would help such

“Palestinian” efforts to save
Jews from the Nazis if the

Zionists gave medical assis-

tance to the Yugoslavs. Sharett

agreed.

Some 50 beds could be made
available for the project imme-
diately, with another 50 when a

new maternity ward was ready

on Mount Scopus. But when
Yassky asked for approval from
Yehuda Magnes, president of

the Hebrew University, and

wartime representative of

Hadassah in Jerusalem, there

were complications. It tran-

spired that Hadassah had

pledged to reserve SO beds for

American airmen.

Moreover, Hadassah had a

written engagement to help the

Yugoslav govemment-in-exile

in London - which Tito was
fighting.

And Reuven Zaslani (later

Shiloah). Sharett's intelligence

man, discovered that the

Yugoslavs were scared lest the

Jewish refugees from Hungary
got stuck during their passage

through Tito-held territory.

Meanwhile the Yugoslav med-
ical mission in Cairo decided

that Yugoslav sick and wounded
would be better directed to hos-

pitals in Bari (southern Italy)

and Egypt.

But the mission was prepared

to welcome a delegation of doc-

tors and nurses, and drugs of

the kind used in continental

Europe, as opposed to those

prepared according to British

and American specifications.

Everything collapsed after..

Belgrade was liberated in

October 1944. Almost immedi-
ately, Rogel notes, Tito showed
animosity toward the Zionists.

Some five months later, how-
ever, the Yugoslav liaison offi-

cer in Jerusalem, Dr. Meir
Weltman. asked if Hadassah
could supply an urgently need-

ed serum to fight a typhoid epi-

demic in Yugoslavia. Dr.

Welcraan, head of the Yugoslav

immigrants' association in

Palestine, passed the request to

Sharett, asking if the Jewish

Agency would fork out 500
Palestine pounds for 10 liters of

serum from the Hadassah
Hospital.
The deal was delayed when

one of Sharett’s staff insisted

that the appeal should be made
to the Jewish Agency, not to a

private individual. When such a

letter arrived, the serum was
duly delivered, and the Jewish

Agency was profusely thanked

for its contribution to the gener-

al war effort.

FR0UMINE

THIS YEAR THERE ISAGREAT SELECTION OF KOSHER FOR PESSAH PRODUCTS TO CHOOSE

>-
[
Pfroumine

]
- - ^

I * Coated coconut cookies • Sesame cookies filled with dates

I » Coated peanut cookies • Peanut cookies

I » Punch cookies • Coconut cookies with chocolate chips d^c^R^natti.

• Coconut cookies with nuts

» Coconut cookies

» Date filled coconut cookies

KashertePessah (pane).

Under the supervision of the chief Rabbinate of KarmfeL

ft Royal jelly (from the Yad Mordechai beehives)
Kasher tePessah (pane) under the supervision

ofthe Rabbinate of Ashkeion

.

* Vanilla sugar

» Baking powder (from matza meal or potato flour only)

» Sugared fruits: cherries, citrus fruit peel

« Essences (drip top)-Vanilla, rum

Kasher tePessah with a special symbol &
SfflKSST*"

A

r in
ft Jams (excluding Ftovidal) including individual packages • Preserved lemon juice

* Confitures (excluding Povidal) • Natural vinegar

ft Vitaminchik Syrup - raspberry, orange, pineapple, grape ft Hamitzuyamm: olives, cucumbers,

« Syrups and dietetic syrups - for preparation of soft drinks
mixed vegetables, eggplant, pepper strips,

piquantpepper.

ftTomato paste Kasher tePessah with a special symbol £ IIVD %
« Gelatin powder

u
Ardi"

on the package under the supervision

of the Rabbinate of Natanya.

« Kvetchup regular/ spicy
Kasher tePessah (pane) also for thosewho do

« Ketchup in glass bottle

» Natural Vinegar 5%

not eat kftnktf, Under the supervision of Rabbi

Ya'acovUosheChariap.
i to&it&D1 £O

» Pickled onions in vinegar
Kasher tePessah (panre) Under the supervision

of Rabbi Zionl-Afida

Kasher lePessah (patve). Ltetder the supervision of the

Rabbinate of Fuat HaCanneL« Clear tuna chunks in water

« Clear tuna chunks in oil

ft Pure honey (from the Linn Farm)

Kasher tePessah

Under the offlratHakarmeL

Underthe supervision of RabbtM Sa'ada.

MlTZtl
man9° 30(1 peach neCtar

’
apple and 0rangejUiCe

the Rabbit of Nalanya.

» "Sucrazit" products

e Sweet Diet powder and
Sucrazit powder and liquid

Under the supervwofl of the Rabbinate of Rosh Ha'ayin

.

Under the supervision of the Rabbinate of RoshHa'ayfn.aid
pan
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Mississippi St. knocks out UConn Fnedmanwins

Syracuse, Kentucky, Cincy, Georgetown, UMass, Kansas, Wake Forest also win HEATHER chatt

LEXINGTON,. Kentucky- Doron
Sbeffer and bis Connecticut team-

mates were upset in the NCAA
basketball tournament Friday, as

Mississippi State, led by Darryl

Wilson’s 27 points, defeated the

Huskies 60-55 in the Southeast

Regional semifinals.

Ax the West semis in Denver.
John Wallace’s three-pointer with
2.8 seconds left in overtime
capped a wild finish as fourth

seed Syracuse rallied from a nine-

point deficit in the final three min-
utes of regulation and defeated
eighth-seeded Georgia 83-8 J

.

In the Western final today,

Syracuse will face second seed

Kansas, which rallied to a nail-bit-

ing, seesaw 83-80 win over third

seed Arizona.
Fourth-seeded Mississippi

State, which upset mighty
Kentucky in the Southeastern
Conference tournament champi-
onship game, will play second
seed Cincinnati, an easy 87-70

winner over third-seeded Georgia

Tech, in the Southeast final today.

Meanwhile, in the Midwest
regional final late last night. Wake
Forest took on tournament
favorites and top seed Kentucky,

while in the East, top seed
Massachusetts and second-seeded

Georgetown battled it out.

SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
Mississippi State 60

Connecticut 55
Mississippi State's Darryl

Wilson made seven 3-pointers and
finished with 27 points in leading

the fifth-seeded Bulldogs to victo-

ry over Connecticut Friday night.

In the Southeastern Conference

championship game two weeks
ago, Wilson made four 3s and
scored 22 points as Mississippi

State shocked then No. f

Kentucky.
Wilson made his first five shots

- four of them 3s - to help

Mississippi State seize control of
the game and slow Connecticut’s

up-tempo style.

While Wilson's long-range

shooting produced five 3s and
helped Mississippi State take a
16-point lead in the first half, his

flip shot in the lane with the shot

clock winding down and 1:30 left

gave Mississippi State a 57-50

lead.

Connecticut (33-2), which tied

die game at 2 but never led, shot a

season-low 32 percent (22-of-63)

and never got untracked against

Mississippi State’s pressing

defense. The Bulldogs have held

opponents to 33% shooting in the

tournament.

All-American guard Ray
Allen’s game typified

Connecticut’s offensive problems.

The junior made just 9-off-25
shots and finished with 22 points.

“The notion of passing was not

in our mind tonight." said Allen.

"We didn’t pass the ball like we
have all year."

Mississippi State, which aver-

aged 17 turnovers during the sea-

son, made only 10 against the

Orangemen.
Wilson’s fust two 3s came dur-

ing an 8-0 run that put Mississippi

Stale ahead 1 0-2 early in the fust

half. He scored four points in a
10-2 spurt as the margin increased

to 33-16 at 6:32.

UConn made a furious second-

half charge to cut the lead to three

and forced a 10-second backcourt

violation by the Bulldogs, giving

the Huskies a chance to tie the

game.
But Alien missed an off-bal-

ance three-point attempt with 12

seconds left and Erick Dampier
was fouled battling for the

rebound. Dampier calmly con-

verted two free throws with 10.4

seconds left to give Mississippi

State a 60-55 lead.

Allen and She(Ter missed three-

point attempts in the final sec-

onds.

Sheffer, in the lasr game of his

college career, had only 10 points

and 5 assists on the night on 3-14

shooting from the field, including

2-7 from three-point range and 2-

2 from the free-forow line.

Cincinnati 87, Georgia Tech 70
Cincinnati (28-4) raced to a 26-

9 lead in the first 12 minutes and
went on to beat Georgia Tech eas-

ily at Lexington.

The Bearcats last advanced to

the Final Eight in 1 993, losing in

the East Regional final to North
Carolina in overtime.

Damod Flint led six Cincinnati

players in double figures with 18

points.

Stephen Marbury led Georgia

Tech (24-12) with 15 points, but

hit just 4-of-13 shots from the

field.

WEST REGIONAL
Syracuse S3, Georgia 81 (OT)

John Wallace hit a 3-pointer

with 2.8 seconds left, lifting

Syracuse to a wild 83-81 overtime

victory over Georgia at Denver.

Wallace, playing the final 17

minutes with four fouls, scored

Syracuse’s last 10 points in over-

time.

His two free throws made it 75-

75 with 2:06 left Then he had a

three-point play with 1:07 to go, a
layup with 14.8 seconds left and.

finally, the clincher from the top

of the key.

The second-team AP All-

America finished with 30 points

and 15 rebounds. Teammate Otis

Hill had 19 points and 11

rebounds before fouling out with

48 seconds remaining.

Shandon Anderson led Georgia
with 22 points and 13 rebounds,

Katu Davis had 21 and Pertha

Robinson added 1 9.

Robinson hit a 15-footer on
Georgia's third shot ai the basket

with 3.5 seconds left in regula-

tion, apparently giving the

Btdldogs a victory.

Bat Jason Cipolla. taking a long

iabounds pass from Wallace,
made a lO-foot baselinejumper at

the buzzer to force overtime at 70-

70.

Anderson had a steal and layup
to start the overtime, and
Anderson later rebounded a

missed free throw and was fouled,

hiding two from the line fora 75-

72 lead.

Georgia overcame a cold-shoot-

ing first half to take control early

in the second half, hitting five 3-

pointers in the first five minutes
of the half

Kansas 83 Arizona 80
Kansas pulled out its comeback

win over Arizona in Denver on
Jerod Haase's three-pointer with

36 seconds to play after the

Jayhawks had blown a 12-point

lead.

BJ. Williams, who averaged

4.4 points per g3me this season,

had 18 points off ihe bench for

Kansas (29-4).

Michael Dickerson scored ^ I

points for Arizona (26-7). which

had a 14-point lead in the first hair

and used a 1 7-4 run in the second

half to take a 77-74 lead with Jess

than two minutes to play.

MIDWEST REGIONAL
Wake Forest 60. Louisville 59

Tim Duncan's three-point play

with 1 : 16 to play put Wake Forest

ahead and the second seeds in the

Midwest region held on for a nail-

biting win over Louisville in

Minneapolis on Thursday.

After Duncan, who finished

with 27 points. 13 rebounds and

seven blocked shots, gave Wake
Forest its narrow lead, his teani-

mates on the bench could barely

bring themselves to watch as

sixth-seeded Louisville played for

a final shot.

Bui DeJuan Wheat’s potential

game winner - a running eight-

footer - bounced off the rim and
the Cardinals were unable to get a

follow shot as Wake Forest 126-5)

advanced to the NCAA regional

finals for the first rime since 1962.

Satuaki Walker scored 16

points and Tick Rogers added 1

3

for Louisville (22-1 2 >. which had

upset third seed Villanova in the

second round.

Kentucky 101, Utah 70
Antoine Walker scored 1 3 of his

19 points in the first half when
Kentucky built a 22-point lead en

route to’ a 31 -point pounding of

third seed Utah.

DeTek Anderson had 18 points

and Tony Delk and Anthony Epps

added 14 apiece for Kentucky,

which has won its three NCAA
Tournament game*- by an average

margin of 3
1
point> lo advance to

the regional finals for the second

year in a row.

Keith Van Horn scored 23
points and Ben Caton added 22
for Utah f 27-7 1 . whose 21

turnovers under constant pressure

led to 30 Kentucky points.

Kentucky <3l-2i dictated the

tempo from the start, racing to 56
34 halftime lead. The Wildcats

scored the first eight points of the

second half to open a 64-34 bulge

and held its biggest lead at 82-49

after a layup by Epps with 9:26

left.

east regional
Massachusetts 79

Arkansas 63

In Atlanta, Tyrone Weeks, start-

ing for star center Marcus Camby,

scored 1 6 points as Massachusetts

halted the Cinderella mn of 12th-

seeded Arkansas.

Weeks, who was inserted into

the starting lineup by coach John

Calipari after Camby missed the

team bus to the Georgia Dome,

made all four of his first-half

shots for 10 points, four rebounds

and two blocked shots in 13 min-

utes.

Camby added 15 points and

Edgar Padilla 14 for the

Minutemen (34-1 ), who Jed 40-24

at the half en route to earning a

return trip to the East regional

final.

Pai Bradley scored 15 points

and Kareem Reid added 12 for

Arkansas *20-13), which had
upset fifth seed Penn State and

fourth seed Marquette despite los-

ing 10 of the players who got the

Razorbacks into the champi-
onship game last year.

Georgetown 98, Texas Tech 90
Earlier in Atlanta, Allen Iverson

scored 32 points as Georgetown
erased a 10-point first-half deficit

with a 17-0 second-half burst to

hold off stubborn third seeds

Texas Tech 98-90 in the other East

semifinal at Atlanta.

Othella Harrington added 23

points before fouling out with

7:52 to play for Georgetown (29-

7 ), which advanced to the region-

al finals for the first time since

1989.

Jason Sasser scored 25 points

for Texas Tech (30-2), which saw
its 23-game winning streak

snapped. Texas Tech has been
eliminated by a Big East
Conference opponent in its last

four NCAA Tournament appear-

ances.

The Red Raiders led 61-56
when Iverson and Georgetown
took off, scoring the next 17

points to take control of the game.
(AP, Reuter)

ISRAEL’S windsurfing represen-

tative in die 1996 Olympic Games

will be 20-year-old Gal Friedman;

runner-up in thc -World

Windsurfing Championships

which ended yesterday in Haife.

Nikos Kaklamanalds of Greece,

pj/rryp^m champion in 1994, COHr

finned his number one world rank-

ing by winning the goldmedaL
_

Valenso Garcia.from Argentina

took the bronze medal.

The much-discussed rivalry

between European silver medalist

Friedman and Axnit Inbar fizzled

out yesterday, when Inbarfinished

in a lowly 27th place.

Coming into the competition,

Friedman had to beat Inbar by at

least two places to win the

Olympic berth.Amir Levinson,

19, who finished in seventh place

overall and in third spot for his

last sail, ultimately provided more

of a race for Friedman.

Itwas the wind that had the final

say in die end.

Yesterday’s light breeze, which
delayed the last race by two hours,

eminently suited Friedman, who
ended his final race in eighth place.

Oh Friday, when the morning

winds were slightly gustier,

Friedman finished is 35th place, but

as they died down he unproved to

close his second race in second.

Throughout the tournament,
Friedman maintained an excellent

standard, ending six of his seven

fiS .round races between second

and eighth positions. •

“My intention was to wna
medal” said Friedman after **

competition. “Now I to

icptesentlsrad honorably m the

Ovaries." , _
National team coach Gur

Steinberg said

was ready and relaxed for fins

tournament. He knew he had the

ability. On Thursday, he was still

competing with Anut but latex be

. was just going for the medaL"

Four years of intensive training

since die Barcelona Olympics,

where be finished fourth, came to

yesterday for Inbar— whose

scores ranged from 24-49 in five of

his seven final round sails.

For 24-year-old Inbar this torn

of events will likely put an end to

his professional career. . ...
Amir Levinson, on the ofo«

hand, finished his te two sails in

eighth and third places respective-

ly for abighly creditable seventh

place ovexal).

Among the women, France’s

Maud Herbert, took the gold

TffMwi for her second successive

year. China’s Le Jin Lee won foe

stiver, while Jane Feaner-Bendict

from the US captured the bronze.

For Israel, Michal Hein ended

in 22nd spot and 17-year-old

Sivan Yosef in 50th place.

Behr wins TA tourney
HEATHER CHATT

TWO weeks before the Davis Cop tie against Spain in Ramat Hasharon,

Israel’s third ranked player Noam Behr now presents a realthreat to sec-

ond ranked Eyal Erlich.

Behrwon the Masters stage of the Club Hotel Eilat satellite in TelAviv

on Friday, beating the three top seeds on his way to the title.

In the final, sixth seeded Behr dismissed Sweden's Lars Jonsson, foe

second seed, 6-4, 6-1.

To reaefo the final, Behr beat die top seed Ignacio Truyol from Spain

in the semifinals, avenging die 6-1, 6-2 defeat Truyol inflicted on him
two weeks ago in Haifa. This time, Behr:subdued Truyol 61, 1-6, 63,

In the quarterfinals, Behr, 300 on the ATP list, beat third seed Erlich

(267)63,64.
Besides increasing his chances of representing Israel indie Davis Cup

singles matches, Behr also collected 48 ATP points over the four-week

satellite. Erlich earned only 24 pointsBehr also added foe doubles title

to Ins credit winning with Ftiipo Veglio from Switzerland against

Damien Roberts and Kevin UUyett in (he fetal, 3-6, 63. 64.

*

Rodman tone in interview quite
• • *» -- far-

JU . . i-L, • . .
c. „u .. M. „ „

different from printed ‘apology
CHICAGO (API - Head-butting a
referee? Taking on the National

Basketball Association hierarchy?

So what. Dennis Roman wasn't

about to admit he was wrong.

So the Chicago Bulls did it for

him.

Yet even as the team’s damage-
control department prepared a

statement of apology with
Rodman's name on it last week,
the volatile - and nonrepentant -
forward used his radio show to

charge the NBA with treating him
unfairly and to insist that he's “no
psycho problem child."

“I’ve been holding back, hold-

ing back. I’m very emotional and
very high-strung about certain
things, but when you've been test-

ed and pushed so much in every
game, it’s hard to hold back,"

Rodman said on WMVP-AM,
which pays him to go on the air
twice a week.

“It's hard for me to change.
What am I doing in the game that

no one else is doing? People bold
me, people pin me down, people
bit me, people do everything to

me. I don’t get a fair shake, r don't
give a damn if I’m Dennis
Rodman or Michael Jordan or
Scottie Pjppen or Charles Barkley,
you don’t just put somebody out
and say. ‘Let’s make him foe
example.’’’

Rodman, who has served two
games of his six-game suspen-
sion, went on to tell his radio
audience that he'd like a private
audience with David Stem so he
could ask foe NBA commissioner,
‘‘What s foe difference between
me and everybody else in this
league?"

Stem and his senior vice presi-
dent, Rod Thom, suspended
Rodman for head-butting referee
Ted Bernhardt during last
Saturday’s game at New Jersey.
Rodman, who has been charged

with 23 technical fouls this season
and has had run-ins with officials

for years, also knocked over a
cooler, stripped ofF his jersey and
shouted obscenities before leav-
ing foe coun. Afterward, he dared
Stent and Thom to suspend him.
Embarrassed by the incident,

the Bulls presented a written apol-
ogy to foe media and attributed it

to Rodman:
“I was wrong in making contact

with any NBA official and I

deserved to be punished for my
actions, although I do believe they
(the sanctions) are severe.

“I realize that the NBA referees
are doing their jobs and it's my
job to respect them and foe rules
of the game and not pot my team-
mates in jeopardy. Chicago Bulls
fens and my teammates have
treated me with great warmth and
acceptance and I realize I let them

down. I have an obligation ... to
not let them down again.
“My sole aim from now until

June will be to help bring foe
NBA championship back home to
Chicago."

Several teammates doubt that
Rodman even saw the apology. Jet
alone authored it.

“As long as he comes back,
plays hard and stays out of trou-
ble, ii doesn’t matter to me if he
apologizes or not,” guard Steve
Kerr said. “He can show that he’s
sony better than he savs it-”

Said center Luc Lo'ngley: “He
doesn’t need to tell us"anything.
We know that he knows he can’t

keep doing those things. There

isn’t any question that we’re dis-

appointed as a team.”

The San Antonio Spurs traded

Rodman, one of the league’s best

rebounders ever, to Chicago

before this season because they

felt his volatile personality under-

.

mined their attempts to win titles

in 1994 and 1995.
.

Michael Jordan, desperate to

win a championship, has been

Rodman’s most critical teammate

after having supported Rodman
through earlier, more minor inci-

dents.

“It’s vety disappointing,”

Jordan said. “He really let every-

body who gave him an opportu-

nity to prove himself ... down.
We have to be able to count on
him.
“A lot of what you see in Dennis

is his image and persona. He has

continued to feed off that and

that’s vety dangerous to this

team’s success.”

Even without Rodman, the

Bulls have continued to roll

toward a league-record 70-victo-

ry season, despite All-Star for-

ward Scottie Pippen getting

injured.

“It’s a challenge,” said Jordan,

who has had to shoulder the bur-

den. “And I love challenges.'’

Indians threaten to be even
more

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP) - As good as the

Cleveland Indians were in 1995, hitting coach
Charlie Manuel is convinced they can be even better.

“I’ve seen some good offensive teams - the Big
Red Machine in the ’70s with George Foster, Johnny
Bench. Tony Perez, and Baltimore with Frank
Robinson and Boog Powell, some good hatters,”

Manuel said. “But for balance - and the designated

hitter helps that - we have the most talented hitting

team I’ve seen
"

Statistically, foe 1995 Indians were one of the best

teams baseball has seen in years. Cleveland led foe

majors with a .291 batting average, foe team’s best

since 1936. and also led in runs (840), hits (1,461)

and home runs (a franchise-record 207).

The Indians also bad the best power hitter in the

league (Albeit Belle, 50 home runs) and.the leading

base stealer (Kenny Lofton. 54 steals).

Some of those raw numbers, of course, could

improve this year simply because there will be a full

162-game schedule instead of last year’s strike-short-

ened 144 games. But Manuel also sees other avenues

for growth:
• Several players (Manny Ramirez. Jim Thome

and Sandy Alomar) probably have better years in

them than they had last year.

• Julio Franco should be a more consistent hitter

than Paul Sorrento, whom Franco replaced at first

base.
• The bench should be better with the addition of

Jeromy Buraitz and Scott Leius.

“Last yearour bench was probably foe weakest part

of our offense,” Manuel said. ‘‘Dave Winfield had a
bad shoulder, and we also asked him to do a role that

was bard for him, coming off the bench for foe first

time in his career. He was hurting all year.”

• Despite all they accomplished ' last season,

Cleveland’s hitters have been as dedicated as ever

this spring, Manuel said, perhaps because of foe

unsettling way their season ended - a one-hit shutout

by Atlanta’s Tom Glavine in Game 6 of the World
Series.

“We would definitely like to play. Atlanta again,

yes," Manuel said. “But mostly, these players just

want to get to foe World Series again. This spring,

our players seem to be very into it, very hungry.”

Glavine beat foe Indians 4-3 in Game 2 of foe

series, and they were unable to break through against

him the second time around the way they had against

his teammate, Greg Maddux. Cleveland lost to

Maddux 3-2 in Game 1 but came back to beat him 5-

4 in Game 5.

“We had a lot of information on Glavine," Manuel
said. “We knew what pitches he had. and we knew
what he was going to fry to do with us.

“But foe game got off kind of slow. The first three
or four innings, we didn’t have any success. Then we
started , trying too hard, swinging too hard, chasing
more balls oat of the strike zone. It was a game that

had no life, no action."

It seemed to reinforce the image ofthe Indians as a
fasfoafl-bitfmg team, an image that Manuel says is

mistaken.

“When we really have a game plan, like we did
against Greg Maddux, we get focused and we’re pre-
pared to go. When we stick to our game plan, that’s
when we’re successful,’’ Manuel said.

The studying Cleveland’s hitters did during the
series was typical of what they do all the time,
Manuel said.

“These guys love to hit Sometimes we don’t have
enough arms to throw baaing practice,” he said.
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Newcastle falls out of first place Mac. Haifa crushes

Betar in Jerusalem
LONTOON (Reuter) - Newcas_

took a
blow when they lost 2-0 at

yesterday, aJlowing
Manchester United to replace
them at the top of the English
rreimer League without kicking
a bail

°

nM
e

r P 'ay To“^am
dt OId Trafford today, went top
on goal difference and enjoyed
an outstanding day without even
Playing as third-placed Liver-
tyjol, the only other team in the
(ftle race, lost 1-0 at Nottingham

Both Manchester United and
Newcastle have 64 points but
United have scored 28 more goals
lhan they have conceded, while
Newcastle’s goal difference after
ibrir Highbury defeat fell to phis
27. Liverpool are third on 59
points.

Young reserve center-back
Scdtt Marshall, making only his
eighth first-team, appearance,
scored his first goal for Arsenal
with a powerful third minute
header.

Ian Wright scored the second
in the 17th minute after Newcas-
tle defender Warren Barton lost

possession in Ms own half

Forest, thumped 5-1 at home
by Bayern Munich in the UEFA
•Cup on Tuesday, recovered to
heat Liverpool 1-0 with a 42nd
minute Steve Stone goal.

At the other end of the table,

Bolton moved off the bottom for

the first time since December 12
when they came from behind to

beat Sheffield Wednesday 2-1 at

home. Queens Park Rangers re-

placed them despite drawing 1-1

at Chelsea.

In the two other Premier
League matches, Wimbledon
won 4-2 at Everton and West
Ham beat a Manchester City side

- reduced to 10 men after Steve

Lomas was sent off in the 74th

minute - by the same score at

Upton Park.

Arsenal, in pursuit of a UEFA
Gup place next season, have had
a significant say in the title race

this week, having lost at Man-
chester United on Wednesday.

But there was only going to be

one winner at Highbury almost

from the time Marshall put the

Gunners ahead from a Paul Mer-

son comer, which was flicked on
by Andy Lirughan to the 22-year- -

old --

blasted off Peter Bearauey aha

into the net

Newcastle fell further behind

when Barton lost the ball to Nigel

Winteiburn just inside his own
half 14 minutes later.

Winterbnm charged down Bar-

ion’s attempted ball out of de-'

fense and burst into the huge hole

on the Arsenal left

Newcastle’s Faustino Asprilla (left) fights for the ball with David Platt (center) and Scott Marshall
ot Arsenal daring a Premier League match at Highbury yesterday. (Reuter)

tally of 15 goals.

He got himself booked follow-

ing a tussle with Forest's Stone
two minutes after the restart and
it was just before the break that

Stone scored the goal that sepa-

rated the teams.

Liverpool goalkeeper David
James failed to hold a drive by
Stuart Pearce and Colin Cooper
raced to the loose ball to set

Stone up for a tap-in into an emp-
ty neL

DIVISION THREE: Barnet L, Scarbor-
ough 0; Cambridge Doited 0, Mansfield 2;

Cardiff 0. Preston 1; Colchester 3, Torquay
1; Exeter l, Ptymoutfa 1; GUBazham I,

Leyton Orient 1; Hartlepool L Bury 2;

Hereeford 6, Darfingtoo 1; Lincoln 4,

Dooncaster 6; Northampton i, Charter 0;
Rochdale 0, Wigan 2; Scunthorpe 3, Fnl-

ham 1;

He played the ball in to Ian

Wright, who coolly clipped home
his 20th goal of the season, his

142nd for the club but his first

since his transfer request was
turned down two weeks ago.

PREMIER LEAGUE: Arsenal 2. Newcastle
6: Bolton 2, Sheffield Wednesday 1; Chelsea
I. Queens Park Rangers 1; Everton 2,
Wimbledon 4; Nottingham Forest 1, Liver-
pool 0; West Ham 4, Manchester Oty 2.

p W 0 L F A Pts
31 19 7 5 58 30 64
30 20 4 6 55 28 64
31 17 B 6 50 27 59
32 16 8 a 48 30 56
32 15 9 8 44 28 54
30 14 9 7 40 30 51
32 13 9 10 50 33 48
31 14 6 11 47 36 46
30 12 11 7 40 40 47
32 11 12 9 37 35 45
32 13 6 13 39 44 45
29 11 6 12 35 A2 39
32 9 9 14 29 42 38
32 9 B 15 43 51 35
81 7 e 15 46 63 30
32 7 9 16 26 49 30
30 5 12 13 37 55 Z7
29 5 10 14 28 A3 25
32 7 4 21 35 62 25
32 6 B 20 28 50 24

Man Utd
Newcastle
Liverpool

Aston VBta
Arsenal
Tottenham
Everton
Bracktxmn
Not. Forest

Chelsea
West Ham
Leeds
Mxkfissbrough
Sheft. Wed
Wimbledon
Manchester Chy
Coventry

Southampton
Bohon
OPR

DIVISION ONE: Barnsley 1. Sonthead 1;

Chariton 2, Stoke 1; Crystal Palace 0,

Portsmouth 0; Leicester 2, MfflwaD 1; Nor-
wich 1, Derby 0; Port Vale 2, Ipswich I;

Sheffield United 1, Lnton 0; Sunderland L
Otdhamm 0; Tramnert 2, Reading 1 ;

Waif-
ford L West Brom 1; Wolverhampton 3,
Birmingham 2.

P W D
Sundertand 37 19 12

38 17 14

38 16 14
J6 .15 14

Ji

L F APta
6 49 26 69
7 56 42 65
8 54 41 62
7 51 40 59

npton
Tranmere
MdlwaD

'

Portsmouth
Port Vtoe
West Brom
Sheffield United

Grimsby
Heading
Oldham
Luton
Watford

36 14 12 10 47 38 54
36 14 11 11 66 54 53

14 11 .11.47 .43.-53 .
’tS? 13 3 1r 54 SAP. 52 "

3B 13 12 13 45 49 51

38 12 12 14 49 45 48

37 12 12 13 49 50 48
37 12 12 13 49 SO 48
38 12 11 13 49 44 47
38 12 11 15 38 49 47
37 11 12 14 55 57 45
34 11 12 11 41 44 45
37 11 9 17 46 59 42

38 10 12 16 42 51 42
35 10 12 13 39 50 42

36 8 16 12 41 49 40
36 9 12 15 45 43 39
36 9 10 17 31 48 37
36 8 15 15 40 5ST 33

Newcastle went close half-a-

dozen times before the break but

made no real impact until late in

the second half. Apart from a

clever first-half flick from Colom-

bian Faustino Asprilla and a sec-

ond half shot which the South

American hit against the far post,

Newcastle were well below their

best

Liverpool failed to take advan-

tage of Newcastle’s slip when
they lost at Nottingham Forest,

where they have not won in the

league for almost 12 years.

Stan Coilymore, who left For-

est for Liverpool in acrimonious

circumstances for a British record

fee of £8.5 mfllimi last summer,
was given a police and security

guard at the ground following

threats from hostile Forest fans,

and, jeered throughout by those

fans, failed to add to his season’s

DIVISION TWO: Blackpool 3, Car&fe 1;

Brentford 0, Swansea 0; Bristol City 3,

Wrexham 1; Chesterfield 2, Bristol Rovers

1; Crewe 1, Bradford 2; HoD 1, Walsall 0;

Oxford United 5, Burnley 0; Rotherham 0,

Wycombe 0; Shrewsbury 1, Bournemouth
2; Stockport 3, Brighton 1; Swindon 2,

Peterborough 0; York 1, Notts County 3.

P W D L F APIS
37 21 10 B 60 32 73
35 20 11 4 56 26 71

37 19 7 11 67 47 64
37 18 9 10 55 33 63
35 17 11 7 48 29 62
34 17 9 B 48 36 60

Rlnrfcpnrt

SwffVfcXI

Crewe
Oxford Unted
Notts County
Chestaffiaid _ _

.11. 47 43.-55 _ • Smotpon 38 • 15 -41-12 50 41 56
=* * BraSord .. } •’ 38 16 B 14 48 52 54

Wrexham
Bristol Romre
Bristol Ctty

Wycombe
Peterborough
Walsall

Bournemouth
Brentford

Slmmstaiy

P W D L F APIS
37 16 13 6 42 16 67
38 17 15 4 67 32 66
37 16 12 9 55 40 80
38 17 9 12 55 48 60
36 16 11 9 52 40 9
37 15 14 8 44 35 59
37 14 15 8 49 41 57

38 14 13 9 57 41 55
38 13 15 10 47 39 54
37 14 11 12 40 35 53
36 14 8 14 41 48 50
37 11 16 10 41 40 49
37 12 11 14 49 47 47
34 11 13 10 43 38 46
37 12 8 17 37 47 44
37 10 13 14 38 46 43
37 10 12 15 43 61 42
35 B 17 10 43 53 *1

35 10 10 15 46 49 40
37 8 15 14 46 53 38
38 10 9 IB 35 53 39
36 10 8 18- .48 62 38
38 7 16 15.33 47 37
37 5 12 20 26 67 27

37 13 14'10 5B 46 53
36 15 8 13 47 SO 53
38 13 12 13 44 47 51

38 11 14 11 44 43 47
36

GiHngtam
Preston
PtymoUh
wl^gan

Biry
Dartngfoo

Colchester

Chester
Bdmet
Northampton
Doncaster
Exeter

Rochdale
Hereford

Layton Orient

Harttepod
Lincoln

Mansfield
Scunthorpe
Fulham
Canflff

Camb. United
Scartnrough
Torquay

SCOTTISH PREMIER DIVISION: Aber-
deen 2, Wberman 1; Henris 2, Parttek 5;

Kifasaraock 2, Ratth 0; Motberwefl 0, Crit-

ic 0; Rangers 3, Falkirk 2.

Swansea
York
Carfisle

Bngitton

Ho£

35 12 10 13 42 33 46 P W D L F APIs
37 13 7 17 41 57 46

'sssr
30 22 6 2 67 18 72

38 11 12 15 35 43 45 30 IB 10 1 54 20 67
37 11 10 16 47 53 43 Aberdeen 30 14 5 11 46 33 47
35 11 10 14 45 53 43 ’ Hearts 30 12 5 13 45 50 41
36 10 11 IS 39 50 41 rttertan SO 10 7 T3 38 48 37
36 8 13 17 35 62 37 Raitti 30 10 B 14 31 43 36
35 S 12 15 42 56 38 KSmumocfc 30 9 6 15 34 47 33
36 7 13 16 43 58 34 MothorwaO 30 7 11 12 20 31 32
37 8 9 20 37 55 33 Partk* 30 B 5 17 25 47 29
36 4 13 19 25 56 25 Fafldrfc 30 6 5 19 27 47 23

SPORTS BRIEFS

English soccer players to face trial

In a surprisingly quick decision, a magistrate ruled Friday that

three Premier League players must face trial charged with fixing

matetes in England’s biggest soccer bribery scandal in 30

years. The three - Brace Grobbelaar, John Fashanu, and Hans

Segers - are charged with conspiring together to give and

accept gifts of money to influence the outcome of games. AP

Stackhouse, Ceballos suspended
Rookie Jerry Stackhouse of the Philadelphia 76ers was fined

$7,500 and suspended for two games without pay for punching

Utah Jazz guard Jeff Hornacek in Wednesday’s game, the

NBA said. Meanwhile, Cedric Ceballos was suspended without

pay by the Los Angeles Lakers, a day after he missed the

team’s charter flight to Seattle. Reuter. AP

Bulls avenge loss against Knicks
Michael Jordan had 36 points and 1 1 rebounds Thursday night

and the Chicago Bulls avenged their worst loss of the season as

they beat the New York Knicks 107-86. The Bulhusxtended

their record with their 41st consecutive home wm.

In other Thursday action, it was Cleveland 98, Houston 85,

New Jersey 97, Denver 89; Phoenix 104, Golden State 96; and

LA Clippers 110, Minnesota 96. On Friday, it was San

AntonfoSo, Toronto 108; Boston 99, Dtwex 98; Manta 117,

Charlotte 92; Detroit 111, New Jersey W; Indiana 111,

Vancouver 94; Orlando 111 (Shaquflle O Neal 49 pong

Washington 108 (OT); Minnesota 110, Dajl®4’^122,

Milwaukee 106; Utah 88, Cleveland 75; LA Clippers 107,

Philadelphia 93; Sacramento SO; Portland is.

ARL wins court order against rebels

Tie Australian Rugby League

competition from a mass defection oftop

temporary court order on Friday stopping the rebelsi tom

Sther steps to form their own rival leagu^ Jostboum

before the ARL’s 1996 season was due to kick off, Australia^ of rebel payers uct ,o

enter into any contracts over the weekend-

Mattingly hints at ’97 return^

y-s old. rve

from now, ifiduciduu,

return, we’ll find ooL

AP

Reuter

AP

the NHL it was Montreal 4, Buffalo 1; Detroit

^0 4. New Jeray 2; Ottawa
l.Hunfo d 1

Winnie 4, Phn^tual,

Pittsburgh 5, Edmonton 4; and Washington .

Reuter

Barcelona, Bayern Munich

to meet in UEFA semifinals
LAUSANNE (AP) - Former Eu-

ropean champions Bayern Mu-
nich and Barcelona will collide in

the semifinals of the UEFA Cup,

disappointing those who hoped

for a showdown in the finals be-

tween the two giants.

In the other UEFA Cup semifi-

nal drawn Friday, Czech club Sla-

via Prague faces Girondins Bor-

deaux of France, keeping alive

the possibility that French clubs

could win all three European Cup
competitions.

In the Cup Winners Cup semi-

finals, Spanish side Deportrvo La

Coruna will play Paris St. Ger-

main and Feyenoord Rotterdam

goes against Radid Vienna.
~ The UEFA Cup semifinals will

he played April 2 and 16, with

Bayern Munich and Slavia

Prague at home in the First leg.

The final will be played over two

legs May 1 and May 16.

The Cup Winners Cup semifi-

nals are April 4 and 18, with De-

portivo and Feyenoord at home

for the first leg.

The final is May 8 in Brussels.

The Champions Cup semifinal

pairings were already set follow-

ing quarterfinal games Wednes-

day, with defending titlist Ajax of

Amsterdam playing Greek side

Panathinaikos - runner-up to

Ajax in 1971 - and Nantes facing

Italian team Juventus.

Ajax and Juventus mil be at

home for the first leg April 3,

with the second leg cm April 16.

Rome will host the final on May
22.

The Bayern Munich-Barcelona

clash is the top matchup of the

semifinals.

The German club has won the

European Cup three times, the

last time in 1976. Barcelona won
in 1992.

Barcelona scored a 3-2 victory

this week at PSV Eindhoven de-

spite playing much of the game
with 10 men, and won 5-4 overall

to advance.

Bayern Munich advanced with

a 5-1 away trouncing of Notting-

ham Forest

Baseball club owners

make major new proposal

PHOENIX (AP) - There was major movement at the baseball labor

talks for the first time in a year, with owners cutting back significantly

on their demands.
. , , . . .

Owners gave the union a plan Thursday night that abandons their

attempt to link a luxury tax to revenue; drops their luxuiy tax rate from

50 percent to 40ft; and increases the threshold where the tax would

start from $44 million to $46m.

The luxury lax on high-payroll teams, which would help fund

revenue sharing, would be in effect from 1998-2001, with the threshold

rising 7% per year until it was at $563m. in 2001, the final season of

the proposed six-year deal.

The amounts of payrolls over the threshold would be taxed, discour-

adnn high-spending teams from adding more high-salaried players.
.

Union head Donald Fehr wouldn't characterize the plan, and union

officials told management's negotiators they wouldn’t have a response

until the end of the week at the earliest.

Bui several agents familiar with details of the proposal said it was an

encouraging step, even though the threshold and rate were higher than

the union would agree to.

Be union’s las. proposal esseni»aUy called for a 25% luxury tas on

the amount of payrolls above $52oi.

MACCABI Tel Aviv’s crushing

5-0 defeat of Hapoel Beersheba

and Maccabi Haifa’s stunning

away win over Betar Jerusalem

appear to have narrowed the Na-

tional League tide chase down to

just two runners.

The Tel Avivians continue to

keep op foe momentum at the top

with a five-point lead over Haifa,
*

who themselves are now four

points ahead of Hapoel Haifa and

Betar.

Things are still very unclear at

the bottom, with half die table in

tine for a relegation spot. At the

moment, however, Hapoel Kfar

Sava and Maccabi Jaffa occupy

the two slots which lead directly

to the Second Division.

The Second Division race also

looks to be turning into a two-

horse race, with Hapoel Taiba

and Hapoel Jerusalem pulling

well clear of the rest of the field.

Most worrying, howver, is the

plight of Maccabi Netanya. The

club of former greatness is now in

danger of being relegated to the

Third Division.

BeL Jerusalem 0, Mac. Haifh 2
After soaking up die early Betar

pressure, Haifa went ahead in the

28th minute when Sereei Kandmrov
stormed down the middle of the field,

then moved the ball rightwards to

Haim Revivo.

After sprinting some 20 meters to

the edge of the Jerusalem area, Kan-
daurov received Revivo's return pass

and glammftH the l«ll httn Tfoik Kmm-

fein’s goal

Nir • Davidovich, once again pre-

ferred to Rafi COhen between Haifa’s

posts, r-nnr*H*fl g penalty before half-

time when he was adjudged to have

brought down Eli Ohara. Neverthe-

less the 19-year-old keeper quickly

acquitted himself by parrying Stefan

Saloi’s poorly-taken spot kick.

Salpj atmnst marie amends for hi$

miss when he hit the crossbar with a

long-range effort in die final minnte

of the first halt

Predictably, a chorus of boos fol-

lowed the blowing of the halftime

whistle, as the home support began to

fear die worst.

The second half continued in a sim-

ilar vein, with Betar seeing plenty of

the ball, but having fthana, Saloi, and

Yossi Abuksis quickly neutralized by
smart defensive coverage.

Betar’s best chance of the game
was completely squandered by Ohana
in the 69tb minpn» Shmulik Levy de-

livered a tantaliving pass dial beat

both Davidovich and the Haifa,back

line, only for Obatta to* misfire from
one meter out •

'

Within two rnmntes, a Haifa vic-

tory was assured. Another mercnrical

break saw Haim Revivo fool the Be-

tar defense, finding Alan Hann un-

marked on the edge of the boa. In

stark' contrast to Ohana’s effort, the

ball was cleanly delivered into goal by

Hazaa
Hazan almost had his name on the

scoresheet again in the 82nd minute,

when he almost walked the ball into

goal through a dazed Jerusalem de-

fense.

Credit must be given to the Jerusa-

lemites, who refused to give up. Eli

Cohen’s men came despairingly dose

with two late efforts. The first in the

86th minute was by Saloi. who

OR1 LEWIS
and DEREK FATTAL

brought a high cross under immediate

control only to be foiled by Davido-

vHl
In the penultimate minute, Abuk-

sis fired high after the ball had been

laid on perfectly by Ohana.

Mac. Tel Aviv 5, Hap. Bcersbeba 0

Title-holders Maccabi Tel Aviv

stayed well on course to retaining the

rfiamptftiKhip with 8 convincing vic-

tory over Hapoel Beersheba in the

late game at Bloomfield.

The Negev team’s management

must now be wondering if opting for a

third coaching change daring the

conrse of one season really was the

tight move.
Eli Gunman, the side’s new coach,

must also be wondering what has hit

him, as the Tel Avivians dealt anoth-

er crushing blow to Beersbeba’s al-

ready flagging morale.

But Beersneba must have had some
hope of getting a good result, as Tel

Aviv - who are generally known as

slow starters - needed almost an hour

before opening their account
Yevgeny Kashnetsev scored the

first goal of his hat trick on 52 minutes

and then added the others after 71
and 81 minutes.

Eli Driks scored his 13th goal of the

seasons on the 70th minute, while Avi
Nimni added another from the penal-

ty spot four minutes from time.

BeL Tel Aviv 2, Mac. Herzbya 1

Guy Gan scored the first goal of

yesterday’s action after only rate min-

ute of play from a 17-meter free kick,

as Hecdiya looked to have an easy

time in thic match againct then bot-

tom-of-the-tabLe Betar Tel Aviv.

But the visitors were reduced to 10
men after 14 minutes when Vasili

Ivanov was sent off and from that

point, Betar began to take control.

Arik Sfarflri soon leveled the scores

with a goal in the 18th mimwe, scoring

with a shot that rebounded in off the

post and Gomen Botel gave Betar a

much-needed victory with a goal IS

minutes from the end.

The win saw Betar move off the

bottom of the table:

Hap. FT L Zafririm Hoton 0
Hoion had tire wbole weekend to

worry about what will be, as they

were defeated by a lone goal from the

feet of Hapoel Petah Tikva’s Alan

Maya after £0 minutes of play in Fri-

day's only game.

.

Hap. Haifa 2, Mac. PT 0

Ran Ben-Shimon scored Haifa’s

first goal to snub his former dub for

the second time tins season, ft was a

powerful shot from the edge of the

area after 30 minutes of play.

Reuven Alar then -added a second

from die penalty spot on 77 minutes

after Tal Banin was forded in the Pe-

tah TBcva box. . UTV
Alar’s goal was the 500th National

League goal scored this season, and

Hapoel haifa’s 50th strike of the cur-

rent campaign.

Hap. Bdt She’an 1, Hap. lkl Aviv ft

Beit She’an brought Hapoel Tel
Aviv back down to earth with a rode

thud and bolstered their awn efforts

to keep out of the relegation race with

a lone-goal victory over the visiting

Tel Avivians.

Nassim Akbaria scored for Beit

She'an on 55 minutes.

Tel Aviv were reduced to 10 men
after 33 minutes, when Sagiv Etiyabu

was sent off on 33 minutes. But that

did not worry (he Tel Avivians too

much. Last week they crushed Betar

Jerusalem 4-0 and were also a man

short for most of the match.

This time, however, the problems

of the dub’s impending sale to private

investors appear to have gor to the

jd they were unable to per-

on the day.

Bnei Yehuda 1, Mae. Jaffa 1

Yaron Drori put visitors Jaffa

ahead from the penalty spot just after

the restart, and Sahar Mizrahi replied

for the Hatikva Quarter side.

Ilao Netzer’s sending off 12 min-

utes from time failed to change the

equilibrium in the piflteh.

Hap. Kfar Sava 1, Irani Riston 2

Two goals by visitors Riston from

the feci of Vladimir Greshnayev did

the damage and «nk Kfar Sava to the

bottom spot in the standings.

Roby Refnah’s 44th minute penal-

ty, canceling out Gresbanyev’s first

goal, also a penalty, was not enough

to see the hosts survive against the

mid-table team.

i Kfar Sava -fill
aft. 44 (Pea)

Hap. Haifa .(112
Ban-Shkiion, 7
Aiar, 77 (pan.)

Bnal Yehuda —mi
S. Mizrahi. 70
Mac. Tal AvW ..(05
KaahnatMv.fl2.7i.8i
Driks. 70
NbnnL 88 (peal
Bat Tal Avtv — (1)2
Snrtd, 18
Botel. 75

. Bah Sha’an (0)1
iria.55

BaL Jamaatam .(0)0

Hap. PT (0)1
Maya. 60

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Irani Rtahon
Grashnayev,
Has. PT

—

n»
’.7{psn.),52

Mac. Jaffa (0)1

Drori, 47 (pea)
Hap. BaanMba -(0)0

Mae. Harzttya (1)1

Gatt. 1

Hap. Tal Aviv (0)0

Mac. Haifa (1)2
KandaurcN, 28
Hazan, 71.
Zafririm Hoton

NATIONAL LEAGUE
After 23 rounds

i W D L F A Pts
Mac. Tel Aviv 18 3 2 50 14 57
Mac. Hate 15 7 1 63 26 52
Hap. Haifa

BeL Jemsatam
14 6 3 50 23 48
14 6 3 48 25 48

Mac. Petah Tkva 11 7 5 35 27 40
Hap. Tel Aviv 11 5 7 29 24 38
Mac. HerzUya 10 3 10 28 24 33
Hap. P«ah TDcvn 7 11 5 26 25 32
Bnal Yehuda 6 5 12 37 47 23
ftehon Lezton 6 4 13 19 32 22
Hap. Sat She'an
Bat Tal Aviv

5 6 12 20 38 21
B 5 13 25 50 20

Hap. Beeiehaha
Zantm Hokm

4
5

7
4

12
14

21
23

31
41

19
19

Mac. JaRa 5 4 14 18 40 19
Hap. Kiar Sava 5 3 15 22 42 18

SECOND DIVISION
HatoatiRQ — o
Mac. Khyat Oat __2 Hap. Harfara
Shlmahon TA ....... 1

" - —
Hap. Aahdod 1

Hap. Jarusaiam —4
Hap. TMtaa 0
Mac. Natanya 2
Mac. Yavna 0

Hap. Bat Yarn -
Irani Aahdod _
Kliyat Shmona .

Mac Acre
Hap. Ramat Gan 2
Hap. Kfar Shteam _0

SECOND DIVISION
. . After 21 rounds
W W ti \ F

14
15
8

Hap. Taiba
Hap. Jerusalem
Mac. Acre
HatoahRG
Irani Aahdod
Mac. Kbyat Gat
Hap Aahdod
Mac. Yawne
Hap Bat Yam
Hap Hadera
NaasAna

Ramat Gan
ITA

Hap Nryat Shmona
Mac. Netai

Hap Kfar

!

Hap Ram
Snmahon'

3 28
3 28
A 28
8 27
6 29
8 19
8 32
5 18
6 22
8 21
10 23
7 19
5 24
6 22
8 24
11 14

APta
15 46
13 42
23 33
24 31

23 29
20 29
31 27
20 27
22 25
22 26
31 25
24 24
27 23
30 23
24 21
27 IB

i line:This week’s winning Sportoto 1

2,1xi ,i,iai

A

t

This week’s winning Toto Pius One:

Winning Tototeko numbers:
3, 11, 12, 15, 27, 30, 32-

CLASSIFIEDS DWELLINGS
Tel Avtv

COMPUTERS
General

RATES

AB ratesPRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS
Include VAT:

1 - N1S 99.45 for 10 words
i additional word NIS 9.94

-RIDAY And holiday EVE - NIS
152.10 10 words (minimum), each adtS-

Oonal word NIS 1521.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (packaoe) - N® 23400 for 10 words
(minimum),each additional word - NIS
23.40.
WEEK RATE (8 Insertions) - NIS 315.90
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 31.59.

FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 tor 10 words (frtnfrnuni), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 40.95.
MONTHLY (24 Insertions) - NIS 643.50
tor 10 wortte^(mfrrimum). each additional

HOLIDAY RENTALS

BEAUTIFUL APTS/SUITES BET-
WEEN Gan Ha'fr/near the sea, tourists/

businessmen, short/long-term. Tel. 03-

696-9032. 050-358-972.

TOSHIBA 48L LAPTOP, 4MB RAM,
120 MB hard drive + modem. Loads of Ha-
braw/Enaflsh software Inducing Word and
spread sheets. Call Dan, 02-874-013.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

RENTALS

SEAAND SUN, 5 quiet, sesvtew; NEVE-
AV7VIM. 4, spacious, furnished. "Yfcel Re-
aftor* (Mafctan), 1M 03-6428253.

SALES

HOUSEHOLD HELP

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the

with a heart tor the Au Paks. Caflagency wi
HSmam 08-9659937.

JAFFA, FOR SALE/RENT, magnificent
Arab style house with view of sea & Old

l meters built KAV HAYAMTbL 03-

word -NISI
Rates are valid until 31.5.96. EXCLUSIVE! OPERA TOWER! 2 high,

hS\a

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; tor Friday and Sunday:
Sp/n. onTtursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon, 2 days before publication; for Friday
and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday In Ifel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in I

DWELLINGS

I

view of sea. $415,000.
03-523-9988.

EXCLUSIVEI! QUIET NORTH of Tel
Avtvll Penthouse, 200 sq.m, on a level +
46 sq.m, on roof + au pair unit + poof.

$1,850,000. KAV-HAYAM. Tel.
“

QQOO3000- .

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP
FORGET THE REST1I We are the
bestll The biggest and oldest agency In

Israel For thenighest quality five-in jobs
phone Au rtilr International. 03-si 90423.

EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER,
UVE-1N, good conditions, from central— 1 T&1. 03-683-9868/9.

General -

EXCLUSIVE! i ZAHALAI! 1,000 sa.m.
plot. 160 sq.m. built $1,200,000. KAV-
HAYAM. Td. 03-523-9988.

HOUDAY RENTALS

HOTEL IN HEART OF JERUSALEM, 2
suites for period of 4 weeks, AprVPesah.
Tel. 052-S75074; 062-602681.

PLEASANT HOUDAY APARTMENTS
torrent In Jerusalem and Td Awiv, best lo-

cation. TbL 03-9662070,03-9660512.

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term rentals •Bed and breaktesf^* P.O.Box

4233, Jerusalem 91044. TeL 02-811745,

Fax:02-618541.

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

SALES

FIVE SPACIOUS ROOMS, quiet, cen-
tral (Shai Agnon)^ Luxurious building,

elevator, TeL 02-619659.

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central,

20 sqm basement, garden, underground
parking. Immediate. ’1SRABUILD1 Tel 02-

686571

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, cen-
trai.new bufeflng, parking, balconies. IM-

MEDIATE- "ISRABUIUFIM 0&666571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON.5, 11th floor, view of Knesset, stor-

age. parking, $495,000.' tSRABUILD-.TeL
02-668-571.

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

RENTALS

FOR RENT!! HERZUYA Prtuahi! GaJei

Teheletli New villa, 500sq.m. plot,

j.m. butt + pooL KAV-HAYAM. Tel

HERZLIYA PITUAH FOR RENT AND
SALE. Exclusive bouses in prime Ioca*
tions. Moran Real Estate (Malden). 09-

57279.

SALES
BEAUTIFUL HOUSE IN Heiztya Bet

+ large office, $1,100,00. TeL 09-583287

CAESAREAI LUXURIOUS HOUSE)
Viewto seal + pool + air-conditioning + va-

cuum system. Tel. 06-363281
;

050-
231725.

HERZLIYA PITUAH. NEW house, quiet

street, 4 bedrooms, basement JLTAM
REAL ESTATE. TeL 09-589-611.

SERVICES
General

COUNSELING/HEALTH

FEEL RELAXED WITH Aromatherapy
by professional Reflexologist/Masseur,

Tel. 052-681-654 (NO SEX)

OFFICE STAFF

FRENCH, GREEK AND English speak-
ers wanted! High sataryi Call Mfichael at

03-57582551

SITUATIONS VACANT
Pan Region

HOUSEHOLD HELP

VERY HIGH SALARY for metapelet +
HveJn + experience. For warn and com-
fortaWa home. TeL 03-56OS531

.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP

AURAIR
, UVE-JN, in Ramat Hasharon,

English-speaking, preferably easy He-
brew, for care of oaby + housework. Tel.

03-5409885, 03-691 3J9.

OFFICE STAFF

SECRETARY, MORNINGS, ENG-
USH/HEBREW. Real estate office, Her-
zlfya Pituah. Tef. 09-571-224.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
a, sell
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Change

US dollar ...NIS 3.0920 -0.32%
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NEW YORK (AP) - Stocks

edged higher Friday in light trad-

ing, as . investors eased quietly

into the weekend.

Just before the close on Wall

Street, the Dow Jones industrial

average was up 9 points. It rose

more than 20 points at the open,

quicklv gave back those gains but

then trudged higher throughout

the remainder of the session.

Advancing issues outnum-

bered declines by 4 to 3 on the

New York Stock Exchange. Vol-

ume was light at under 3<X) mil-

lion shares, down from Thurs-

day’s pace. Broad-market

indexes were narrowly mixed.

The NYSE composite index

was up 0.65 at 348.71. The Stan-

dard-and-Poor’s 500 list was up

1.60 at 650.79. But *e Nffidaq

composite was off 1.28 at

1 101.07. and the American

Stock Exchange’s market value

index was off 0.20 at 568.20.

Traders were breathing a sigh

of relief after weeks of high anxi-

ety “This is a rare quiet Friday,,

said Phfl Erlanger, who runs his

own stock research firm m M-

ton, Massachusetts and said he

took the opportunity to assess the

past several weeks.

‘‘The thing that I see, he said,

“is that the stock market had

plenty of opportunity to really

have that I0-to-15 percent collec-

tion that everybody was looking

for, and it just doesn’t do it.

“You’ve got rising interest

rates, the tech stocks ... getting

roiled, and yet the stock markei

just holds together.”

The 30-year Treasury bond was

down 5-16 point and yielding

6.65% after giving up slight early

gains.

The stock market, however,

was dose to somnolent.

LONDON (Reuter) - British

shares ended the week on a posi-

tive note. With little significant

economic data in London or m

the US, the index advanced 8.7 to

3 707 0. Over the the week the

index climbed to the higher end

of its recent trading range, adding

62.2 points.
,

,

FRANKFURT - Shares closed

in negative territory, unable to

capitalize on early ^
weekend jitters and lacklustre

German bonds. Electronic uade

on the IBIS DAX intkx closed

down 25.48 at 2.479.84 below

the psychologically-cmcw^OO

point mark. Earlier, the 30-store

DAX index ended bourse trade

down 0.10 points at 2504.02 a

,ion. There

latefdenied, of »—jj

^

ance between Rhone
J® 0f

and Elf Aquitaine

their drags units “SrSSo
Rorcr and Sanofi. The CAC
. j-_ rinsed down 2.54

1.974.35, up 24.23 from seven

^TOKYO - Stocks ended soft

after five consecutive rises,

and Old Electric. The m-shar'

Nikkei average frntshed do

26 61 a. 20,700.92 a gam of

510.07 on the week.
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Cash flow may ebb :

^^WA^^TREETHWEEK^^—^!!^al^MndividuL stock holdings.

NEW YORK (AP) - The stock
even mQie of their money

market’s silver bullet - huge cash ^ stock market through

Hows into stock funds - may be
mutual f^ds and individual pen-

losing its luster.
s

:on funds.

Lately Wall Street has been °
ilReceot f^d flows alone may

awash with optimism, despite the ^ Iead u> an ever-rising stock
|

stock market’s recent wobbles,
t
„ writes Melissa R-

about the flood of cash mUae^' Brown ^ a technical analyst at I

ty funds. The market’s spectacu-

lax gains in 1995, plus the aging ol
A SQuring of economic funda-

the America’s Baby Boom gener-
_ a sigQificant rise in m-

ation and begfoning-of-the-year
rales or a big drop m con-

seasonal factors, were said to be
buyingj for example -

keeping stock purchases high,
quickIy deraii the stock

lots of cash on the sidelines, and,
advances, analysts smd.

nltimately, price gains mtart.
“This year, the money flows

But a recent report by Piuden-
been ^ maj0r slaiwart of

tial Securities suggests the robust
marketi" said Edward Riley,

cash flows can continue to drive ^ tovestmenl officer at Bank

prices higher only if
^

individual
Boston, even as interest rates

investors either slow down then. ^ jnflBtion have edged up and

corporate profits are starting to

s\ show some wear and tear.

I Steady cash flows to stock

I funds have overridden those neg-

ative factors and are “the reason

the market’s hovering near its

higjis,” Riley said.

But fund inflows are declining,

though admittedly from extreme-

ly -high levels. The Investment

Compaq IriBltote" tl*
vWt«

1

fund trade group, tentatively

pegged net inflows into global

stock mutual funds at $21 billion

in February. Final figures are due

out this coming week.

KEW YORK (AP) - The dotor

edged higher against the Japa-

nese yen Fridays Taiwan s elec

tions this weekend stirred ten-

sions io Asia. Tae dollar fell

modestly against the German

mark and other major

Trading was light with little e«>-

nomic news to sway (be

By the close in New York, the

Thursday, and 1 4761 (G+nnaa

marks, down from 1-47M-

The Briiisk Pounf™s
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ver traded at S5.61 a tro, ounce,

up from $5-59.
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The Jerusalem Post Sunday, March 24, 1996 WHAT’S ON

CRITIC’S CHOICE
theater
Helen Kaye

IDO Riklin productions are
always worth seeing. This'
time he has directed
Brecht's epic parable of The
Caucasian Chalk Circle
with the third-year students
at the Ramat Gan Beit Zvi
drama school Tonight and
all week at Beit Zvi at 8:30
pm. (Hebrew)

CLASSICAL
MUSIC

Michael Ajzenstadt

*

M *
ITZHAK Perlman plays
Barber’s Violin Concerto E5

_

toni^t through Tuesday at Chili Palmer (John Ttavotta), a Miami loanshark sent to Los
(8^0) ^agel^s collect on a gambling debt, and Karen Flores (Rene

ulTfi
leading Russo), a B-znovie actress, team up to make it big in the movie

the Israel Philharmonic business, in ‘Get Shorty.’
Orchestra in a program dial

J

also features Mendelssohn's
Hebrides overture and Brahms’s First Serenade.
From Wednesday through Saturday Perlman is

back at the Mann Auditorium in Tel Aviv, this
time playing Bernstein’s Serenade while Zinman
leads the IPO in Elgar’s Enigma Variations and
the overture to Berlioz’s opera Benvenuto Cellini.

Clarinetist Charles Neidich presents a series of
masterclasses at the Jerusalem Music Center
today through Tuesday with daily morning and
afternoon sessions.

Soprano Robin Weisel-Capsuto offers a recital
of American music by Ives, Copland, Gershwin
and Bernstein with Allan Sterafield on the piano.
Tomorrow at the Rubin Museum in Tel Aviv
(8:30).

FILM

Adina Hoffman

GET SHORTY — Though the pretzel

twists and corkscrew turns of Elmore Leonard’s
pulp-novel plot are baffling in movie form, Barry
Sonnenfeld’s picture is still a kick. Part crime
caper, part Hollywood satire, the movie has a

bright comic-book look that blends oddly but well

with its black sense of humor. And for all its nar-

rative convolution, the film can actually be
reduced to a neat one-liner about a smooth Miami
loan shark named Chili Palmer (John Travolta)

who comes to Los Angeles to col lect on a debt and
winds up producing movies.

The joke, of course, is that Chili, a crook, is

more honest and business-sawy than any. of the
self-absorbed, bumbling “professionals” around
him. Also with Gene Hackman, Rene Russo and
Danny DeVito. (English dialogue, Hebrew subti-

tles. Children under 17 not admitted without an
adult.)* SENSE AND SENSIBILITY - Emma
Thompson stars with grace in Aug Lee’s highly
entertaining and big-hearted film. What’s perhaps
even more impressive, she also wrote the screen-
play - and did a very fine job. Based on Jane
Austen's first published novel, the script is a
model ofhow a 185-year-old comedy of manners
can be vitally adapted for the contemporary
screen: There is, almost miraculously, nothing
starched or prim about the movie.
Thompson’s rendition of Austen’s measured

book is faithful to the original without being slav-

ish, at once respectful and creative. And Lee -
whose The Wedding Banquet and Eat Drink Man
Woman were two of the most surprising movies of
the last few years - was an inspired choice to

direct.

While he shows great affection for the charac-

ters and the formal rituals that surround them, he's

not bung up on the trappings. Quietly, responsibly,

he attends to the costume-drama niceties of how
his people walk and sit and hold their forks - but

never to distraction. With an excellent cast that

includes delightful, cameo-faced Kate Winslet

and smoldering Alan Rickman. (English dialogue,

Hebrew subtitles. Parental guidance suggested.)
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1 Harmonious action by firm
appointing ministers

9 Skill is an essential in his

wwk(7)
10 Security makes an

entertainer mature (7)

11 Discover some of the rules

Pythagoras propounded (4)

12 Mayfair agent of little

substance (a)

13 Intimate greeting not
without love (4)

16 Freshly-made wine in

Wales (7)

17 Quite correct to be trendy

t . .

18 Many get taken m by
corrupt freethinker (7)

21 Equto a vessel comingin to
trawl (7)

23 Rod of day is calm (4)

24 Kept in a cask for
immediate use (2,3)

25 Taken off when primate
died (4)

28 Wine producer includes
label to indicate its year (7)

29 ADnremakesheartless girl

initiate love affair (7)

SO Timely indication that our
times are stressful (7,5)

DOWN
1 Pact was negotiated by

gullible intermediary (43)

2 Bones piled on top of
Mount Olympus (4)

3 Hemay fiff a cavity first (7)

4 Failure h** made hrm a
pessimist (2-5)

5 Time to seek ajob (4)

6 Resolved to dine without a
lot of food! (2,1,4)

7 Say farewell and go off cm
furlough (4,4,5)

8 FaSed to give notice of a
lighting failure (433,4)

14 Reluctant to make Liberal
leader cause (5)

15 Silver and gold taken to a
Greek market (5)

19 Girl of slender build
encircled by retreating
deer (7)

20 Business means worry (7)

21 A]

22 Better make* a naughty
child ramble (7)

28 Lota oftrousers (4)

27 Pop takes a man on board

(4)

SOLUTIONS

Quick Solution

ACROSS: 5 Antie, 8 Weighted, 9

Giddy, 10 Accurate, II VnR, M
Awe, ISConvex. 17Vacant, 18Ewe,

80 Smart, 34 Aaaaaace, 28 Under,

S« CoHbate, 87 Weird.

DOWN: I Sweat, 2 Pinch,3 Wharf, 4

Bestow, 8 Nominee, 7 Indolent. 18

»Awna»
r 14 Ann. 18

Eve, 19 Wander, 21 Comic, 28

Kaend. 23 Renew.

quick crossword

ACROSS
1 Prohibited (6)

9 Alcoholic

sediment (4)

10 Frolic (4)

11 Precipitous (51

13 At great cost (o)

14 Edict (6)

15 Customer (6)

17 Immature (6)

19 Add up 15)

20 Impure filmW
22 Highly expectant

(4)

23 Veneration (9)

24 Played smoothly

(6 >

25 More unhappy^

DOWN

2 Common sense (4)

3 Second-in-comman
d(6)

4Cri]
5!

tied (6)

itekmg(4)agC
6 Raw recruit (6)

7 Conduct (9)

8 Desecration l9J

11 Slope (5)

12 Punitive (5)

15 Informal (6)

16 Castilian city (6)

17 Fondle (6)

18 Composer of77ir

Ring cycle 1

6

)

21 Tableland 14)

22 Corrosive
substance 1 4)

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

630 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise
Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

8:00 Jerusalem and the aits 830
So3ety8^Fteai^Co^
9:15 Nature 925 Young chodran's pro-
grams 10*0 Famfiy Relations 1030
ftstory I0ffi5 Science ll:10 Engish
11*30 Arithmetic 11:40 Judaism 1£00
Life Sciences 12:15 Math 1220
French 12^5 Society 13.-00

Stories

and To

the computer for education is
ties about 1

Tommy!
Babar 14:25 Cartoons 15:00 Pretty

Butterfly

; animate 13:45 Kitty Cat
ss ofKfog14.-00 The Fables

CHANNEL

1

15:32 Friends of Shush 1555 Bex
16:20 The Penknife - Adapted from
the story by Shcrfem Aleichem.
Starring Adam, Tzahi Noy, Daniel
Ehrlich and Oafna Dekel 16:59 A
New Everting 17:35 Zap to Click
18:15 News in Ei

—" "

ARABIC PROGf
18:30 Baby Ifs You - documentary
series 19:00 News
HEBREW PROGRAMS
1930 Every Evening with Merav
MtehaeS 2030 Mabat News 20:45
Second Look 2130 Personal Story -
Yael Dan interviews2230 The Cameri
Quintet 2230 World Soccer 2330
News 0030 Stories of the Good Land

CHANNEL 2

1330 Gini and the Captain 1330
Power Rangers 14:00 Flying
Doctors - drama series 15:00 The
Fllntstones 15:30 Dave’s World
16:00 The Bold and the Beautiful
17:00 News magazine with Rafi
Reshef 17:30 All Together Now -
comedy series 18:00 Senora 19:00
Central Park West 20:00 News
20:30 Entertainment First - Dudu
Topaz hosts 22:00 Gabi Gazit -
Live actuality and entertainment
23:20 75-85 - short documentaries
and archival news reports from the
last two decades 00:00 News
00:05 A Small Place 00:35 Lend
Me Your Wife (1989, Israeli) -
Sasson Invests everything he has
in a restaurant which Is successful
until a highway takes the spice out
of life. Starring Ze'ev Revah, Yona
Elian and Avraham Mor 236 Key
Largo (1948) - star-studded sus-
pense thriller adapted from Maxwell
Anderson's play about a gangster
who holds people hostage Tn a

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are charged at

NIS28.08 par line. Including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month coats
N1S520l65 per Dna, Including VAX P*
month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Ttiun of the
Mount Scopus campus, in Endlsh, daty
Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from Bronfman
Reception Centre, . Sherman
Administration Bldg. BuHS.4ajJL.23. 26,

; 28. For info, caB 882819.
: HADASSAH! Visit the Hadassah Installa-

tions. Chagall Windows. TeL 02-416333,
02-776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Micha Bar-Am - The
Last War, PhotographsTrranK Barzilay,

1995Miriam Cabessa, PaintingsElght fn

November - GWcsberg, Gross, ReJsman.
Shetesnyak, Almog, Berest, Gal.

DavidYaacov Dorchin - Blocked WeffThe
Museum Collections. HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEMPO-
RARY ART. A Passion for the New: New
Art in Tel Aviv Collections. Hours:
Weekdays 1Oam.-6 pjn.Tue. IOam-10
p.m. Fri. 10 am.-2 pm SaL 10-3 p.m.
Meyerhoff Art Education Center, TeL
6919155-6.
WtZO. To visit our projects call Tel Aviv

6923819; Jerusalem 256060; Haifa

388817.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, efial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Kupat Hofim ClalK, Straus A,

3 Avlgdori, 706660; Balsam, Salah e-Dfn,

272315; Shuafat, Shuafat Road, 810108;

Dar AJdawa, Herod’s Gate, 282058.
Tef Aviv: Briut, 28 King Georoe, 528-

3731: Kupat HoKm Maccabl, 7 Ha-Shta,
546-5558. Till 3 a.m. Monday: Ben-
Yehuda. 142 Ben-Yehuda, 522-3535. TO
mktnight: Superpharm Ramat Aviv, 40
Einstein, 641-3730; London Ministers
Superphami, 4 Shaul Hamelech, 696-

0115.
Pe’anana-Kfar Sava: Silvia, 182
Weizmann. Kfar Sava, 765-9642,
Netanya: Porat, 76 Petah Trkva, 340967.
Krayot area: Hyperpharm Ata, 59
Ha’atzmaut, Klryat Ata, 844-6763.
Haifa: Balfour. 1 Maasada. 862-2289.
HerzHys: Ctel Pharm, Beit Markadm. 6
Maskit (cnr. Sderot Hagalim), Herzfiya

Pftuah, 558472. 558407. Open 9 a.m. to

mldnighL
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev Ha'fr

Mali, 570468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaare Zedek (Internal,

ENT); BBuir Hofim (surgery): Hadassah
Ml. Scopus (orthopedics, obstetrics);

Hadassah Em Kerem (pediatrics, ojrfithaL

Tel Aviv Medical Center (pedi-

atrics). Ichltov (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Lanfado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn

In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

(English) In most parts of the country. In

at
AsWaT 551333
Ashketan S51332
Beorehebs’ Z74757
Bail Shamash 523133
DalRMton' 5793333

E tel' 332444
Haifa' 8S12233
Jerusalem' 523133
Karmier 9985444

War Sava* 802222
Nohariya* 912333
Netanya' 604444
Petah Tlkm' 8311111
RehovoT 451333
Raton' 9042333
SaM 820333
Tel Aviv* 5460111

IfesriBs* 792444

Mobfe intensive Care Unit (MICU) service in

the area, eround the dock.

Medcal help for tourists (In Engish)

177-022-9110 _ _
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambem Hospital 04-8529205 for emer-

gency cafe 24 hours a day, tor information

in case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Wd.JBrosatern

610303. Tel Aviv 5461111 fchWren/youth

5961113), Haifa 8872222/3. Beersheba

281128, Netanya 625110. Kamtiel

<*988410, Kfar Seva 7674555, Hadera

346789. ' . __
Wtzo hotlines for battered women 02-

6514171, 03^461133 |aJso m Russian),

07-376310. 08-550506 (also m AmhancV.

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Avtv

5234819. 5449191 (men). Jerusalem

255558. HaHa 8660111. Eilat 31977.

Hadassah Medical Organization -Israel

Cancer Association telephone support

serves 02-247676 gery).

Netanya: Lanlado.

It

Florida hotel during a tropical

storm. Cast indudes Humphrey
Bogart, Edward G. Robinson,
Lauren Bacall and Lionel

Barrymore (101 mins.) 4:00 Poem
of the Day

JORDAN TV

15:00 The Fllntstones 15:25
Disney’s Aladdin 16:00 Mao and
Motley 16:25 Peak Practice 17:10

TAQ IftOQ French programs 20:30

News Headlines 20:35 Baskerfieid

P.D. 21 ri)0 Cinema, cinema 21 :35
The Bold and the Beautiful 22:15
Women of Die World 22^0 Murphy
Brown 23:00 News in English 23:25
CounteistiSce 00:15 The American
Chart Show 1:00 Forever Green -
mini-series

MIDDLE EASTTV

1ft30 Changed Lives 11^)0 Lany Lea
11:30 Quentin Road 1230 Hour of

Power 13:30 Central Message 14.-00

Love Worth Rm&ig 15:00 Benny
Him 15:30 John Cteteen 16:00 In

Touch 17.-00 Light for aB Nations
17:30 Hopelessly Lost - classic tale

of Hucktebenv Finn's runaway adven-
tures 19:10 Beverly HtHbUEes 19:40
Farm of Dreams 20:10 48 hours
21:00 CNN Headline News 22MJ
NBA Action 22:30 NBA Game -
Chicago vs New York (Xk30 Stutflo 7

rTV3(33)

16rt» News flash In Arabic 16:15
Open Studio 16:45 Arabic debate
17:15 Royal Tears 18:00 Weekly
Column - in Arabic 19:00 News in

Arabic 19:30 Showcase - weekly
design magazine 20:00 Mabat news
20:45 Tetekesssf 21:15 Top Cops
22:15 Cracking up with laughter

23:15 NBA OOriM Closedown

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Hey Dad - comedy series
16:00 English enrichment 17:00
Gulliver’s Travis 17:30 Time Out -
daily entertainment guide 1&00 The
European Miracle 18:30 A New
Evening (rpt) 19:00 Zombit 19^0
Weekly magazine in Russian 20:00
A New Evening (with subtitles in

Russian) 2030 Family Album 21 :00
Le MBIion (1931) - Michel, a young
impoverished artist wins a million-

franc lottery, but the winning ticket is

in an old Jacket which passes
through many hands until it is back
with its owner. Starring Renti Clair.

(78 mins.)

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

(1990) - A local war hero Isn’t what
he seems (94 mins.) (rpt) 17:05 State

Tuttf Bene (1990, Italian) - family

drama about Srcifian widower and his

children (rpt) 19:10 Came a Hot
Friday (1984) - adventure comedy
about two tricksters who are bested

by a casino operator {95 mins.) 21 rfX)

When The Bough Breaks (1993) -
psychological thriller. Two police

Investigators anda disturbed child try

to trap a psychotic but clever kilter,

(97 mins.) 22:40 Sexual Response
(1992) - erotic thriller (90 mins)
00:15 The indecentWoman (1991)

-

erotic drama (92 mins.) (rpt) 1:50
King of New York (1990) - Mafia

action movie (rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 8:00 Surprise Garden

Brewster 16:15 Lots and Clark 17:15
Loony Toons 17:30 Saved by the

Bell 18:00 Hugo 18:35 Sandokan
(rpt) 19:00 Sonic 19:30 Three's
Company 20:00 Married with
Children 20:25 Step By Step 20:50
Big Brother Jack 21:20 Cheers

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22=00 A Child Is Waiting (1963) -
Poignant semi-documentary or a
psychologist and music teacher who
try to reach retarded children in an
institution. With Burt Lancaster and
Judy Garland. Directed by John
Cassavetes. (99 mins.) 23:45 The
Private Life of Don Juan (1934) -
historical drama about the famous
17th-century Spanish lover. Starring

Douglas Fairbanks, Merle Oberon
and Binnie Barnes. (83 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 Seven
Wonders of the World (rpt) 13:00 In

Search of Wildlife (rpt) 13:30
Practical Guide to the Universe (rpt)

14:00 Open University 16:00 Seven
Wonders of the World (rpt) 17:00 In

Search of Wildlife (rpt) 17:30
Practical Guide to the Universe (rpt)

18:00 Open University 20:0o
Commodities 21:00 Man and
Nature 22:00 Beyond 2000 22:45
Commodities 23:40 Open
University

SUPER CHANNEL

8:00 Falcon Crest (rpt) 9:00 One Life

to live (rpt) 9:45 TneYoung and the
Restless (rpt) 10:30 Second Time
Around 10-35 WKRP in Cincinnati

11:25 Celeste (rpt) 12:10 Neighbors
(rpt) 12:35 Perry Mason 13:30
Starting at 1:30 14:05 Tha A Team
14:55 Falcon Crest 15:45 Secrets of

the North 16:40 Neighbors 17:10
Models Inc. 18:00 One Life to Live

18:45 The Young and the Restless
19:30 Local broadcast 20:00
Celeste 20:50 Seinfeld 21:15
Friends 21:40 E/R 22.-30 Law and
Order 23:20 Mad About You 23:45
Sisters 00:35 Counter Offensive

1:25 Knots Landing

i iljiAPV^ CHANNEL (4) - 3
10&0Thompson's ^ast Run (1985) -
suspense drama (rpt) 12:15 Broken
Blossoms (1919) — D.W. Griffith clas-

sic (rpt) 13:55 Amore! (1993) -
banker comes to Hollywood to start a
new fife (rpt) 15:30 False Identity

6:00 Gera!do Rivera Live 7:00 The
Selina Scott Show 8:00 Business
Week 8:30 NBC News 9:00 Only
Business 9:30 Winners 10:00
Inspirations 11:00 ITN News live

11:30 Sea Combat 12:30 Russia
Today 13:00 Supershop 14:00 The
McLaughlin Group 14:30 Europe
2000 15:00 David Frost 16:00 NFL
Football 16:30 Horse Racing 17:00
PGA Golf Tournament 18:00 NCAA
Basketball 19:00 Meet The Press
20:00 ITN News live 2030 Voyager
21:30 The Best of the Selina Scott

Show 2230 Peter Ustinov presents
Bach 23:30 ITN News 00:00 Super
Sport 1:00 Best of.The Tonight
Show 2:00 Late (Slight vritivConan— i

....

STAR PLUS

6:00 Ike The Cat 6:30 India

Business Week 7:30 The Road
Show 830 Amu! India Show 8:30
Family Pride 9:30 The Fall Guy

10:30 Vegas 11:30 Best Sellers

Miniseries: The Last Convertible

1330 The Love Boat 1430 The
World Around Us 15:30 The Road
Show 1630 Amui India Show 16:30

The McGregor Saga 1730 Beverly

Hills 90210 1830 Picket Fences

19:30 Street Legal 20:30 The
Station - British police drama 21:30
Star Trek: The Next Generation
22:30 India Business Week 23:30
Amul India Show 2430 Oprah
Winfrey 1:00 Hard Copy 130 Home
and Away 230 The Sullivans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in motion 730 Basic

Training 16:00 Bodies in Motion

1630 Israel National Soccer League
17:30 US College Basketball
Championship 2030 Futbol Mondial
20:30 Basketball: TeFAvtv derby,

Maccabi vs Hapoel - live 22:15
English League Soccer 0030 US
College Basketball Championship

EUROSPORT

10:30 Figure Skating - World Cup
(rpt) 12:00 Figure Skating -
Women's Championship 14:30 Free-

style Siding: Worid Cup - live 16:00
PGA Golf from Portugal, final round
- live 1830 Funboara 19:55 Sports

News Bulletin 20:00 Aerobics 20:55
Sports News Bulletin 21:00 ATP
Tennis, Upton Tournament - live

23:00 Aerobics 00:00 Figure
Skating: world championship 00:55
Sports News Bulletin

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Roller Skating 6:30 NBA
Basketball, Phoenix vs Golden State
- five 930 Motor Sport Magazine
1030 College Basketball, Atlanta

Final (East) 12:30 College
Basketball, Final (Midwest) 14:30
Golf 15:00 Soccer: two final pre-

Olympic games of Asian teams 19:30
NBA Basketball (rpt) 21:30 College
Basketball, Denver Final (West)
00:00 College Basketball, Final

(Southeast) 2=00 Bicycle Racing

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:OOIntemationaJ
Business Report (rpt) 7:05 Horizon
(rpt) 8:30 India Business Report (rpt)

930 Britain in View (rpt) 1030 This
Week (rot) 1135 Correspondent (rpt)

1230 The Clothes Show (rpt) 1335
Everyman 1430 The Late Show (rpt)

15:05 Rough Guide to the Americas
16:05 Breakfast with David Frost

17:30 Top Gear (rpt) 18:05 Horizon
(ipt) 19:30 Time Out Holiday (rpt)

2030 Food and Drink (rpt) 2130 On
the Record 2230 Window on Europe
(rpt) 2335 Naked Hollywood 1:30
Time Out Q.ED. 2:00 International

Business Report

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 630
CNN World News 6:30 Sporting Life

with Jim Hoover 7:00 Both Sides with

Jesse Jackson 7:30 Evans and
Novak 8:00 World Report 8:30
Gtebal View 930 MoneyWeek1030
Inside Asia 11:30 Science and
Technology 12:30 Style Magazine
13:00 World Report 1430 Worid
Business Week 15:30 Worid Sport
1630-eNN Computier-^onnection

> ITsQQ^Larry rKing Weekend 48:30
Worig^ffiort (rpt) I93fcti3fi3is3fisek<n

NB7T 20:30 Travel Guide 21:30
Moneyweek 22:00 World Report
00:30 Future Watch 1:00 Stye
Magazine 130 Worid Sport 2:00 The
World Today 230 CNN Late News
Edition

CINEMA
JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Smote 5 * Tango
Tango 7 * The Bridges of Madison
County 930 * Days of 63 930 G.G.
GIL Jerusalem Man « 788448
Twelve Monkeys*Dead Man
WaUdngMGet Shorty 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 *
Casino 4, 7. 9:45 it Mr. Holland’s Opus
430, 7:15, 10 * Leaving Las Vagus 4.45,

7:15, 9:45 Heat 4, 7. 10 * American
President 4:45, 7:15 JERUSALEM
THEATER 20 Marcus St * 617167
Leaving Las Vegas 7. 930 * Antonia'S

Line 7, 9:30 RAV CHEN 1-7* 792799
Credit Card Reservations* 794477 Rav-

Mecher Building, 19 Ha'oman St, Taj**
Toy Story (English datogue) 730. 9:45 *
Broken Arrow 5, 730, 9A5 Toy Story

(Hebrew dialogue) 5 Ace Ventura 5,

7:30, 9:45 Sense and Sensibility 7:15,

9:45 * Star ManMUue in the Face 5,

730, 9:45 * Seven 4:45, 7:15. 9:45 *
Operation Dumbo Drop 5

TELAVIV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak St »
5772000 On the Edge 5. 730, 10 * The
Hunters 7 * Acftteriand 10 DEEN-
GOFF Leaving Las VegasteBhow Girta

11 am. 2. 5, 7:45, 10 * A Man of No
importance 11 am, 3, 7:45 * Lisbon

Story 1, 5, 10 DRIVE IN Money Train 10

* Sex FBm 12 midnight GAN HATH *
5279215 71 Bxi Gebiroi St PriecHa 5,

730, 9:45 GAT Sense and SenafefBty

430. 7:15, 9:45 GORDON Eat, Drink,

Man, Woman 5:15, 730. 10 GXL HOD
1-4 tr 5226228 Hod Passage, 101

Cizengoff St TOeive Monkeys 2. 5, 730,

10 * Me. HoBantTa Opus 2, 430, 7:15. 10

* Dead Man Walking 2, 5, 730, 10 *
Casino 2, 5:15, 830 LEV 1-4«5288288

Heal 11 am, 2, 4. 7, 10 White Man's
Burden 12 noon, 5, 7:45, 10 * Antonia's

Line 12 noon, 2. 5, 730. 9-^5 -4 FarineM 12
noon. 5. 730 * Denise CaBs Up 2. 10 *
Georgia 2 G.G. PEER Heat 11 am, 7,

10 * GacShorty 5 le Deed Man WRSdng 5
* Mr. Holland's Opus 4:30 RAV-
CHENv 5282288 Dizangoff Center
Broken Arrow 5, 730, 9:45* Toy Story

(Hebrew datoguo) 230, 5 * Toy Story

(EngBsh ddogue)730. 9:45 * Operation

Dumbo Drop 5 * Seven 1130 am, 215,

4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * Ace Ventura 1130 am.
23ft 5. 730, 9:45 * The Usual Suspects

730, 9:45 * Dangerous Minds 1130
aJt 230, 5 RAV-OR 1-5 * 5102674

Opera House D PostfaioGToy Story

(EngSsh datoguejOBIm in the FaceBStar

Man 5. 730. 9:45 * Siam Heart 6, 930
GXL TAYELET 1-3 « 5177952 2 Yona

Hanavi St American PresIdenfSudden
Death 730, 10 * Underground 7, 40
G.G. TELAVIV*5291181 65 PinskarSL

Casino 630, 9:45 * GetShorty 5, 730, 10

* TWelve Monkeys 5. 730, 10 TEL
AVIV MUSEUM « 6961297 27 Shad
Nametakh Boulevard Before the Ran 5,

730.10
HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI « 325755

Smoke 9:15 * Passover Fever 7:15 *
American President 7:15, 9:15 ATZ-
MON 1-5 * 673003 Twelve
MonkeysMDesd Man W&Udng 430, 7,

9:15 * Heat 6, 9:15 * Copycat 4:15.

5:45, MS * Casino 6, 9:15 ORLY
Sense and Sensibility 6:30. 9:15
PANORAMA 1-3 * 362020 Get
ShortyWLeavfng Las Vegas 430. 7, 9:30

* Hr. Holland’s Opus RAV-GAT 1-2 »
874311 [OS] 4:45. 7. 9:15 * Brave Heart

5:30, 9 RAV-MOR 1-7 * 416833/8

[OS] Sense and Sensibility 5, 7:15, 9:30

* Acs Ventura 7:15, 930 Santa
Clausa 5* Tha Usual Suspects 4:45. 7.

9:15 * Broken Arrow 4:45. 7, 9:15 * Toy

Story (EngSsh dialogue) 7i15. 930 *
Brave Heart 9 * Seven 7, 930 * Ace
Venture 5 * Operation Dumbo Drop 5
* Toy Story (Hebrew dalogue) 5 *
Dangerous Ifinds 4:45, 7 RAV-OR 1-

3 v 248553 [OS] Thy Story (EngSsh da-
logue) 7. 930 Ace Ventura 5. 7. 9:15 *
B Postino 7, 9:15 * Toy Story (Hebrew
dialogue) 5 * Operation Dumbo Drop 5
AFULA
RAV CHEN Broken Arrow 7. 930 *
Ace Ventura 7, 9:30 Toy Story
(EngBsh dialogue) 7. 930
ARAD
STAR « 950904 Ace Ventura 7:15, 930
* Dangerous Minds 9:30 * Dead Han
Walking 7:15 * Scarlet Letter 7:15, 930
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL Under Siege 5. 7:30. 10 * Toy
Story 5, 7:30, 10 Heat 4, 7, 10 G.G.
OR1 1-3» 711223 Under Siege 5, 730,
10 * Toy Story (EngBsh dalogue) 5,

730. 10 Heat 4, 7. 10

ASHKELON
G.G. GfLTtoelve MontoysMGet Shorty 5,

73a 10 * Heat 4. 7. 10 Assassins 5,

73a 10* Casino 6:30, 9:45RAV CHEN
*711223Toy Staxy (EngBsh cfeto0ue)7ao,

9:45 + Dangerous Mnds 5, 73a 9:45 *
Broken Arrow 73a 9:45 *Acs Ventura 5,

730, 9:45 * Sense and SanribiEty 430.
7:15. 9:45 -* Operation Dumbo Drop 5 *
Tby Story (Hebrew drogue) 5
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN » 5531077 Twelve
Monkeys 7:15, 9:45 * Broken Arrow 5,

730. 9:45 * Ace Ventura 5. 730, 9:45 *
Toy Story (EngBsh dalogue) 730, 9:45 *
Casino 6:15. 930 * Heat 6:15, 930 *
Get Shorty 7:30, 9:45 * Toy Story

(Hebrew dalogua) 5 * Operation Dumbo
Drop 5, 730 * Dangerous Minds 5
BEERSHEBA
ad GIL Casino 6:15, 930 * Under
Siege 5. 730. 10 Heat 4, 7. 10 * Get
Shorty 5, 730. 10 RAV-NEGEV 1-4 *
235278 Broken Arrow 730. 9:45 * Toy
Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5 * Toy Story

(EngBsh datogue)7£Q, 9:45* Ace Ventura

5,73a 9:45 * Sense end SensMIity43a
7:15, 945 * Operation Dumbo Drop 5
DIIIONA
HECHAL HATARBAUTAce Ventura 8
HADERA
LEV 1-4 Heat 7. 10 + Toy Story

(English dalogua) 730. 930 Toy Story

(Hebrew dialogue) 5 * Mortal Kombat 5
* Broken Arrow 5, 730, 10 + Ace
Vteitura 5, 730, *45
HERZUYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN)
« 6902866 UPostinoBStar Man 8, 8,10
STARtr 589068 Casino 630, 9:45 Hr

Ace Ventura 7:45, 10 * Toy Story

(English dalogue) 8, 10 DANIEL
HOTEL MrJtoflantfs Opus 7. 9:45

KARUEL
CINEMA 1-3 » 887277 Toy Story

(Hebrew dalogue) 7, 930 + Broken

Arrow 7, 930 * Ace Venture 7, 930
KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL Casino 7, 930 4- Operation

Dumbo Drop 430 * Toy Stray (EngSsh

dalogue) 730, 10 * Toy Story (Hebrew

dalogue) 5 * Get Shorty 5. 730, 10 -k

Twelve Monkeys 5, 7:30, 10 * Mr.
Holland's Opw 430. 7:15. 10 * Ace
Venture 5. 7:30, 10* Beet 7, 10
KJHYAT BIALIK
G.G. KiRYON 1-9 * 779186 Mr.
Holland’s Opus 7, 930 *A Goofy Movie
4:45 * Dangerous Minds 4:45. 7, 9:30 *
Las Vegas 7. 930 * Seven 445, 7. 930
* An Indian in tha CupboardBSanta
Clause 4:45 * CasinoBHeat630, 9:15 *
Get Shorty 4:45, 7, 9:30 * Twelve
Monkeys 4:45, 7, 930

K1RYAT SHEMONA
G.G. GIL Heat 4. 7. 930 * Toy Stray

(Hebrew dalogue) 4:30, 7:30, 10 *
Broken Arrow 430, 7, 930
LOD
STAR Broken Arrow 730, 10 * Heat

8:45. 045 * DeedMan Wanting 7:15. ft45
NAHARIYA
HECHAL HATARBUT Dangerous
Minds 830
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Seven 430, 7, 9:45 * Ace
Ventura 430, 730, 10 * Dangerous
Minds 5, 73a 10 * Get Shorty 5, 730,

NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 V 628452 Casino 630.
9:45 * Get ShortyMTWehre Monkeys 5,

7:30, 10 * Heat 4, 7, 10 * Copycat 4:30,
7:15, 10 RAV CHEN Broken Arrow
7:30, 9:45 * Toy Story (Hebrewdalogue)
5 * Sense and Sensibility 430, 7:15,

9:45 * Toy Story (English dalogue) 9:45
* Toy Story (EngBsh dalogue) 7:30 *
Ace Ventura 5, 7:30. 9:45 * Operation
Dumbo Drop 5
OR AWVA
RAV CHEN Broken Arrow 7, 9:30 *
Toy Story (Hebrew dalogue) 7, 930 * U
Postino 7, 930
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL Heat 4, 7, 10 * Scarlet Letter

5.730.10* AceVenturaBOetShorty 5.

730, 10
PETAH TIKVA
G.G. HECHAL Twelve Monkeys 5.

7:30, 10 Get Shorty 5, 730, 10 * Heat

7, 10 G.G. RAM 1-3 » 9340818 Ace
VenturaMBroken Arrow 5, 730. 10 *
Casino 630. 9:46

RA’ANANA
CIN-MOFET Smoke 8:30

RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 w 6197121 Toy Story
(English dalogue/7^30, 9:45 * Ace
Ventura 5, 7:30. ft45 * Seven 4:45, 7:15,

9:45 w Sense and SenstbCSty 7:15, 9:45 W
Toy Story (Hebrew dalogue) 5 RAV-
OASiS 1-3 « 6730687 Casino 6:15, 930
* Get ShortyMBrokoiArrow 5. 730, 9:45

REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 W3S2B84TbyStory(EngBsh
dalogue) 730, 9:45 Tby Story (Hebrew
dialogue) 7:15, 9:45 * Heat 9.45 * Ace
Ventura 7:30

RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 * 9619689 Toy Story (EngSsh

dalogue) 730, 10 * Toy Story (Hebrew
dalogue

)

S + Copycat 5. 730. 10 *
Casino 630. 9:45 * Fair Game 5, 730. 10
* Seven 430, 7:15, 10 HAZAHAV Heat

7, 10 Operation Dumbo Drop 430 *
Get Shorty 5, 73a 10 * TWelve Monfeys
5. 7:30, 10 RAV CHEN * 9670503
Broken Arrow 730, 9*5 * a Postino 5,

730, 9:45 * Toy Story (EngBsh dalogue)

730, 9:45 * Sense end Sensibility 7:15,

9:45 * Ace Ventura 5 * Tby Story
(Hebrew dfafopue/BOperatfon Dumbo
Drop 5 RON Under StogeMmcrican
PrestidentBSudden Death 730, 9:45
STAR 1-4 » 9619985-7 27 LisNnaky SL
Broken Arrow 73a 10 * Dead Man
Wafiong 730, 10 * Santa danse 1130
ajm., 5 Sense and SensUBty 7d5, 10*
Mr. HoBantfs Opus 7:15, io

YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyonlm Broken Arrow
730, 9:45 * Tby Story (EngSsh d&ogw)
730, 9:45 * Swiss and SsnsfoOty 43a
7:15, 9:45 * D Poetfno 730, 9:45

Operation Dranbo Drop5*Ace Ventura 5

Phone reservations: TelAviv5252244
[OS] Phone reservations: Haifa 728878
All times are pm unless otherwise

indicated.

V
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White House cheers

recapture of terrorist

who killed Klinghoffer
THE Gioton Administration ap-

plauded the recapture in Spain on

Friday of Majid Molqi, convicted

of murdering Leon Klinghoffer

during the 2985 hijacking of the

Achille Laura.

White House spokesman Mike
McCurry said the US is ‘'deeply

gratified” at Molqi's arrest fol-

lowing his escape while on parole

from an Italian jalL

“We fully expect that the ter-

rorist will now be returned appro-

priately to Italy for incarcera-

tion,’ * McCuny said.

Italian Jewish Community
leader Tullia Zevi expressed re-

lief and satisfaction at the recap-

ture of Molqi, for whom Italy had

also offered an unspecified

reward.

The Italian Interior Ministry

said Molqi, 34, was seized in a

joint swoop by Italian detectives

and Spain's paramilitary Civil-
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Guard in the seaside town of Es-

tepona, southwest of Malaga

near the Strait of Gibraltar which

separates Spain from Tunisia.

FBI director Louis Freeh said

in a statement that US agents had

worked with Spanish and Italian

authorities.

Molqi’ s failure to return to

Rome’s maximum security Re-

bibbia jafl on February 28 follow-

ing 12 days’ leave for good behav-

ior deeply embarrassed Italy and

caused indignation in

Washington.

The State Department had crit-

icized the decision by as Italian

magistrate to let Molqi out of jail

and said it held Italy responsible

for “bringing this gay back to

justice."

The US has not yet determined

whether the information that led

to Molqi's capture warrants the

$2 million reward it had offered,

State Department spokesman
Glyn Davies said Friday.

The FBI’s Freeh also made a

veiled pitch for strengthened

anti-terrorism legislation, saying

that the case “demonstrates the

continuing need to have strong

statutory authority to deter and

investigate acts of terrorism

against Americans, wherever

they may occur.”

The House last week passed a

watered-down version of a bill

that would have outlawed fun-

draising in the US for terrorist

groups and enabled the deporta-

tion of agents of such groups.

Klinghoffer was shot dead and

his body dumped overboard after

the Adrifle Laura was seized off

the coast of Egypt by Palestinian

terrorists.

Ukrainian couple slain at home
weeks before immigrating here

A MIDDLE-AGED couple from

Ukraine who were due to make
aliya during the Intermediate

Days of Fessah were found mur-

dered in their apartment in Sim-

feropol on Monday night.

The couple, Leonid and Ta-

tiana Michatin, had been brutally

slain and all their money and doc-

uments were missing, the Jewish

Agency emissary in the region re-

ported to Jerusalem at the end of

the week. Local police who are

investigating the incident said
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they believe the motive for the

minder was criminal.

The Michalins’ son, Alexan-
der, who immigrated here earlier

and lives in Petah Tikva, re-

turned to Simferopol to attend

the funeral.

The agency's aliya coordinator

last spoke to the couple a week
ago to discuss last-minute
arrangements.

Meanwhile, Leonid’s sister.

who had tried several times to

reach them, asked a neighbor

who had a key to enter the

apartment.

She found Tatiana strangled to

death and Leonid axed and
knifed.

The couple had earlier sold

their apartment and some of their

possessions and had cash on them

as well as passports and other

documents.

Police believe they opened the

door to let the murderer in.

Queen to honor
Holocaust

victims

in Warsaw
LONDON (AP) - Queen Eliza-

beth II, responding to a request

from Britain's Jewish communi-

ty, will honor the memory of Ho-

locaust victims during her state

visit to Poland next week, the

government said Friday.

Jewish leaders had expressed

disappointment that the queen

had not planned a trip to Ausch-

witz or any other former concen-

tration camp during the visit,

which begins tomorrow. The
queen leaves for the Czech Re-

public on Wednesday.

The royal itinerary has now
been amended to include a visit

and wreath-laying at the Umsch-

lagplatz in Warsaw from where

Jews were sent by train to

Treblinka.

“The queen has great respect

for the views of the Jewish com-

munity in Britain and is glad it

has been possible to include a

visit to the Umschlagplatz,” a

Foreign Office statement said.

Earlier, the Board of Deputies

of British Jews had made a plea

for the queen to change her

itinerary.

Buckingham Palace and the

Foreign Office defended the itin-

erary by pointing out that the

queen and Prince Philip will un-

dertake other engagements com-
memorating the suffering of the

Poles and Polish Jews during
World War IL

The queen’s will visit Warsaw’s

Tomb of the Unknown Soldier

tomorrow, and will visit the city's

wartime ghetto to pay her
respects.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Voter workshops scheduled for Americans
Workshops on how to register for US elections will be held

around the country tins week. Phyllis Taylor, federal voting

assistance director, will lead workshops atthe embassy (11:00)

and the AACI in Netanya (4i00) oh Wednesday,Ml at the

consulate on Nablus Road (2:00) and the AACI in Jerusalem

(5:00) oo THursday.
Jerusalem Port Staff

Kibbutzim forming own party
THE kibbutzim are forming theirown party to run in the

upcoming Knesset elections, the Mateh Hahityashvut, which

owns dozens of kibbutzim, announced over the weekend.

The decision to form the party was readied after the

kibbutzim concluded that “the current political system is held

captive by the banks.” The kibbutzim are angry that no state

commission of inquiry has been formed to examine the findings

of the Procacda Report, which says that the banks

overcharged tire kibbutzim for debt incurred in the

1980s. Jerusalem Post Staff

Darawshe heading Democratic Arab Party
Democratic Arab PartyMK Abdul Wahab Darawshe was.

chosen over the weekend to bead his party’s list for the

upcoming elections. Second place was allocated toMK Taleb

a-Sanaa, while Mohammed Hassan Kna’an was third, Hassan

Gawi fourth and Mohammed Zabida fifth. /rim

Eurovision judges turn down Israeli entry
Eurovision Song Contest judgessaid good-bye to Israel’s entry

Hello World, by singer Galit Bell.

The number ofsong contest hopefuls has drastically

increased with the participation of eastern Europe countries and

the new states that formed out of Yugoslavia. To limit the

number of participants, eightjudges ofthe Eurovision

Broadcasting Union select 22 of tire 32 offerings to determine

which make the grade. CoBins

Remand extended in cocaine case
THREE people accused of smuggling 43 kilos of cocaine-
Ya’acov Ohamma, 44, his wife Margoza, 43, ofMoshav Kadima
in the Sharon region, and Ya’acov’s brother Maxim, 46, from
Kibbutz Sdot Yam- had thrnr remands extended by 10 days in

Tel Aviv Magistrate’s Court on Friday.

The cocaine, valued at about $3 mfflion, was allegedly

smuggled in a lift shipped from the US which fee couple sent as

reluming Israelis. Itim

Environment Minister Yossi Sand was on hand Friday to welcome a male bearded vulture at the Tel Aviv University Zoological

Gardens. The bearded vnlture has been extinct in Israel since the 1980s, with the exception of one female, who is in raptmty at tne

university. The male was brought from Belgium by the Society for the Protection ofNature in Israel. It is hoped that the offspring of

the two will be released into the wild. (Hanodi Grizteky/tael Sm)

Court more than doubles sentence

in rape of 11-year-old stepdaughter
THE Supreme Court last week
mote than doubled the sentence

of a man convicted of raping his

stepdaughter, increasing it from

four to 10 years.

The mao had been convicted of

raping the 11 Vi-year-old girl by
the Nazareth District Court,
which sentenced him to only four

years. The district court’s reasons

for the light sentence were that

the man had no previous convic-

tions, and that he had only raped

the girl once, rather than repcal-
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etily. The state then appealed

Justices Eiiezer Goldberg,
Eliahu Mazza and Ya’akov
fCedmi agreed with the state that

neither of these reasons justified

so light a sentence for such a seri-

ous crime.

Incest has unfortunately be-

come widespread, even among
otherwise upstanding citizens,

they said, so it is necessary to

impose stiff sentences which

might deter this trend.

The justices said they would
have given the man an even long-

er sentence had they been sitting

as the court of first instance, but

since their policy is not to exer-

cise the full harshness of the law
on appeal, they upped the sen-

tence to only 10 years.

la their verdict, the justices

stressed that it is the Supreme
Court’s explicit policy to “deal

severely with crimes of this

nature.”

US Senate will

probe fate

of funds in

Swiss accounts

Principal: Feuerstein unfit

for Ethiopian program
BATSHEVA TSUR

NEW YORK (Reuter) - The
Senate Banking Committee will

hold hearings on what happened

to funds deposited in Swiss banks

by Jews and other Holocaust vic-

tims, the World Jewish Congress

said on Friday.

' The Congress said that New
York Republican Sen. AJfonse

D’Amato, the committee’s chair-

man, had informed it that he will

go ahead with hearings and had

already asked for information

from the Swiss Banking Associa-

tion, the Central Intelligence

Agency and the Secretaries of

State and the Treasury.

A spokesman for foe senator

was not available for comment.

D’Amato has asked the CIA
for information about a secret US
postwar operation called “Pro-

ject Safehaveo,” which aimed to

track and then block the export of

funds by Nazis from neutral

countries like Switzerland, a

WJC spokesman said.

The WJC and the Swiss Bank-

ing Association have been argu-

ing about unclaimed funds in

Swiss banks left by Holocaust vic-

tims. The Swiss group says it can

only trace 775 unclaimed ac-

counts with a total value of $33

million.

THE principal of Tel Aviv’s

Kedma school has charged that

Israel Prize laureate Reuven
Feuerstein should not run a pro-

gram to integrate Ethiopian chil-

dren into the school system,

.since, in the 1950s, he said immi-

grants from Oriental countries

were of inferior intelligence.

Feuerstein was put in charge of

the project to evaluate the abili-

ties of children from the Ethiopi-

an community who have been

placed in special education
schools or classes with a view to

bringing about their integration

in the regular education system,

rhe Education Ministry spokes-

man said. The ministry has allo-

cated him and his staff N1S 3 mil-

lion for tire project for die current

fiscal year.

But Kedma principal Sammy
Shalom Shitrit charged at the

weekend that Feuerstein should

be disqualified from dealing with

die Ethiopian community on the

grounds that ' he had slurred, im-

migrants from Oriental countries.

It was likely that he would take a

similar approach to die Ethiopi-

ans, said Shitrit. Kedma is a

school for pupils interested in fos-

tering “Mizrahi” (Oriental)

culture.

Ministry Director-General

Shimshon Shoshani said Thurs-

day drat Feuerstein was a world-

renowned educator and eminent-

ly qualified for the post
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Suspect in Crown Heights slaying to be tried as adnlt

NEW YORK (AP) - A 20-year- kring the civD lights of Yankel

old black man can be tried as an

adult in the slaying of a rabbinical

student during the 1991 black ri-

ots in Crown Heights, a Brooklyn

federal judge ruled Friday.

The 42-page written opinion by

US District Court Judge David

Trager dears the way for prose-

cutors to pursue federal charges

against Lemrick Nelson for vio-

Rosenbaum, “resulting in his

death.”

Rosenbaum, 29, a yeshiva stu-

dent from Australia, was fatally

stabbed during the antisemitic

street disturbances that erupted

after a car in the motorcade of the

Lubavitch rebbe struck and killed

a seven-year-old black, Gavin
Cato.

Reform movement leader

Rabbi Leon Kronish dies

RABBI Leon Kronish, founding
senior rabbi of Temple Beth Sho-
lom in Miami Beach and a former
national chairman of State of Is-

rael Bonds, has died after a loon
illness.

Prior to suffering . a stroke in

1984, Kronish had been one of
the leading Reform rabbis of
American Jewry and a leading
Zionist force within Reform Ju-

daism for many years.

Jerusalem Post Staff

While not disputing the Swiss

Banking group's figures, the

WJC has called for independent

verification.

Wolf Prizes

to be awarded
THE 1995-96 Wolf Foundation
Prizes will be awarded at the

Knesset tonight, in a ceremony to

be attended by President Ezer
Weizman and Knesset Speaker

Shevah Weiss.

This year’s honorses are: Agri-

culture: Morris Schnitzer, Otta-

wa, Canada, and Frank Steven-

son, University of -Illinois at

Champaign-UTbana; Chemistry:

Gilbert Stork, Columbia Univer-

sity, New York and Samuel Dani-

shefsky, Memorial Sloan-Ketter-

ing and Columbia University;

Mathematics: Robert Langlanda,

Princeton University and An-
drew Wiles, Princeton Universi-

ty; Medicine: Stanley Prusiner,

University of California School of

Medicine; and Arts: Zubin
Mehta, Israel Philharmonic Or-

chestra, and Gyorgy Ligeti,
Hamburg. Musical entertainment

will be provided by pianist Saar

Ahuvia.
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'Mope ”The Jewel of Peace
BeaufiM gRs FOR HIM and FOR HBl -1

The dove, symbol of peace from time immemorial, is depicted In a handshake - one hand in 24 carat j_

the Cither in 925 sterling silver. These beautiful items express the artist's hope tor a better future tor all

peoples of the world.
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PHILISTINE, The Great Deception,

by Ramon Bennett

Is the Israeli-PLO

Peace Accord the
beginning of the end
of the Arab-Israeii

conflict, or is it a
prelude to an all-out

assault on Israel by
the Arab nations?
This incredible,

thoroughly

documented expose
gives a clear

understanding of the
Arab mind and Arab
intentions.

ORDER SY PHONE OR FAX

Softcover, 296 pp. Published by Arm of

Salvation, 1995.

JP Price NIS 35 Incl.VAXp&h inTsrael

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post
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